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Preface
Legal Aid BC (LABC) has a long history of supporting Indigenous justice. In 2007, LABC’s
Building Bridges report recommended that LABC (also known as Legal Services Society)
build bridges between LABC and Indigenous clients. 1 In response, LABC worked with
Indigenous communities to identify report writer candidates and collaborated to develop
the successful training program Gladue U and the Gladue Primer, 2 which was LABC’s first
detailed publication prepared on Gladue information.
However, lack of funding for reports remained an ongoing obstacle to Indigenous
people obtaining Gladue reports in BC. In response, LABC provided funding in 2011 to
support and evaluate Gladue reports on a pilot project basis. The evaluation found that
LABC’s Gladue report program had “made a substantial contribution towards the
implementation of Gladue principles in British Columbia.” 3 The evaluation suggested
that the program was both needed and valued by those in the criminal justice system,
and also by Indigenous people who were the subjects of these reports. 4
LABC provided funding to make Gladue reports available after the pilot concluded, worked
to raise awareness of Gladue principles through public legal education activities, and
published Gladue resources. These publications include the plain language Gladue Report
Guide, Gladue Submission Guide, Gladue and You booklet (formerly Your Gladue Rights),
Guide for the Legal Review of Gladue Reports, the graphic novel A Second Chance, and its
companion A Teacher’s Guide to A Second Chance for high school teachers. In addition, LABC
held Gladue submission training sessions throughout BC and educational sessions for
service providers working in communities. As a result of all of these efforts, the LABC
Gladue Report Program grew significantly, and by 2019 – 20 the program produced three

1.
Legal Services Society, Building Bridges: Improving Legal Services for Aboriginal Peoples (Vancouver, BC:
Legal Services Society, 2007), legalaid.bc.ca/sites/default/files/2019-03/buildingBridges_en.pdf, 39.
2.
Legal Services Society, Gladue Primer (Vancouver, BC: Legal Services Society, 2011),
legalaid.bc.ca/publications/pub/gladue-primer.
3.
Legal Services Society, Gladue Report Disbursement: Final Evaluation Report (Vancouver, BC: Legal
Services Society, 2013), legalaid.bc.ca/sites/default/files/2019-03/gladueReportDisbursementEvaluation
June2013.pdf, 65.
4.

Ibid., 66.
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times the number of reports it did in 2016 – 17. LABC has been referred to as a “trusted
source of quality Gladue reports.” 5
Through LABC’s Indigenous-led team, the standards and best practices for the LABC
Gladue report writer roster have been set out in this guide. LABC is proud to share the
learnings from 10 years of service provision.
Best Practices for Writing Gladue Reports and Understanding Gladue Principles is to be
considered as no more than guidelines. These are guidelines to support Gladue report
writers in their work. As the law and practices continue to evolve, this guide could soon be
outdated and readers are urged to be aware of this.

LABC acknowledges the validity of the different approaches
in Canada to Gladue principles and issues described in this
guide. It is not our intention to undermine other ways of
thinking about Gladue principles and reports. LABC provides
this free guide to support the work of Gladue writers, to
those interested in understanding Gladue principles, and to
contribute to further conversations for better practices.

5.
Patricia Barkaskas et al., Production and Delivery of Gladue Pre-Sentence Reports: A Review of Selected
Canadian Programs (Vancouver, BC: International Centre for Criminal Law Reform and Criminal Justice Policy,
2019), 47.
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A note on terminology
Indigenous and Aboriginal
Unless directly quoting or referring to a legally defined concept, this guide prefers
the term Indigenous to Aboriginal as explained here.
Aboriginal, when used in Canada, usually refers specifically to the first inhabitants of
Canada, and includes First Nations, Inuit, and Métis peoples. 6 It is from the Latin ab
origine, which translates to “from the beginning.” 7
Canadian legal documents, such as the Constitution Act, 1982, 8 and decisions of the
Supreme Court of Canada, use the term Aboriginal more than any other. For this reason,
Aboriginal can sometimes be part of a defined Canadian legal concept. 9 For example, the
Constitution of Canada recognizes rights to the “aboriginal peoples of Canada,” 10 which it
defines as including “Indian, Inuit and Métis peoples of Canada.” 11
Indigenous is more often used internationally and encompasses a variety of peoples.
Canada has also embraced this term. The United Nations has refrained from defining
Indigenous for many reasons, including the need for flexibility and to respect the desire
and right of each Indigenous people to define themselves. 12 However, there is an oftencited working definition that was developed in the 1980s (specifically by José Martínez
Cobo, the Special Rapporteur of the Sub-Commission on Prevention of Discrimination
and Protection of Minorities): 13

6.
“Terminology,” Identity, Indigenous Foundations, First Nations Studies Program, last modified 2009,
indigenousfoundations.arts.ubc.ca/terminology/.
7.
Legal Aid BC, A Teacher’s Guide to A Second Chance: A Gladue Rights Story (Vancouver, BC: Legal Aid
BC, 2020), 42.
8.
Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11, s 35(1) [Constitution
Act, 1982].
9.

An example is “Aboriginal title.” See Tsilhqot’in Nation v British Columbia, 2014 SCC 44 [Tsilhqot’in Nation].

10. Constitution Act, 1982, s 35(1).
11. Ibid., s 35(2).
12. Asia Pacific Forum of National Human Rights Institutions and Office of the United Nations High
Commissioner for Human Rights, The United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples: A
Manual for National Human Rights Institutions (Sydney, Australia, and Geneva, Switzerland: United Nations,
2013), ohchr.org/documents/issues/ipeoples/undripmanualfornhris.pdf, 6–8.
13. This definition is cited in ibid., 6.
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Indigenous communities, peoples and nations are those which, having a historical
continuity with pre-invasion and pre-colonial societies that developed on their
territories, consider themselves distinct from other sectors of the societies now
prevailing on those territories, or parts of them. They form at present non-dominant
sectors of society and are determined to preserve, develop and transmit to future
generations their ancestral territories, and their ethnic identity, as the basis of their
continued existence as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural patterns,
social institutions and legal system. 14

“Aboriginal law” can be a confusing expression, as it frequently refers to both the body of
Canadian law as it applies to Aboriginal peoples 15 and the body of laws developed and
maintained by Aboriginal peoples themselves. 16 “Indigenous law” is consistently defined as
the latter — the laws and Indigenous legal traditions of each Indigenous Nation. 17

Subject
This guide refers to the person a Gladue report is written about as the subject. This term is
not ideal and it might trigger some negative feelings for some people. It is used in this
guide in a very basic way: the person a Gladue report is written about is the subject of the
report. It is not intended to remove anyone’s sense of independence or agency, nor to
suggest that people are “our subjects.”
This term was chosen instead of offender to avoid defining people by an offence. A Gladue
report’s subject is not referred to as a client because LABC’s role is limited to funding and
coordinating Gladue reports.

14. José R. Martínez Cobo, Study of the Problem of Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations (New York,
NY: United Nations, 1987), https://undocs.org/en/E/CN.4/Sub.2/1986/7/Add.4, 29.
15. Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, “An Inside Job: Engaging with Indigenous Legal Traditions Through
Stories,” McGill Law Journal 61, no. 4 (2016), 730; and Thomas Isaac, Aboriginal Law: Commentary and Analysis
(Saskatoon, SK: Purich, 2012).
16. Jeffery G. Hewitt, “Reconsidering Reconciliation: The Long Game,” Supreme Court Law Review: Osgoode’s
Annual Constitutional Cases Conference 67 (2014), 261n12.
17. See Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada, vol. 6, Canada’s Residential Schools: Reconciliation (Montreal, QC: McGill-Queen’s
University Press, 2015), 45: “All Canadians need to understand the difference between Indigenous law and
Aboriginal law. Long before Europeans came to North America, Indigenous peoples, like all societies, had
political systems and laws that governed behaviour within their own communities and their relationships with
other nations. Indigenous law is diverse; each Indigenous nation across the country has its own laws and legal
traditions. Aboriginal law is the body of law that exists within the Canadian legal system. The Supreme Court of
Canada has recognized the pre-existence and ongoing validity of Indigenous law.”
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Types of Gladue reports
According to the Supreme Court of Canada, a Gladue report is a “form of pre-sentence report
tailored to the specific circumstances of Aboriginal offenders.” 18 However, it has now been
recognized that Gladue principles and factors apply not only in sentencing but in multiple
situations and various ways.
Even when the law does not make it mandatory for Gladue principles to be taken into
consideration, such as in situations of prosecutorial discretion, 19 Gladue reports are
requested at times to help make an informed decision in court.
Gladue reports can be prepared at different stages of the criminal justice process
such as sentencing hearings, 20 bail hearings, 21 dangerous and long-term offenders’
assessments and hearings, 22 appeal, 23 resolution discussions, 24 decision to refer
someone for alternative measures, 25 hearings to determine parole ineligibility in

18. R v Ipeelee, 2012 SCC 13 [Ipeelee], para 60.
19. R v Anderson, 2014 SCC 41 [Anderson]. However, the BC Prosecution Service, in their policies, guides Crown
prosecutors to consider some factors relating to Indigenous people, or Gladue principles, when making a
number of decisions regarding Indigenous people. See the policies Charge Assessment Guidelines (CHA 1),
Alternatives to Prosecution — Adults (ALT 1), Resolution Discussions (RES 1), Sentencing — Adults (SEN 1),
Vulnerable Victims and Witnesses (VUL 1), Youth Criminal Justice Act — Extrajudicial Measures (YOU 1.4), Youth
Criminal Justice Act — Extrajudicial Measures (YOU 1.4), Bail — Adults (BAI 1), and Intimate Partner Violence
(IPV 1). BC Prosecution Service, Crown Counsel Policy Manual (Victoria, BC: BC Prosecution Service, 2021),
www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/justice/criminal-justice/bc-prosecution-service/crown-counsel-policy-manual.
20. R v Gladue, [1999] 1 SCR 688, 1999 CanLII 679 (SCC) [Gladue cited to SCR]; and Ipeelee.
21. R v Hope, 2016 ONCA 648, para 9 [Hope]; R v Louie, 2019 BCCA 257, para 35 [Louie]; and R v Papequash,
2021 ONSC 727, para 7 [Papequash].
22. Ipeelee.
23. Ibid.
24. Following Anderson, Crown prosecutors do not have to consider an accused’s Indigenous status when
using prosecutorial discretion (such as at a resolution discussion). However BC Prosecution Service’s policy
Resolution Discussions says that when Crown counsel engages in resolution discussions with and develops a
sentencing position for an Indigenous accused person, they must consider Gladue principles and any available
Gladue report. BC Prosecution Service, Resolution Discussions (RES 1), in Crown Counsel Policy Manual
(www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/law-crime-and-justice/criminal-justice/prosecution-service/crown-counsel-policy
-manual/res-1.pdf).
25. This is still a matter of prosecutorial discretion, but the Alternatives to Prosecution — Adults policy asks
Crown prosecutors in BC to consider the particular circumstances of Indigenous people and Gladue factors
when making their decision in that matter. BC Prosecution Service, Alternatives to Prosecution — Adults (ALT
1), in Crown Counsel Policy Manual (www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/law-crime-and-justice/criminal-justice
/prosecution-service/crown-counsel-policy-manual/alt-1.pdf).
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sentencing, 26 parole board hearings, 27 security transfer hearings and mental health
review boards, 28 and other situations. 29 Within the context of each of those settings
the way the information is presented may change.
Gladue report writers on the LABC roster are tasked with the majority for sentencing
hearings. They may also write reports for bail, dangerous offender and long-term
offender assessments and hearings, appeal hearings, and resolution discussions
(negotiations). Gladue information applies in all of these situations. This guide gives
direction for Gladue reports written for sentencing, bail, dangerous and long-term
offenders, and resolution discussions.

26. In R v Jensen, 74 OR (3d) 561, [2005] OJ No 1052 (ONCA), a Gladue report was used to determine how long
an offender was ineligible for parole in sentencing.
27. Twins v Canada (Attorney General), 2016 FC 537.
28. See R v Sim, 78 OR (3d) 183, [2005] OJ No 4432 (ONCA), for a disposition by the Ontario Review Board of an
Indigenous person found not criminally responsible.
29. There have been Gladue reports in cases such as R v Sutherland, 2009 BCCA 534, where an order under
s 161 of the Criminal Code to prohibit the offender from attending certain places were modified; Frontenac
Ventures Corp v Ardoch Algonquin, 2008 ONCA 534, involving a sentencing of Indigenous individuals found in
civil contempt of the court for engaging in a peaceful protest; United States v Leonard, 2012 ONCA 622,
involving an extradition; and Law Society of Upper Canada v Terence John Robinson, 2013 ONLSAP 18, involving
professional penalties or disciplinary sanctions. There have been discussions about expanding Gladue
principles to youth protection cases, but we are not aware of any as of yet.

x
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Part I Standards of conduct and communication
with criminal justice professionals
Communication with lawyers
The number one question that Gladue report writers on the roster ask about lawyers is,
Why can’t I get in touch with the subject’s lawyer?
Lawyers are very busy people, often carrying dozens of files at time.
Once you have accepted an assignment for a Gladue report, send an email to the subject’s
lawyer to introduce yourself as the assigned Gladue report writer and request the
necessary documentation. A sample introductory email for LABC reports is included in
Appendix 2 (page 205).
If you have not been able to connect with the lawyer, follow up with a phone call to their
office and ask to speak with their assistant (if they have one). Introduce yourself as the
Gladue report writer for (subject’s name) and establish a relationship over the phone. The
assistant is your conduit to information. Discuss your request for information and tell
them about your timelines and how much you appreciate their help. Encourage them to
contact you with any questions or comments throughout the process and give them your
contact information.
♦ Ask them to scan and email you any relevant documents.
♦ If you cannot reach either the lawyer or the assistant, try again after seven
days. If you still do not make contact, and you are on the LABC roster, you can
follow up with the Gladue coordinator.
♦ Be patient and leave lots of time for a response.
As noted, lawyers are very busy and often do not have time to get back to you
right away.
♦ Correspond in writing with pointed, well-informed questions and clear
requests.
Asking a vague question that requires a lot of work on the lawyer’s behalf
assures a slower response time.

1

♦ Be ready for short responses.
Lawyers are often in court or have short breaks between court and their emails
reflect this. Do not take this personally.
♦ Frame your requests in the context of a benefit to the report’s subject.
» You ask for a large amount of information that needs to be physically
located, removed from a file, scanned, and emailed to you.
» Lawyers who work mainly with legal aid clients can have dozens of clients at
the same time, and often work without an assistant.
» Rather than just send a list of required documents, explain why those
documents are important or required. Here are two examples:
 The pre-sentence report (PSR) helps me note any conflicting information
and address it with your client.
 The criminal record allows me to get a better sense of when, how, and
why your client has been in trouble with the law, and discuss their life
circumstances during both times of conflict and periods where they
avoided the criminal justice system.
♦ Follow up information requests with a phone call.
» Use this phone call as an opportunity to connect.
» Calling before 9:00 a.m. or after 4:30 p.m. when court is over might help to
contact the lawyer.
» You might say things like, “I just sent over my request for documents, but I
wanted to make sure I followed up with you in case you have any questions.”
» If you get a voicemail, leave the same message and when and where you
can be contacted by phone. Say you are looking forward to working with
them and their client.
♦ Treat each interaction with a lawyer and/or their assistant as an opportunity to
grow your relationship.
The more care and time you put into developing contacts in the criminal justice
system, the easier it becomes to access needed information in a timely fashion.
Alternatively, poor communication breaks down relationships.

2
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♦ Keep the lawyer posted with any important changes or updates in the report
writing process.
» A quick email to let them know you have met with their client and any
possible delays goes a long way.
» Your communication reflects your professionalism, and lawyers appreciate
your keeping them in the loop.
♦ Remember, your interactions with lawyers and all other parties in the criminal
and social justice system reflect on LABC and the roster.
Your words, attitude, responses, and effort, outside of the actual written
report, weigh heavily on the appearance of you, LABC, and other Gladue report
writers. Be aware of this during your interactions and do your best to leave a
good impression.

Communication with court and correctional centre staff
Gladue report writers often prepare reports for subjects on remand in a provincial
correctional centre. Sometimes, report writers prepare Gladue reports for subjects serving
sentences in federal correctional centres. In either circumstance, you will communicate
and interact with correctional centre staff.
Prior to interviewing at a correctional centre, you will be required to obtain the necessary
security clearances to enter the facility. Because these security clearances can take several
weeks, you are encouraged to obtain clearances when accepted to the roster.
To obtain clearances for BC Corrections, LABC recommends you contact the correctional
centre that is closest to you for instructions. BC Corrections clearances are valid for
several years.
To obtain clearances for Correctional Services Canada (CSC), LABC recommends you
contact the institution where your report subject is currently at. CSC clearances are
provided for a limited time.

Part I Standards of conduct
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Video interviews
If you are not in the subject’s geographic location, you will need to set up a video
interview with them. LABC has a memorandum of understanding (MOU) to allow
Gladue report writers to interview in-custody subjects through courthouse video
equipment connected to correctional centres. LABC has developed instructions to set
these up (see Appendix 4 on page 218).
Remember the following when you do a video interview at the courthouse or
correctional centre:
♦ Arrive 15 to 20 minutes before your scheduled interview time to learn how to
use the video equipment. Do not be afraid to ask court or corrections staff for
help with the process.
♦ Establish names and responsibilities of staff at the court or correctional centre.
Remember, Gladue reports are not standard practice across the province, and
while many court and corrections staff are familiar with them, this is not always
the case. Get (and remember) the names of the staff who help you. Ask them
who to contact to schedule Gladue report video interviews. Get phone
numbers and email addresses for future use.
♦ Make sure to thank the court and corrections staff. Small gestures endear you
and people will remember you, making it more likely they will help you the next
time you need something.

In-person interviews
Remember the following when you interview a subject at a correctional centre:
♦ Before you arrive, and preferably when you book the appointment, ask for
arrangements to be made for the report’s subject to see an Aboriginal liaison
worker/Indigenous liaison officer, or a mental health counsellor, immediately
after the interview.
♦ You cannot take many items inside a correctional centre. Expect to be able to
take a notebook, pen, and a water bottle (if you choose).
♦ Items such as cell phones, laptops, keys, backpacks, recording devices, etc., will
not be permitted. Many correctional centres have lockers available to you. Take
some change with you, as you may be charged a quarter to use the lockers.
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♦ Take your government-issued photo identification. You have to prove your
identity before you can enter.
♦ Arrive 15 to 20 minutes before your scheduled interview time. The correctional
centre will take a few minutes to organize an officer to escort you to the
interview room.
♦ When you arrive, check in at the front desk reception area, introduce yourself
as a Gladue report writer, and tell them who you are there to interview. You will
be asked to take a seat and wait for a correctional officer to escort you.

Working with correctional centres and staff
♦ Get names, phone numbers (direct lines) and emails. Creating allies of staff at a
custody centre is key and the more people you connect with, the easier your
job will be.
♦ Expect a variety of response times to phone calls, voicemails, and emails.
Depending on who you are contacting, they may have a variety of
responsibilities that come before your needs.
♦ Develop and grow your networking skills. Don’t be afraid to call the frontline
reception staff at a correctional centre and start asking questions like:
» “Who makes Gladue report interview bookings?”
» “Who are the Aboriginal liaison workers?”
» “Who do you suggest I speak with in the health care section (Mental Health
and Addictions)?”
♦ Make friends with the frontline reception staff. Get their names and ask for them
the next time. They can unlock access to the rest of the correctional centre.

Part I Standards of conduct
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Part II Security and confidentiality
Gladue writers on the roster are responsible for adhering to the practices, policies, and
standards of quality associated with their role. These are discussed in the Legal Aid BC
Gladue Report Writer Orientation Guide (see Appendix 5 on page 219).
For the purpose of a Gladue report you will request and access sensitive and personal
information. It is your responsibility to keep this information safe and protected from
public access.
LABC recommends that Gladue report writers on the roster safely secure and later
discard any documents obtained or created in the process of preparing a Gladue
report. This also applies to text messages from the subject or collaterals. The only
exceptions are your interview notes and the final Gladue report. Keep these in case
you are subpoenaed to court.
Under no circumstances are you ever to leave any Gladue-related private information
unattended or unsecured.

Record keeping
Most Gladue report writers handwrite their interview notes, while some choose to
record interviews and transcribe. If you choose to record interviews, you must obtain
the subject’s consent in writing on the Consent to a Gladue Report. In addition to
their written consent, it is also recommended that you record their verbal consent to
record the interview.
While LABC does not recommend one approach over another, keep in mind that
transcribing interviews takes a long time, and recording devices will not be allowed
into correctional facilities.
Currently there are no provincial or national standards that regulate Gladue writers and
practices such as record keeping. Despite this, keeping records is an essential component
of professional practice.
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It is extremely important that you keep systematic, dated, and legible records for each
Gladue subject you work with. You are required to document the subject’s story and the
times, dates and places of contact (or attempted contact) with collaterals. Good record
keeping assists you to accurately recall the information and establish accountability for
information you obtain to prepare a Gladue report. This is especially critical if your work is
called into question, possibly requiring you to attend court for cross-examination, or if the
subject makes a complaint about their Gladue report or you.
An accurate record fulfills several purposes for a Gladue report writer, including continuity
if another writer needs to take over a Gladue report. While this is not ideal, it may be
necessary if the writer has to be absent for example, because of illness.
You are encouraged to exercise judgement about the wording you choose to document
and reminded to report impartially and objectively the factors relevant to the subject’s
story. It is recommended you record information when the event occurs or as soon as
possible after.

Ensuring confidentiality
As a Gladue report writer, you are responsible to make sure you protect a subject’s
personal information. Store records in a secure environment to safeguard their integrity
and confidentiality. This applies equally to paper and electronic records. Implement
reasonable measures to protect a subject’s information from loss, theft, unauthorized
access, use or disclosure and tampering, including copying, modification, or disposal. This
includes all components of the subject’s record or file.
Some measures to ensure confidentiality include:
♦ physical security — locked file cabinets, restricted office access,
office alarm systems
♦ technological security — password protection, encryption,
virus protection, firewalls
♦ administrative controls — security clearances, access restrictions,
staff training, confidentiality agreements
Gladue report writers mainly receive documentation in two different formats —
electronically or paper copies.

Part II Security and confidentiality
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For emailed documents:
♦ Save these files on your desktop computer and keep them in a
password-protected folder.
♦ Also, make sure you have a password for your computer, which
adds another security layer.
♦ Do not save documents on your phone, as they are more likely
to be lost than on a desktop computer or laptop.
Text messages from the subject or collaterals also need to be kept confidential in the
same ways. However, it is recommended that you not exchange or receive confidential
information by text message.

Record retention and disposal
Discuss with the subject’s lawyer to understand if you will receive copies or original
documents. Return original documents to the lawyer following the completion of a Gladue
report. You may choose to keep electronic copies instead of physical copies. The record
retention guidelines given here apply.
It is a recommended best practice that you retain closed Gladue report files for six years,
starting at the date of the last contact with the subject.
When disposing of Gladue report records at the end of the retention period, you want to
be sure information is permanently destroyed securely. This applies equally to paper and
electronic records. Make sure you:
♦ physically shred paper records before disposal or recycling to protect privacy
♦ erase or purge electronic records irreversibly to prevent the information from
reconstruction in any way
Under no circumstances throw any documentation into public or unsecured garbage or
recycling bins. You have no control over where these documents may end up, and you
may compromise the subject’s personal privacy.
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Working in public
Be aware that any conversations you have in a public space can and most likely will be
overheard. It is recommended you do not interview a subject or collaterals in public
spaces. If you have no other options, it is recommended you explain to them the risks of
interviewing in a public place and ask for their consent to do so. Keep a record of this.
Keep in mind that interviewing in a public space may affect your ability to create an
environment of trust. You may not be able to judge whether some information is
necessary for a comprehensive Gladue report. Also, your choice of location may trigger a
subject or collateral. Try to avoid government agencies — especially courthouses, Ministry
of Children and Family Development (MCFD) offices, police stations, or correctional
agencies. Though they may provide a free space for an interview, the interview could be
compromised from the outset and you may cause harm to a subject or collateral.
To maximize privacy, take the time to know what space is available in your community.
Can you access private spaces in public areas? Many communities have non-profit
agencies, friendship centres, libraries, and other facilities that offer free use of private
offices to community advocates.
Writers often find themselves writing in public; for example, at libraries, airports, on
planes, or at their workplace. It is your responsibility to be aware of your surroundings.
Can people read your computer screen? If so, you run the risk of compromising
confidentiality. Make sure that if you are writing in public, you only do so when it is
guaranteed no one can see your report, or any of the related private documentation
you may be accessing.
Your professionalism, attention to detail, and diligence for information security and
confidentiality are paramount. Any breach compromises not only the subject’s private
personal information, but might reflect poorly on all Gladue report writers and the
roster in general.

Part II Security and confidentiality
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Part III Self-care and the Gladue report
writer community
The majority of your focus will be aimed at the needs and well-being of your report subject
and collaterals. But you cannot take your own physical, mental, psychological, and
spiritual health for granted.
Gladue report writers are the keepers of someone’s sacred story. This role requires
integrity, confidentiality, professionalism, and humility. The guide addresses these areas
in later sections. For now, it is important to acknowledge that much of the story reflects
the reality of intergenerational trauma and colonization, also known as Gladue factors.
While the subject’s stories may show incredible strength and resilience, they may often be
difficult to hear and can impact you negatively. If left unchecked, these realities can have
serious consequences on your health and your ability to do your best work.
You know yourself and your needs better than anyone else. Gladue report writing can
bring unexpected and unforeseen effects. Here are some things to consider and tips to
avoid burnout and breakdown.

Survey your environment
♦ Can you access counselling through your employment benefits?
♦ Does your community offer free counselling services?
♦ Can you pay for counselling if needed?
♦ If you are Indigenous, does your Nation have mental health resources or other
resources you can access?
♦ Who are your supports? Identify those you can vent to, download on, and trust
at moments of upset.
♦ Are you connected with other Gladue report writers? They can be your best
support, as only they fully understand your situation.
♦ Try to create a network of writers you feel comfortable with, and schedule time
when you can all connect (Skype, conference calls, etc.).
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Survey yourself
♦ What are your current stressors?
♦ How do you connect your past experiences with how you are
feeling/managing/coping now?
♦ What are you doing to manage your own mental health?
♦ What types of subject matter may have an impact on you?
♦ How is your health generally?
♦ How are your eating, sleeping, and exercise habits?
♦ Are you spiritual? Do you find comfort in your spiritual practice?
♦ What signs can you recognize when you are stressed, upset, angry, and/or
exhausted?
♦ How have you previously managed to get through difficult periods in your life?
Reading, exercise, painting, and social time with friends/family are examples of
activities that may help.
♦ What keeps you going? Or what is your source of strength?

Create a personal safety plan
For ongoing self-maintenance
♦ Recognize your triggers and address them as they emerge.
♦ Pay attention to your well-being — eating well, sleeping well, and getting some
exercise are important.
♦ Make sure to engage in practices that fulfill you — spiritual, athletic, artistic.
♦ Talk with your supports regularly. Don’t hold on to sadness, trauma, anger, and
frustration. Talk to the people in your life who will understand and listen.
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For emergency situations
 Maintain a list of friends and/or family
you can call.
 If you are connected to a counsellor, have
their emergency contact number handy.
 If you take medication for a physical/mental
health issue, make sure you have access to it.

If you do not have access to resources, friends, or family, British Columbia has 24-hour
crisis lines for adults, 30 including one for emotional support, information, and resources
specific to mental health (310-6789) and one for seniors (604-872-1234).
The Gladue Writers Society of British Columbia (gladuesociety.com) can also be a resource
for you. You can find contact information on their website.
Much of the information in this section is simple and straightforward but sometimes gets
overlooked. Often Gladue report writers, as with many people in helping professions,
repeatedly absorb the trauma of others, without expecting consequences.
You may not anticipate your own breakdown or burnout, so the need to prepare is all the
more important. Consider it an emergency kit for your well-being.
You are encouraged to update and maintain your personal safety plan regularly and keep
in touch with your own needs. Doing so will help you maintain your ability to care for
yourself and provide excellent service to Gladue report subjects.

30. For other crisis lines, see the websites of the Crisis Line Association of BC (crisislines.bc.ca) and the Crisis
Intervention and Suicide Prevention Centre of BC (crisiscentre.bc.ca/distress-services).
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Communication, boundaries, and expectations
♦ Agree on set methods of communication. Texting is often a good way to set up
a time for follow-up calls. If someone has limited or no minutes added to their
cell phone, texting often still works.
♦ Facebook communication is also common. But be wary of your privacy settings.
Facebook can be difficult to navigate. When you message collaterals do not
include any personal information about the subject until you have confirmed
you have connected with the right person.
♦ Restrict Facebook communication to set up meetings, arrange phone calls, etc.
♦ Let the subject know what type of communication you can use and ask
them the same.
♦ Setting boundaries for your personal time and space helps create a
relationship based on mutual respect and input.

Part III Self-care
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Part IV The Canadian criminal legal system
In order to understand the legal aspects of the Gladue law and other cases that
followed Gladue, it is important to understand some basic information about the
Canadian criminal legal system.

Court hierarchy
In Canada, criminal law is under federal jurisdiction. 31 This means only the federal
government can modify the law in criminal matters, and criminal law is uniform
throughout Canada.
However, the organization and constitution of provincial courts is under provincial
jurisdiction. 32 This means every province is responsible for creating and organizing their
courts, and is the reason why courts are different in every province. Every province has
three levels of courts: a provincial court, superior court, and court of appeal.
In British Columbia, the first level of court is the Provincial Court of British Columbia
(BCPC). The majority of criminal cases are heard in BCPC. 33 Every summary conviction
offence (see page 19) is tried in provincial court.
The second level of court is the Supreme Court of British Columbia (BCSC), which is the
superior court. Generally, the BCSC hears only trials for more serious criminal cases, such
as murders. The BCSC hears every trial involving a jury. The BCSC also hears appeals from
the BCPC for Criminal Code 34 summary conviction offences.
The third level of court is the Court of Appeal of British Columbia (BCCA). It is the highest
court in the province. The BCCA never hears trials; it hears appeals from the BCSC and the
BCPC for Criminal Code indictable offences.

31. Constitution Act, 1867 (UK), 30 & 31 Vict, c 3, reprinted in RSC 1985, App II, No 5, s 91(27) [Constitution
Act, 1867].
32. Ibid., s 92(14).
33. Over 95 percent, according to the BCPC. “Criminal Cases,” Types of Cases (last modified February 2020),
www.provincialcourt.bc.ca/types-of-cases/criminal-and-youth.
34. RSC 1985, c C-46.
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The fourth level of court is the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC). The federal government
created the SCC as the highest court in Canada. 35 The SCC hears appeals from every
province’s Court of Appeal, and never hears trials. It is located in Ottawa.
Every court in Canada must follow SCC decisions. SCC decisions become law: it is equally
important to follow both the SCC and the Criminal Code.
However, decisions of the three levels of provincial courts apply only in the province where
the decision was made. For example, the BCPC does not have to apply what the Ontario
Court of Appeal says, because Ontario is a different jurisdiction. Courts are informed and
read what other provincial courts say. In many instances they will come to similar
conclusions, but sometimes they will not and do not have to.

Court hierarchy

Supreme Court of Canada
The highest court in Canada

BC Court of Appeal
The highest court in BC

BC Supreme Court

Trials for serious criminal cases,
jury trials, and appeals from BCPC

BC Provincial Court

The majority of criminal case trials in BC

35. Constitution Act, 1867, s 101.
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Sources of criminal law: Role of case law versus Criminal
Code and other statutes
Canadian criminal law finds its source, or is written, in three different places:
(1) the Constitution of Canada (includes the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms)
(2) statutes, or legislation (includes the Criminal Code)
(3) judge-made common law, or judicial decisions (case law)
The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms includes important legal rights, such as the
presumption of innocence 36 and the right to the assistance of an interpreter. 37
The Criminal Code creates the majority of criminal offences for adults. However, other
federal statutes, such as the Controlled Drugs and Substances Act 38 and the Firearms
Act, 39 create some criminal offences. The Criminal Code is also the main source of criminal
procedure in Canada but the Canada Evidence Act 40 is another important statute in this
matter. The Criminal Code also applies to young offenders, as long as it is consistent with
or not excluded in the Youth Criminal Justice Act (YCJA). 41
As explained previously, the authority of case law depends on the jurisdiction and level of
the court hierarchy. SCC decisions are the most important and every court in Canada has
to follow them.
A criminal court has to apply statutes, constitutional law, and case law to make a decision
in a specific case. The statutes and constitution are not completely self-explanatory. Courts
have to decide how to interpret them, unless a higher level of court has already decided.

36. Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B to the
Canada Act 1982 (UK), 1982, c 11, s 11(d).
37. Ibid., s 14.
38. SC 1996, c 19.
39. SC 1995, c 39.
40. RSC 1985, c C-5.
41. SC 2002, c 1, s 140.
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Here are two examples of how this works:
In 1996, the Parliament of Canada included a new section in the Criminal Code:
section 718.2(e).
At the time, it read as follows:
718.2 A court that imposes a sentence shall also take into consideration the following
principles:
(e) all available sanctions other than imprisonment that are reasonable in the
circumstances should be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the
circumstances of aboriginal offenders.

This section tells courts they have to give “particular attention to the circumstances of
aboriginal offenders.” But it does not explain exactly how to do this. Courts had to
interpret the section and decide how to apply it.
The BCSC attempted to apply this section in 1997 when it sentenced Jamie Gladue, a CreeMétis woman who pled guilty to manslaughter.
The BCSC decision was appealed to the BCCA, and the BCCA decision was appealed to the
SCC. This is where the SCC explained what it means for courts to give “particular attention
to the circumstances of aboriginal offenders,” in the now well-known Gladue decision.
Since 1999, a court that orders a sentence for an Indigenous person has to follow both
section 718.2(e) and what the SCC Gladue decision says among other things.
The second example has to do with section 16 of the Criminal Code, which reads as
follows:
16 (1) No person is criminally responsible for an act committed or an omission made
while suffering from a mental disorder that rendered the person incapable of
appreciating the nature and quality of the act or omission or of knowing that it was
wrong. (Italics added)

You might think that section is self-explanatory. However, to fully understand what is
meant, you need to read multiple court decisions. For example, the courts have defined
each word in italics. It is impossible to understand how to apply that section correctly
without consulting the case law.
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Hierarchy of sources
The three sources of criminal law mentioned (the constitution, statutes, and
common law [case law]) are not equal. The constitution is the highest law in
Canada, followed by statutes, and lastly common law.
This means that if a statute, like the Criminal Code, includes a disposition that does
not comply with the constitution, the courts will strike it down. The courts have the
role to interpret the constitution and decide what is constitutional and what is not.
For example, this happened in 2013 when the SCC decided that many sections in the
Criminal Code prohibiting most activities related to prostitution were in breach of the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedom. 42 The court found that these sections of the
Criminal Code, which criminalized these activities, infringed on sex workers’ rights to
life, liberty, and security of the persons guaranteed under section 7 of the Charter.
The SCC struck down these sections, and these activities were no longer criminal in
Canada. 43
The statutes prevail over common law. This means that if a court decides something
and the government disagrees with it, the government can pass a new law. The new
law supersedes any earlier court’s decisions as long as it is in compliance with the
constitution; otherwise they will be struck down by the court.

42. Canada (Attorney General) v Bedford, 2013 SCC 72.
43. Following this decision of the SCC, the federal government enacted the Protection of Communities and
Exploited Persons Act, SC 2014, c 25 (former bill C-36), which created new crimes in the Criminal Code relating
to prostitution.
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Hierarchy of Canadian law

Constitutional law

Statute law

Common law

Criminal offences: Summary, indictable, and hybrid
The three different kinds of criminal offences in Canada are:
(1) summary conviction offences
(2) indictable offences
(3) hybrid offences
Summary conviction offences are the least serious offences. Except for some situations
provided by law, the maximum penalty for a summary offence is a fine of $5,000 and/or
two years less a day in jail. 44

44. Criminal Code, s 787.
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For example, trespassing at night is a summary conviction criminal offence, as written in
section 177 of the Criminal Code:
Trespassing at night
177 Every person who, without lawful excuse, loiters or prowls at night on the property
of another person near a dwelling-house situated on that property is guilty of an offence
punishable on summary conviction. (Italics added)

Indictable offences are more serious offences, such as aggravated sexual assault and
murder. The maximum penalty for each indictable offence varies and includes life in
prison. Some indictable offences also have a mandatory minimum penalty.
For example, manslaughter is an indictable offence, with a mandatory minimum sentence
of four years in prison if a firearm was used in the commission of the offence, and a
maximum penalty of imprisonment for life, as written in section 236 of the Criminal Code:
Manslaughter
236 Every person who commits manslaughter is guilty of an indictable offence and liable
(a) where a firearm is used in the commission of the offence, to imprisonment for life
and to a minimum punishment of imprisonment for a term of four years; and
(b) in any other case, to imprisonment for life. (Italics added)

The most important difference between a summary conviction and an indictable offence is
the available sentence. As said previously, except for some rare situations, a person cannot
be sent to jail for more than two years less one day under a summary conviction offence.
The other big difference is the fact that the criminal process has some differences: for
example, it is not possible to have a preliminary inquiry or a jury when accused of a
summary conviction offence.
Hybrid offences allow a prosecutor to elect to proceed either with a summary conviction
or an indictable offence. This will depend on multiple factors such as the seriousness of
the accused’s actions and the harm caused. Some hybrid offences have a mandatory
minimum penalty both under their indictable and summary options.
For example, assault is a hybrid offence as written in section 266 of the Criminal Code:
Assault
266 Every one who commits an assault is guilty of

(a) an indictable offence and is liable to imprisonment for a term not exceeding five
years; or

(b) an offence punishable on summary conviction. (Italics added)
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If a prosecutor elects to proceed with the offence as indictable, the information sheet will
reflect that the person is accused under section 266(a) of the Criminal Code. This will occur
if the assault is more serious, for example if the victim was badly injured or was
considered a vulnerable individual.
If a prosecutor elects to proceed with a summary offence, you will see on the information
sheet that the person is charged under section 266(b) of the Criminal Code. This will occur
if the assault is less serious, for example if a person pushes another person and no one
gets injured, or the injuries are minor.

Criminal justice process
The criminal justice process has multiple steps. People being accused of crimes and found
guilty will need to appear before the court and in other places (such as the parole board)
many times. There are appearances, bail hearings, preliminary inquiries, trials, sentences,
and parole hearings. The actual steps depend on the specific situation, such as whether
the person is accused of a summary or indictable offence, whether they require a bail
hearing or not, whether they can and want to request a preliminary hearing, whether they
pleaded guilty or not, and so on.
The possibilities are extensive. For a good overview, we recommend looking up an
infographic called Overview of the Adult Criminal Justice System, produced by Statistics Canada
and the Department of Justice Canada, which shows many of the different pathways. 45

45. Statistics Canada and the Department of Justice Canada, Overview of the Adult Criminal Justice System,
Juristat Bulletin — Quick Fact, vol. 2, no. 1, catalogue no. 85-002-X (Ottawa, ON: Statistics Canada, 2018),
www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/85-005-x/2018001/article/54967-eng.htm.
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Part V Basics of Canadian criminal law:
Sentencing, bail, dangerous and long-term
offenders, and Indigenous people
Basics of Canadian criminal law on sentencing
The objective of this guide is to provide basic information on Canadian criminal law and
sentencing to help you to write Gladue reports. This guide does not include in-depth
information about Canadian sentencing law.
Sentencing in Canadian criminal law is not an exact science. 46 Judges have considerable
discretion in tailoring what is called a “fit sentence”: a sentence that fits the particular
circumstances of the offender, the offence, the victims, and the community. 47
Sentencing is an inherently individualized process — meaning that even if two crimes are
identical, the sentence might be different because the offenders are different people, and
the community and region where the crime occurred all have different needs and current
conditions. 48
For these reasons, varied sentences are expected and normal for similar crimes in the
Canadian legal system. 49

46. Also expressed in the judgment in R v LM, 2008 SCC 31, para 17 [LM].
47. R v Proulx, 2000 SCC 5, para 117 [Proulx]; LM, para 17; and Gladue, para 75.
48. R v M (CA), [1996] 1 SCR 500, 1996 CanLII 230 (SCC), para 92; and Proulx, para 82.
49. Proulx, para 82.
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Principle of proportionality
The rationale behind the approach of individualized sentencing stems from the principle
of proportionality, which is the fundamental principle of sentencing. 50 The principle of
proportionality is codified at section 718.1 of the Criminal Code and states:
A sentence must be proportionate to the gravity of the offence and the degree of
responsibility of the offender. (Italics added)

The gravity of the offence relates to the seriousness of the crime and its consequences. 51
This is in an objective assessment. This means that the offender’s characteristics are not
taken into consideration, and relates to the “harm caused by the offender to the victim as
well as to society and its values.” 52 For example, courts consider sexual offences against
children are high-gravity offences. 53
The degree of responsibility relates to the moral blameworthiness, or moral culpability,
of the offender. 54 This might relate, to the offender’s personal circumstances, mental
capacity, or motive for committing the crime. 55 For example, if someone is struggling
with a drug addiction and sells drugs to support their habit, their degree of responsibility
will be lower than someone who sells the same drug solely for profit.
When a judge crafts a sentence, they must always ensure that the sentence respects the
fundamental principle of proportionality and its two components. To achieve this, they
are guided by the purposes of sentencing and other principles of sentencing. 56

50. See R v Friesen, 2020 SCC 9, para 30 [Friesen].
51. R v Lacasse, 2015 SCC 64, para 12 [Lacasse]. See also Friesen, paras 75ff.
52. Lacasse, para 130, Gascon J, dissenting.
53. Friesen, paras 75ff.
54. The courts uses the expressions “degree of responsibility,” “moral blameworthiness,” and “moral
culpability” interchangeably. They are synonyms that all refer to the “degree of responsibility of the offender”
component of the principle of proportionality.
55. Lacasse, para 130, Gascon J, dissenting, citing R v JLMA, 2010 ABCA 363, paras 58–59.
56. In Friesen, para 33, the SCC explained how the parity principle (in s 718.2(b) Criminal Code) gives meaning
to proportionality.
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Purposes of sentencing
The purposes of sentencing, or objectives/goals, are laid out in section 718 of the
Criminal Code:
718 The fundamental purpose of sentencing is to protect society and to contribute,
along with crime prevention initiatives, to respect for the law and the maintenance of a
just, peaceful and safe society by imposing just sanctions that have one or more of the
following objectives:
(a) to denounce unlawful conduct and the harm done to victims or to the community
that is caused by unlawful conduct;
(b) to deter the offender and other persons from committing offences;

(c) to separate offenders from society, where necessary;
(d) to assist in rehabilitating offenders;

(e) to provide reparations for harm done to victims or to the community; and

(f) to promote a sense of responsibility in offenders, and acknowledgment of the harm
done to victims or to the community.

The judge must balance these goals when they craft a sentence. They might decide to put
more weight on some of these goals and little or no weight on others. 57
For example, if someone commits a crime that is deemed especially wrong and the moral
culpability of the offender is high, a judge might put more weight on the objectives of
denunciation and deterrence. This is often the case, for example, when people traffic
drugs in at-risk communities for greed or when victims are vulnerable. Putting more
weight on the objectives of denunciation and deterrence might translate into a lengthier
jail sentence in Canadian criminal law. 58

57. R v Nasogaluak, 2010 SCC 6, para 43 [Nasogaluak].
58. However, in the Gladue and Ipeelee cases, the SCC noted that in the case of Indigenous people, jail might
not be working to deter and denounce. Gladue, paras 57, 69, 70, 72, and 80; and Ipeelee, para 66.
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Principles of sentencing
As stated previously, judges must consider the principles of sentencing. Sections 718.2
and 718.201 of the Criminal Code provide a non-exhaustive list 59 of these principles:
718.2 A court that imposes a sentence shall also take into consideration the following
principles:

(a) a sentence should be increased or reduced to account for any relevant aggravating or
mitigating circumstances relating to the offence or the offender . . . ;
(b) a sentence should be similar to sentences imposed on similar offenders for similar
offences committed in similar circumstances;
(c) where consecutive sentences are imposed, the combined sentence should not be
unduly long or harsh;

(d) an offender should not be deprived of liberty, if less restrictive sanctions may be
appropriate in the circumstances; and

(e) all available sanctions, other than imprisonment, that are reasonable in the
circumstances and consistent with the harm done to victims or to the community should
be considered for all offenders, with particular attention to the circumstances of
Aboriginal offenders.

718.201 A court that imposes a sentence in respect of an offence that involved the abuse
of an intimate partner shall consider the increased vulnerability of female persons who
are victims, giving particular attention to the circumstances of Aboriginal female victims.

The court has to consider and weigh all of these principles when deciding on the sentence
it will order; 60 it is not optional.

Sentencing summary
In summary, when tailoring a fit sentence, a judge must:
(1) decide which sentencing objectives they will prioritize;
(2) consider and weigh all of the sentencing principles; and
(3) more importantly, make sure the sentence they order is proportionate to the
gravity of the offence and the degree of responsibility of the offender, which
ensures that the fundamental principle of proportionality is upheld.

59. Nasogaluak, para 40. Other principles not listed in the code are in the case law.
60. Nasogaluak, para 43.
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Indigenous people and sentencing: Section 718.2(e),
Gladue, and Ipeelee
In 1996, amendments were introduced to the Criminal Code. As part of these
amendments, the Parliament of Canada enacted section 718.2(e), a principle of sentencing
(the principles are listed on page 25) that was said to be a remedial provision aimed at
alleviating Indigenous over-incarceration through sentencing.
In April 1999, the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) interpreted section 718.2(e) for the first
time in the decision R v Gladue.
In 2012, the SCC rendered the other major decision interpreting section 718.2(e) in
R v Ipeelee.
This section summarizes both of these cases.

R v Gladue
In 1995, Jamie Tanis Gladue, a 19-year-old Cree-Métis woman, killed her common-law
husband, Reuben Beaver.
Ms. Gladue was charged with second-degree murder, but pleaded guilty to manslaughter.
The trial judge heard that she had demonstrated remorse, and while on bail attended
counselling for substance abuse and completed Grade 10. Since she was not living on a
reserve at the time of the murder, the judge ruled that section 718.2(e) of the Criminal
Code did not apply in her case.
The judge sentenced Ms. Gladue to three years in prison.
Ms. Gladue appealed the sentencing decision to the BCCA, which upheld the original
sentence as adequate. But they felt it necessary to clarify section 718.2(e) of the
Criminal Code, as interpreted by the trial judge.
On a second appeal to the SCC, the SCC justices explained that the intent of the
Criminal Code provision was to alleviate the higher rate of incarceration for
Indigenous people and to encourage sentencing judges to have recourse to a
restorative approach to sentencing. 61

61. Gladue, para 93(3).
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The SCC reminded that in Canadian criminal law, the role of a sentencing judge is to
determine a fit and individualized sentence 62 “taking into account all the circumstances
of the offence, the offender, the victims, and the community.” 63 This applies to every
person — Indigenous or not. 64
However, the SCC explained that the effect of section 718.2(e) is to alter the method of
analysis that sentencing judges must use in determining a fit sentence for Indigenous
people, as section 718.2(e) requires that sentencing determinations take into account
the unique circumstances of Indigenous peoples. 65

Unique circumstances
The SCC explained that Indigenous offenders have circumstances
that are significantly different from non-Indigenous offenders.
The SCC stated that sentencing judges have to pay particular
attention to this wide range of unique circumstances, including,
most particularly:
(1) “The unique systemic or background factors which may have
played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender
before the courts”; and
(2) “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may
be appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because
of his or her particular aboriginal heritage or connection.” 66

This guide refers to these as the first set of circumstances and second set of circumstances.

62. Ibid., paras 75–76.
63. Ibid., para 75.
64. Ibid., paras 75–76.
65. Ibid., para 75.
66. Ibid., para 66.
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Regarding the first set of circumstances, the court explained that years of dislocation and
economic development have translated, for many Indigenous peoples, into low incomes,
high unemployment, lack of opportunities and options, lack or irrelevance of education,
substance abuse, loneliness, and community fragmentation. 67 These are the “unique
systemic or background factors which may have played a part in bringing the particular
aboriginal offender before the courts,” often called “Gladue factors.”
These factors can feed into systemic discrimination in the criminal justice system, 68 make
incarceration less appropriate for Indigenous people, 69 and affect whether imprisonment
will meaningfully deter and denounce criminal conduct. 70
Regarding the second set of circumstances, the court explained that “for many if not most
aboriginal offenders, the current concepts of sentencing are inappropriate because they
have frequently not responded to the needs, experiences, and perspectives of aboriginal
people or aboriginal communities.” The court gave some examples of what might better
reflect Indigenous concepts of sentencing, and explained that Indigenous peoples are
distinct with different approaches:
In describing in general terms some of the basic tenets of traditional aboriginal
sentencing approaches, we do not wish to imply that all aboriginal offenders,
victims, and communities share an identical understanding of appropriate
sentences for particular offences and offenders. Aboriginal communities stretch
from coast to coast and from the border with the United States to the far north.
Their customs and traditions and their concept of sentencing vary widely. 71

The SCC explained that “in all instances, it is appropriate to attempt to craft the sentencing
process and the sanctions imposed in accordance with the aboriginal perspective.” 72
Judges must take judicial notice of both sets of circumstances, but they might require
evidence specific to the case to achieve a fit sentence. 73

67. Ibid., para 67.
68. Ibid.
69. Ibid., para 68.
70. Ibid., para 69.
71. Ibid., para 73.
72. Ibid., para 74.
73. Ibid., para 83.
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The SCC made a list of questions that should be answered to decide a fit sentence for an
Indigenous person. “As with all sentencing decisions, the sentencing of aboriginal
offenders must proceed on an individual (or a case-by-case) basis”: 74
♦ “For this offence, committed by this offender, harming this victim, in this
community, what is the appropriate sanction under the Criminal Code?”
♦ “What understanding of criminal sanctions is held by the community?”
♦ “What is the nature of the relationship between the offender and his or her
community?”
♦ “What combination of systemic or background factors contributed to this
particular offender coming before the courts for this particular offence?”
♦ “How has the offender who is being sentenced been affected by, for example,
substance abuse in the community, or poverty, or overt racism, or family or
community breakdown?”
♦ “Would imprisonment effectively serve to deter or denounce crime in a sense
that would be significant to the offender and community, or are crime
prevention and other goals better achieved through healing?”
♦ “What sentencing options present themselves in these circumstances?”
The SCC explained that for Indigenous people, imprisonment has not been successful in
achieving the sentencing objectives of separation, deterrence, denunciation, and
rehabilitation. 75 Thus, the objectives of denunciation and deterrence might not be
achieved through incarceration. 76

74. Ibid., para 80.
75. Ibid., para 57.
76. Ibid., para 80. See also Debra Parkes and David Milward, “Gladue: Beyond Myth and Towards
Implementation in Manitoba,” Manitoba Law Journal 35, no. 1, 105–7; and for an example that is specific to
Saskatchewan, Benjamin Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project: Final Report (Saskatoon, SK: Indigenous Law
Centre, University of Saskatchewan, 2020), 41.
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The SCC was clear in its ruling that judges may not, as occurred in the case of Ms. Gladue,
excuse an Indigenous person from the consideration included in section 718.2(e) of the
Criminal Code based on where they live. 77 A judge must consider an Indigenous
community in a broad sense, 78 including urban or more widely spread communities and
networks of support. 79
The court upheld Ms. Gladue’s sentence of three years imprisonment 80 and noted she had
received parole after six months under controlled-release provisions. 81 The SCC explained
that in most cases, errors such as those committed by the lower courts in Ms. Gladue’s
case would be sufficient to justify sending the matter back for a new sentencing hearing. 82
However, since Ms. Gladue was already out of jail on parole, the court did not consider
that it would be in the interests of justice to order a new sentencing hearing in order to
canvass Ms. Gladue’s circumstances as an Indigenous offender. 83

Keep in mind that the Gladue decision was rendered in 1999;
although it is still good law, further developments in jurisprudence
and knowledge about the reality and diverse cultures of Indigenous
peoples have brought some nuances. As an example, in 1999 the
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC) was not
established. All the knowledge the TRC gathered is not factored
in the Gladue case, even though this knowledge is relevant to
the Gladue analysis.

77. Gladue, paras 91–92.
78. Ibid., paras 92 and 93(11).
79. Ibid., paras 84, 92, and 93(11).
80. Ibid., para 96.
81. Ibid., para 97.
82. Ibid., para 96.
83. Ibid., para 98.
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R v Ipeelee
R v Gladue was reaffirmed in 2012 in R v Ipeelee, where the SCC gave more guidance
to judges and lawyers.
The SCC reiterated the right of every Indigenous person before the court to have their
unique background and the effects of colonization considered, which is entirely
consistent with the requirement that sentencing judges engage in an individualized
assessment of all of the relevant factors and circumstances, including the status and life
experiences of the person standing before them. 84 It is not up to the judge, Crown
counsel, or defence lawyers to decide if this right applies.
Crown and defence counsel must give the judge individualized information in every case
to provide the necessary context for understanding how the systemic and background
factors relate to the case-specific information presented by counsel, unless the person
being sentenced expressly waives their right to have it considered. 85
Even if an Indigenous person waives their right to have their unique story considered at
sentencing, the judge still has a duty to take judicial notice of matters such as the
history of colonialism, displacement, and residential schools and how that history
continues to translate into lower educational attainment, lower incomes, higher
unemployment, higher rates of substance abuse and suicide, and higher levels of
incarceration for Indigenous peoples. 86
When setting an appropriate sentence, judges must explain how they accounted for
systemic and background factors. Simply referring to these factors is not enough.
After reaffirming the principles laid out in Gladue, the SCC stated that over a decade
has passed since the court issued its judgment in Gladue and the statistics indicated
that section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code has not had a discernible impact on the
overrepresentation of Indigenous people in the criminal justice system. In fact, the
overrepresentation of Indigenous people in the criminal justice system was worse than
ever. 87 The court acknowledged that Gladue principles were never expected to provide

84. Ipeelee, para 75.
85. Ibid., para 60.
86. Ibid., paras 60 and 85.
87. Ibid., paras 62–63.
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a panacea; but there is some indication the failure can be attributed to some extent to a
fundamental misunderstanding and misapplication of both section 718.2(e) and the
court’s decision in Gladue. 88
The court attempted to resolve these misunderstandings and clarify certain ambiguities.
First, the court answered three interrelated criticisms made about the Gladue decision:
(1) Sentencing is not an appropriate means of addressing overrepresentation.
(2) Gladue principles provide what is essentially a race-based discount for
Indigenous offenders.
(3) Providing special treatment and lesser sentences to Indigenous offenders is
inherently unfair as it creates unjustified distinctions between offenders who
are similarly situated, thus violating the principle of sentence parity. 89
The court explained that these criticisms are all mistaken as they are based on a
fundamental misunderstanding of the operation of section 718.2(e) of the Criminal Code.
Second, the court also explained that they examined the post-Gladue jurisprudence
applying section 718.2(e) and it revealed several issues. The court “corrected” two
important errors made by judges after the Gladue case:
(1) the causal link error 90
(2) the serious or violent offences error 91

The court’s answer to the three criticisms
Here is a summary of why the court held that the criticisms were mistaken and how it
responded to each criticism. 92

88. Ibid., para 63.
89. Ibid., para 64.
90. Ibid., paras 81–83.
91. Ibid., paras 84–87.
92. Ibid., paras 64–79.
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Criticism one: Sentencing is not an appropriate means
of addressing overrepresentation
The court explained that sentencing judges can endeavour to reduce crime rates in
Indigenous communities by imposing sentences that effectively deter criminality and
rehabilitate Indigenous people who committed a crime. 93
The SCC explained that Indigenous people are subject to systemic racial discrimination in
the Canadian criminal justice system, which leads them to be overly incarcerated. The
court explained this by writing that people experiencing systemic factors (such as
unemployment, low income, and lack of education) are most likely to be sent to jail:
Convicted persons with steady employment and stability in their lives, or at least
prospects of the same, are much less likely to be sent to jail for offences that are
borderline imprisonment offences. The unemployed, transients, the poorly
educated are all better candidates for imprisonment. When the social, political and
economic aspects of our society place Aboriginal people disproportionately within
the ranks of the latter, our society literally sentences more of them to jail. This is
systemic discrimination. 94

In other words, the SCC explained that the actions of Canadian society, through
colonialism, disproportionately placed Indigenous people within the ranks of “good
candidates for imprisonment.” When a society puts a group of people in this category and
then sends them to jail, this society produces systemic discrimination; this is what
happens in Canada. 95
The court explained that judges can address overrepresentation by re-evaluating these
criteria so that they are not contributing to ongoing systemic discrimination. 96

93. Ibid., para 66.
94. Ibid., para 67, citing Tim Quigley, “Some Issues in Sentencing of Aboriginal Offenders,” in Continuing
Poundmaker and Riel’s Quest: Presentations Made at a Conference on Aboriginal Peoples and Justice, ed.
Richard Gosse, James Youngblood Henderson, and Roger Carter (Saskatoon, SK: Purich, 1994), 275–76.
95. Ibid., para 67.
96. Ibid.
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Criticism two: The Gladue principles provide what is essentially
a race-based discount for Indigenous offenders
The court explained that this criticism is misinformed. Section 718.2(e) does not mandate
an automatic reduction of a sentence simply because the person being sentenced is
Indigenous; it recognizes that a sentence must fit the person. 97
Section 718.2(e) and its interpretation in the Gladue decision is entirely consistent with the
requirement that sentencing judges must always engage in an individualized assessment
of all of the relevant factors and circumstances, 98 including the status and life experiences,
of the person standing before them (Indigenous or not). 99 For an Indigenous person, this
means that courts have to take into account the unique circumstances of Indigenous
offenders. 100 The Gladue decision recognized that Canadian courts failed to do this, and
the method of analysis developed in Gladue is intended to remedy this failure. 101
Regarding this method of analysis, the SCC gave a little more information on each set of
circumstances to address the criticism that this method provides a race-based discount for
Indigenous people who committed a crime. The court also outlined that “[b]oth sets of
circumstances bear on the ultimate question of what is a fit and proper sentence.” 102

First set of circumstances: “The unique systemic or background factors which may
have played a part in bringing the particular Aboriginal offender before the courts” 103
The court explained that these systemic or background factors shed light on the level of
moral blameworthiness of the person being sentenced by the court. 104 This refers to the
fundamental principle of proportionality.

97. Ibid., paras 72 and 75.
98. Ibid., paras 71 and 75.
99. Ibid., paras 71, 75, and 77.
100. Ibid., paras 72 and 75.
101. Ibid., paras 72 and 75.
102. Ibid., para 72.
103. Ibid., para 73.
104. Ibid.
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In Canadian criminal law, every sentence must be proportionate to:
♦ the gravity of the offence, and
♦ the degree of responsibility of the offender (often referred to as the “level of
moral blameworthiness”).
This is the fundamental principle of sentencing, called the principle of proportionality, that
is addressed in section 718.1 of the Criminal Code. (For more on this principle, see page 23.)
The court explained that background and systemic factors detailed in the Gladue decision
have an impact on the degree of responsibility of the offender, and not considering them
would violate the fundamental principle of sentencing — that the sentence must be
proportionate to the gravity of the offence and the degree of responsibility of the offender:
Many Aboriginal offenders find themselves in situations of social and economic
deprivation with a lack of opportunities and limited options for positive
development. While this rarely — if ever — attains a level where one could properly
say that their actions were not voluntary and therefore not deserving of criminal
sanction, the reality is that their constrained circumstances may diminish their
moral culpability. As Greckol J. of the Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench stated at para.
60 of R. v. Skani . . . after describing the background factors that lead to Mr. Skani
coming before the court, “[f]ew mortals could withstand such a childhood and youth
without becoming seriously troubled.” 105

The court also explained that the existence of such circumstances may also indicate that a
sanction that takes into account the underlying causes of the criminal conduct may be
more appropriate than one only aimed at punishment:
In cases where such factors have played a significant role, it is incumbent upon the
sentencing judge to consider these factors in evaluating whether imprisonment
would actually serve to deter, or to denounce crime in a sense that would be
meaningful to the community of which the offender is a member. In many
instances, more restorative sentencing principles will gain primary relevance
precisely because the prevention of crime as well as individual and social healing
cannot occur through other means. 106

105. Ibid.
106. Ibid., citing Gladue, para 69. See also Parkes and Milward, “Gladue: Beyond Myth,” 105–7.
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Second set of circumstances: “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions
which may be appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her
particular Aboriginal heritage or connection” 107
The court explained that this second set of circumstances bears not on the degree of
culpability of the person being sentenced by the court, but on the effectiveness of the
sentence itself. Quoting the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, the court explained
that the “crushing failure” of the Canadian criminal justice system vis-à-vis Aboriginal
peoples is due to “the fundamentally different world views of Aboriginal and nonAboriginal people with respect to such elemental issues as the substantive content of
justice and the process of achieving justice.” The court further explained that Gladue
principles direct sentencing judges to abandon the presumption that all offenders and all
communities share the same values when it comes to sentencing and to recognize that,
given these fundamentally different world views, different or alternative sanctions may
more effectively achieve the objectives of sentencing in a particular community. 108

Criticism three: Providing special treatment and lesser sentences to Indigenous
offenders is inherently unfair as it creates unjustified distinctions between offenders
who are similarly situated, thus violating the principle of sentence parity 109
The parity principle is in the Criminal Code at section 718.2(b) and states that “a sentence
should be similar to sentences imposed on similar offenders for similar offences
committed in similar circumstances.”
The SCC explained that “similarity” is sometimes an elusory concept — no two people will
come before the courts with the same background and experiences, having committed
the same crime in the exact same circumstances. 110 There is no sense comparing the
sentence that a particular Indigenous person would receive to the sentence that some
hypothetical non-Indigenous person would receive because only one person is standing
before the court. 111 The fact remains that sentences have to be individualized. Because our
society is ethnically and culturally diverse, differences in sanctions between people will be
justified based on each person’s particular circumstances and life. 112

107. Ipeelee, para 74.
108. Ibid.
109. Ibid., para 76.
110. Ibid., para 78.
111. Ibid., para 86.
112. Ibid., para 79.
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The court explained that nothing in the Gladue decision indicates that background and
systemic factors should not also be taken into account for other, non-Indigenous people
committing crimes. Background and systemic factors should be taken into account for
everyone. 113 If a non-Indigenous person who commits a crime is a member of a
marginalized group that is known to have suffered some historical injustice, this has to be
taken into consideration when sentencing this person. 114
In Gladue, the court acknowledges that Indigenous peoples in Canada have a distinct
history, and that multiple reports found that current levels of criminality amongst
Indigenous people is intimately tied to the legacy of colonialism. 115 Judges have to
consider their unique history, as they would for any other group. But no other history
in Canada compares to that of Indigenous peoples. 116

113. Ibid., para 77. For an example, see R v Jackson, 2018 ONSC 2527.
114. Ipeelee, paras 77–78.
115. Ibid., para 77.
116. Ibid., citing Mark Carter, “Of Fairness and Faulkner,” Saskatchewan Law Review 65 (2002), 71.
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The two post-Gladue errors
Here is a summary of how the court corrected two important errors made by judges
after the Gladue case:

Error one: The causal link error 117
The court explained that after Gladue, some cases wrongly suggested that when an
Indigenous person is sentenced by a court a causal link must be established between
background factors and the commission of the current offence before being entitled
to have those matters considered by the sentencing judge. 118
The court explained that this is a mistake and no such link has to be proven. These
factors are not an excuse nor a justification for the criminal conduct, but they provide
the necessary context to enable the judge to determine an appropriate sentence. 119

Error two: The serious or violent offences error 120
The court explained this is perhaps the most significant issue in the post-Gladue
jurisprudence. There was an “irregular and uncertain application of the Gladue
principles to sentencing decisions for serious or violent offences.” 121 This is due to a
passage from Gladue that has received unwarranted emphasis, where the court
observed that “[g]enerally, the more violent and serious the offence the more likely
it is as a practical reality that the terms of imprisonment for aboriginals and
non-aboriginals will be close to each other or the same, even taking into account
their different concepts of sentencing.” 122
Numerous courts have wrongly interpreted that this generalization indicates Gladue
principles do not apply to serious offences. 123 This is a mistake; section 718.2(e) and
Gladue principles apply to all crimes. 124

117. Ipeelee, paras 81–83.
118. Ibid., para 81.
119. Ibid., paras 82–83.
120. Ibid., paras 84–87.
121. Ibid., para 84.
122. Ibid., para 84, citing Gladue, para 79.
123. Ibid., para 84.
124. Ibid., paras 85–87.
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The court further explained that failure to apply section 718.2(e) to serious offences
would raise many questions. First, what offences are to be considered “serious”?
A “serious” offence is not legally defined. 125 Second, as said earlier, comparing the
sentence of a particular Indigenous person to the sentence of a hypothetical nonIndigenous person does not make sense because only one person stands before
the court. A court has to individualize a sentence to the person standing in front of it
and consider that person’s circumstances. Comparing them to a hypothetical person
is pointless. 126 Failure to apply Gladue principles in any case involving an Indigenous
person would result in a sentence that is not fit, or individualized, and is not consistent
with the fundamental principle of proportionality. 127

Basics of Canadian criminal law on bail
At the bail stage, the accused is still presumed innocent. For this reason, the law says the
accused should ordinarily be released without conditions. 128 Detentions and conditions are
exceptions.
A judge can order detention, or impose conditions, only for one or more of the three
following grounds: 129
(1) If the detention or conditions are necessary to ensure the accused will attend court
when required to do so. 130
For example, if a person has a history of fleeing and not showing up for court
when needed, the court might think the only way to guarantee that this
person will show up is to detain them, or impose a condition that this person
lives with a reliable family member who can support them in that matter.

125. Ibid., para 86.
126. Ibid.
127. Ibid., para 87.
128. Criminal Code, s 515. See R v Antic, 2017 SCC 27, paras 21, 45, and 67(c) [Antic]; and R v Zora, 2020 SCC 14,
paras 1 and 21 [Zora]. An exception to this general rule is provided in s 515(6) of the Criminal Code.
129. Criminal Code, s 515(10).
130. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(a).
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(2) If the detention or conditions are necessary for the protection or safety of the public. 131
For this, the court must believe if the person is not detained, there is a
substantial likelihood, not a mere possibility, that the person will endanger
the public’s safety. For example, conditions may include a curfew, firearms
prohibition, or the requirement to live with a supportive person to minimize
the risk of endangering the public’s safety.
(3) If the detention or conditions are necessary to maintain confidence in the
administration of justice. 132
For example, if evidence against the person is strong and the gravity of the
crime is high, such as a homicide on video, the court may determine that
releasing the person might endanger the public’s confidence in the
administration of justice.
These three reasons are called the “three grounds of detention.” These three grounds of
detention are referred to as the primary, the secondary and the tertiary grounds. It is
important to note the word necessary in the three grounds; conditions or detention cannot
be imposed out of convenience — it has to be necessary under one or more of these three
grounds: 133

What does it mean to impose a necessary condition?
This means conditions cannot be imposed for gratuitous or punitive purposes. 134 It also
means a condition that could be appropriate in the sentencing context, such as a
condition aimed at rehabilitation, will not be appropriate at bail unless directed toward the
risks identified in the three grounds of detention. 135

131. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(b).
132. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(c).
133. Zora, paras 84–85; and Antic, para 67(j).
134. Zora, para 85.
135. Ibid.
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For example, if a person struggles with substance addiction, a judge might be tempted to
suggest that the person, in their release plan, attend treatment for addiction. However,
the SCC clearly stated this is not appropriate at the bail stage, unless such a condition is
shown necessary to control the risk:
A condition that merely seems “good to have”, but is not necessary for the accused’s
release, is not appropriate. . . . Even if some condition is thought to be therapeutic,
intended to help, or “couldn’t hurt,” the prospect of additional criminal liability under
s. 145(3) means any such limits on otherwise lawful behavior may also attract
criminal penalties. 136

What the court refers to in the last sentence when it mentions section 145(3) (now 145(5))
is the criminal infraction of failing to comply with a condition of a release order. The court
explains that these unnecessary conditions aimed at rehabilitation or healing the subject
have the perverse effect of exposing the person to more breaches, and therefore more
criminal liability; because the more conditions you have, the more likely you are to breach
them. 137
This phenomenon is often called the “revolving door” in the criminal justice system, 138 or
as the SCC called it, a “vicious cycle,” 139 where someone is accused of one crime but then
ends up buried under multiple accusations for subsequent breaches from the bail stage:
People with addictions, disabilities, or insecure housing may have criminal records
with breach convictions in the double digits. Convictions for failure to comply
offences can therefore lead to a vicious cycle where increasingly numerous and
onerous conditions of bail are imposed upon conviction, which will be harder to
comply with, leading to the accused accumulating more breach charges, and ever
more restrictive conditions of bail or, eventually, pre-trial detention. 140

136. Ibid., para 85.
137. Ibid., para 57.
138. R c Dubé, 2019 QCCQ 7985, para 41 [Dubé]; and Canadian Civil Liberties Association and Education Trust,
Set Up to Fail: Bail and the Revolving Door of Pre-trial Detention (Toronto, ON: Canadian Civil Liberties
Association and Education Trust, 2014).
139. Zora, para 57.
140. Ibid.
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The SCC explained that this “vicious cycle” is often triggered by unreasonable conditions
that are virtually impossible to comply with and/or fails to consider the person’s
circumstances:
Conditions will also only be reasonable if they realistically can and will be met by the
accused, as “[r]equiring the accused to perform the impossible is simply another
means of denying judicial interim release” by setting them up to fail, as well as
adding the risk that the accused will be criminally charged for failing to comply. 141

The SCC provided some examples of conditions that can be unreasonable in the context of
bail, 142 including:
♦ Conditions directed to symptoms of mental illness:
This includes alcohol and drug abstinence conditions for an accused with an alcohol
or drug addiction. If an accused cannot possibly abide by such a condition, then it
will not be reasonable. In addition, rehabilitating or treating an accused’s addiction
or other illness is not an appropriate purpose for a bail condition — a condition will
only be appropriate if it is necessary to address the accused’s specific risks. . . . If an
abstinence condition is necessary, the condition must be fine-tuned to target the
actual risk to public safety, for example, by prohibiting the accused from drinking
alcohol outside of their home if their alleged offences occurred when they were
drunk outside of their house. 143

♦ Other behavioural conditions that are intended to rehabilitate or help an
accused person:
“[C]onditions such as ‘attend school’ or ‘attend counselling/treatment’ may serve
broader social welfare objectives but are [usually] unrelated to the actual offence
alleged to have been committed” (Webster Report, at p. 7). 144 There may be
exceptions, such as in S.K., where the judge found that an “attend school” condition
was sufficiently linked to the accused’s risks. However, even if a condition seems
sufficiently linked to an accused’s risks, the question is also whether the condition is
proportional: imposing such conditions means that the accused could be convicted
of a criminal offence for skipping a day of school. 145

141. Ibid., para 87. See also Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous Peoples and Certain
Public Services in Québec, Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous Peoples and Certain
Public Services in Québec: Listening, Reconciliation and Progress; Final Report (Québec City, QC: Government of
Québec, 2019), 324.
142. Zora, paras 91–98.
143. Ibid., para 92.
144. Cheryl Marie Webster, “Broken Bail” in Canada: How We Might Go About Fixing It (Ottawa, ON: Department
of Criminology, University of Ottawa, 2015).
145. Ibid., para 93
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♦ “Red zone” conditions which prevent an accused from entering a certain
geographical area:
These conditions have perverse consequences and may have especially significant
impacts on marginalized accused persons. “Red zone” conditions can isolate people
from essential services and their support systems. 146

Indigenous people and bail
The SCC recognized that Indigenous people are more likely to be denied bail and are
disproportionally represented in remand custody. 147
The court also recognized that Indigenous people are disproportionately affected by
unnecessary and unreasonable bail conditions and resulting breach charges. 148 These
numerous and restrictive conditions often set them up to fail. 149

Gladue at bail
The SCC has yet to rule on how and whether Gladue principles apply at bail.
However, Gladue principles have been found to apply to bail hearings by courts of appeal
in most Canadian jurisdictions, 150 including the BCCA. 151 The BC Crown Counsel Policy
Manual now directs BC Crown prosecutors to consider Gladue factors and other
considerations relating to Indigenous people at the bail stage. 152
As the law is still unsettled in these matters, describing precisely how to apply Gladue and
Ipeelee at bail is a difficult task. 153

146. Ibid., para 97.
147. R v Summers, 2014 SCC 26, para 67; Gladue, para 65; and Ipeelee, para 61.
148. Zora, para 79.
149. Ibid., citing Canadian Civil Liberties, Set Up to Fail, 1. See also Zora, para 76.
150. Department of Justice Canada, Spotlight on Gladue: Challenges, Experiences, and Possibilities in Canada’s
Criminal Justice System (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice, 2017), 38.
151. See, for example, Hope, para 9; Louie, para 35; and Papequash, para 7.
152. BC Prosecution Service, Bail — Adults (BAI 1), in Crown Counsel Policy Manual, www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/
gov/law-crime-and-justice/criminal-justice/prosecution-service/crown-counsel-policy-manual/bai-1.pdf.
153. Jonathan Rudin, Indigenous People and the Criminal Justice System: A Practitioner’s Handbook, Emond’s
Criminal Law Series, vol. 7 (Toronto, ON: Emond Montgomery, 2019), 149.
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When applying Gladue principles at bail, it is important to be aware of the fact that section
718.2(e) of the Criminal Code, the Gladue decision, and the Ipeelee decision were
developed in the sentencing context — when a person had been found guilty of an
offence. At the bail stage, the person is presumed innocent. It is important to remember
this difference; otherwise, it could result in eroding the presumption of innocence.
It has also been shown that at the bail stage Gladue principles and Gladue reports could
have the unwanted effect of the court overburdening Indigenous people with
unnecessary, unreasonable, or inappropriate conditions. 154 That is in part because a
Gladue report may present various rehabilitation or treatment options, and the court may
treat these as they would in a sentencing report which imposes them to rehabilitate or
apply the person. 155
Broadly speaking, it can be stated that at the bail stage:
(1) Gladue principles should support the court in seeing the three grounds of
detention in a way that prevents systemic discrimination.
For example, as explained previously, at the bail stage a court might detain
someone if it is deemed necessary to protect the public’s safety.
Normally, to address this concern, an accused can bring forward the fact that
they have a good job and want to keep it, that they have good family support,
and the family is willing to provide housing and financial assistance if needed.
Because of the historical background of Indigenous people, many are not in a
position to provide such guarantees to a judge due to lower employment
opportunities and family issues. Gladue principles can help the judge connect
these dots and find other creative solutions to prevent sending Indigenous
people to jail.
This relates to the first set of circumstances of the Gladue analysis at sentencing:
“The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a part in
bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts.” 156

154. For more information, see Legal Aid BC, Guide for the Legal Review of Gladue Reports (Vancouver, BC:
Legal Aid BC, 2021); Jillian Rogin, “The Application of Gladue to Bail: Problems, Challenges, and Potential” (LLM
thesis, York University, 2014); the chapter on bail hearings in Benjamin Ralston, The Gladue Principles: A Guide
to the Jurisprudence (Saskatoon, SK: Indigenous Law Centre, forthcoming); Department of Justice, Spotlight on
Gladue, 38; and Rudin, Indigenous People, 154–58. See also Zora, paras 79, 87, and 92–93.
155. Rudin, Indigenous People, 154–58.
156. Gladue, para 66; and Ipeelee, para 72.
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(2) Courts can take into consideration an Indigenous accused’s culture, beliefs, legal
traditions, and community standards. 157 Courts found that when determining
whether to release an Indigenous person, they should examine whether
Indigenous law, customs, and traditions provide the assurances that are required
for release under the three grounds of detention. 158
This relates to the second set of circumstances of the Gladue analysis at
sentencing: “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be
appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her
particular aboriginal heritage or connection.” 159

Section 493.2(a)
In December 2019, section 493.2(a) was introduced into the Criminal Code, requiring
police officers and judges to pay particular attention to the circumstances of Indigenous
people when making decisions about judicial interim release (bail).
The section reads as follows:
493.2 In making a decision under this Part, 160 a peace officer, justice, or judge shall give
particular attention to the circumstances of
(a) Aboriginal accused, and

(b) accused who belong to a vulnerable population that is overrepresented in the
criminal justice system and that is disadvantaged in obtaining release under this Part.

As this section of the Criminal Code is still new, further development in case law is needed to
give clear guidance about how to apply it. The courts have already made, and will likely
continue to make, a connection between this new section of the Criminal Code and Gladue. 161

157. The chapter on bail hearings in Ralston, Gladue Principles; Louie, para 35, citing R v Robinson, 2009 ONCA
205, para 13 [Robinson]; R c Quannaaluk, 2020 QCCQ 2524, para 76 [Quannaaluk].
158. R v Brant, [2008] OJ No 5375, 89 WCB (2d) 431, para 21 [Brant]; R v Silversmith, [2008] OJ No 4646, 77 MVR
(5th) 54, [Silversmith], paras 19 and 32–34, citing Brant; R v CW, 2018 ONSC 4783, paras 45 and 48, citing
Silversmith and Brant; R c Penosway, 2018 QCCQ 8863, para 102 [Penosway], citing Silversmith; and Louie,
para 35, citing Robinson, para 13.
159. Gladue, para 66; and Ipeelee, para 74.
160. Refers to the part of the Criminal Code that sets out the law for judicial interim release (bail).
161. See R v EB, 2020 ONSC 4383 [EB]; R v MLB, 2019 BCPC 218 [MLB]; R v Gibbs, 2019 BCPC 335; Dubé; and
Quannaaluk.
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Basics of Canadian criminal law on dangerous and
long-term offender (DO and LTO) designations
The general purpose of both the dangerous offender (DO) and long-term offender (LTO)
regimes is to protect the public 162 from people who are likely to cause grave harm to
others in the future unless the criminal justice system does something more than impose
a regular sentence. 163 When a person receives a designation of DO or LTO, the court is
allowed to impose additional surveillance on the offender for a longer time, such as an
indeterminate sentence length (for DO), or to impose supervision and conditions for a
longer period of time in the community.

Difference between DO and LTO
DO designations are applied to people considered to have the highest risk of reoffending
and LTO is for people considered high-risk. The distinction between the two designations
is the finding that a reasonable possibility of the risk of reoffending can be controlled in
the community for LTO, 164 but not for DO. If a person is a current threat to others, but this
threat might cease in the future, notably after successful treatment, the person would not
be designated DO, but could be designated LTO. 165 Rehabilitation is the key feature of the
LTO designation, which distinguishes it from the DO designation. 166
The main difference between both is the available sentences, as the SCC explained:
A dangerous offender may be sentenced to an indeterminate sentence of
imprisonment; this is preventive detention in its clearest and most extreme form. A
long-term offender may be sentenced for the underlying offence and, in addition, to
a long-term supervision order not to exceed 10 years. This is a preventive sanction
that is finite in length and built on supervision in the community. 167

162. R v Boutilier, 2017 SCC 64, para 56 [Boutilier]; and R v Steele, 2014 SCC 61, paras 27 and 29.
163. Public Safety Canada, The Investigation, Prosecution and Correctional Management of High-Risk
Offenders: A National Guide, catalogue no. PS4-88/2010E-PDF (Ottawa, ON: Public Safety Canada, 2010), 1.
164. Ipeelee, para 117.
165. Boutilier, para 23.
166. Ipeelee, para 50, citing LM.
167. R v Sipos, 2014 SCC 47, para 19. See also Ipeelee, para 47, citing LM, para 42.
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An indeterminate sentence means that the person’s term of imprisonment does not have
a finite end date. The Parole Board of Canada reviews the case after seven years to see
whether the offender could be eligible for parole, and every two years thereafter. 168
The DO designation can be said to have existed in the Criminal Code, in one form or
another, since 1947. 169 The goal of this designation was to identify “habitual criminals”
who are deemed to remain unaffected by reformative efforts and are dangerous to
others, and to protect society from them. 170
The LTO designation, and the availability of long-term supervision orders (LTSOs), both for
the then-new LTO designation and DOs, was introduced in the Criminal Code in 1997. It
was designed to supplement the “all-or-nothing alternatives of definite or indefinite
detention,” 171 and to fill a gap in the law, which denied serious offenders the support of
extended community supervision, except through the parole process. 172
The purpose of LTSOs is two-fold: to protect the public and rehabilitate offenders and
reintegrate them into the community. 173 The LTSO will include all sorts of conditions that
the offender has to comply with while in the community. 174 A breach of the LTSO is a
criminal offence. 175

Dangerous offenders
A person is designated a dangerous offender if the Crown makes a request and one of
these two sets of conditions are fulfilled: 176
First set of conditions — a person can be designated DO if both these conditions are fulfilled:
(1) The person has been convicted of a “serious personal injury offence”; 177 and

168. Criminal Code, s 761.
169. R v Lyons, [1987] 2 SCR 309, 1987 CanLII 25 (SCC), para 12.
170. Ibid., paras 13–14 and 16.
171. Ipeelee, para 43.
172. Ibid.
173. Ibid., para 50.
174. Corrections and Conditional Release Act, SC 1992, c 20, s 134.1; and Corrections and Conditional Release
Regulations, SOR/92-620, s 161.
175. Criminal Code, s 753.3(1).
176. Ibid., s 753(1). Sometimes it is presumed that the conditions have been met; the offender, not the Crown,
must prove that, on a balance of probabilities, the conditions have not been met. See s 753(1.1).
177. Ibid., s 753(1)(a) (“serious personal injury offence” is defined in s 752); and Boutilier, para 17.
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(2) The Crown proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the person represents “a threat
to the life, safety or physical or mental well-being of other persons.” 178
This second element requires the judge to evaluate the threat posed by the offender on
the basis of evidence establishing one of the three violent patterns of conduct described
at section 753(1)(a)(i) to (iii). 179 The SCC summarized these by saying the following three
criteria must be fulfilled to assess the “threat”: 180
♦ The predicate offence is part of a broader pattern of violence;
♦ There is a high likelihood of harmful recidivism; and
♦ The violent conduct is intractable. Intractable conduct means a behaviour that
the offender is unable to overcome. 181
Through the last two criteria, Parliament requires sentencing judges to conduct a
prospective assessment of dangerousness. 182
Second set of conditions — a person can also be designated DO if both these
conditions are fulfilled:
(1) The person has been convicted of a sexual assault; 183 and
(2) The Crown proves beyond a reasonable doubt that the person has shown a failure
to control their sexual impulses such that they are likely to cause injury, pain, or
other evil to others through failure in the future to control their sexual impulses. 184
If the court designates the person DO, the court must impose an indeterminate
sentence unless there is a reasonable expectation that a lesser sentence will
adequately protect the public. 185

178. Criminal Code, s 753(1)(a) (italics added); and cited by Boutilier, para 18.
179. Boutilier, para 18.
180. Ibid., paras 26–33.
181. Ibid., para 26.
182. Ibid., para 27.
183. Included in the definition of “serious personal injury offence” (subsection (b)) in the Criminal Code, s 752.
184. Criminal Code, s 753(1)(b).
185. Ibid., s 753(4.1).
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If the court decides against imposing an indeterminate sentence of imprisonment on a
person designated DO, it might impose a lesser sentence such as:
♦ A determinate sentence of at least two years, followed by a long-term
supervision order (LTSO) of up to 10 years; or
♦ A sentence that would normally be imposed for the offence. 186

Long-term offenders
A court can declare a person LTO if it is satisfied these three conditions are met: 187
♦ It would be appropriate to impose a sentence of imprisonment of two years or
more for the offence for which the offender has been convicted; 188
♦ There is a substantial risk that the offender will reoffend; 189 and
♦ There is a reasonable possibility of eventual control of the risk in the community. 190
When the court designates the person LTO, the court must impose a sentence of at least
two years in prison, followed by supervision in the community for up to ten years under
the LTSO. 191

DO or LTO designation process
The process of designating someone DO or LTO starts after the person is found guilty but
before they are sentenced.
First, the Crown requests an assessment of the offender. When the assessment is
completed and they decide to proceed, a hearing will be held to determine whether the
person should be designated DO or LTO and what sentence should be imposed on them.

186. Ibid., s 753(4).
187. See R v McLeod, 1999 BCCA 347.
188. Criminal Code, s 753.1(1)(a).
189. Ibid., s 753.1(1)(b).
190. Ibid., s 753.1(1)(c).
191. Ibid., s 753.1(3).
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Assessment request hearing
The Crown cannot ask the court to designate a person DO or LTO without first requesting
the court to order an assessment of the offender 192 by an expert.
The court will hear the request from the Crown, and the arguments from the defence
counsel — who might object to the request. At the end of this hearing, if the court believes
that there are reasonable grounds, the person might be found DO or LTO, the court will
order the assessment. 193
In British Columbia a psychologist or, occasionally, a forensic psychiatrist conducts the
assessment. 194 The expert will produce a report that will focus on the offender’s risk to
reoffend and their prospects for treatment or control in the community. 195
When the assessment and the expert’s report are completed, Crown counsel will
review the report and decide whether to proceed with a DO or LTO application. If the
Crown goes forward, requests a hearing, and succeeds with the request, the
application goes to a hearing.

192. Ibid., s 752.1.
193. Ibid.
194. BC Prosecution Service, Dangerous Offenders and Long-Term Offenders (Victoria, BC: BC Prosecution
Service, 2019), 2n6, www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/law-crime-and-justice/criminal-justice/prosecution-service
/information-sheets/infosheet_dangerous_offenders_long_term_offenders.pdf.
195. Ibid., 2.
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Application hearing
At the application hearing, the court must make two decisions at two different stages. 196

Designation stage 197
The court needs to decide if the Crown provided enough evidence to support a
conclusion of DO or LTO.
This is where, if a person was convicted of a serious personal injury offence 198 and
Crown seeks a DO designation, the Crown will have to prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that the person represents “a threat to the life, safety or physical or mental
well-being of other persons.” 199
If the person was convicted of a sexual assault 200 and Crown seeks the DO designation,
Crown will need to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the person has shown a failure
to control their sexual impulses and is likely to cause injury, pain, or other evil to others
through failure in the future to control their sexual impulses. 201
If Crown seeks the LTO designation, they need to:
♦ demonstrate that a sentence of two years or more must be warranted for
the offence for which the offender has been convicted
♦ must prove beyond a reasonable doubt there is a substantial risk that
the offender will reoffend
♦ that there is a “reasonable possibility” of eventual control of the risk
in the community 202
If the Crown seeks the DO designation, but the court does not find that the evidence
supports such a finding, the court may then consider if the evidence supports the LTO
designation instead. 203

196. Boutilier, para 13.
197. Criminal Code, s 753.
198. Ibid., s 753(1)(a) (“serious personal injury offence” is defined in s 752); and Boutilier, para 17.
199. Criminal Code, 753(1)(a); and Boutilier, para 18.
200. Included in the definition of “serious personal injury offence” (subsection (b)) in the Criminal Code, s 752.
201. Criminal Code, s 753(1)(b).
202. Ibid., s 753.1; and LM, para 40.
203. Criminal Code, s 753(5)(a).
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If the court determines that the offender cannot be designated LTO or DO, then the
court will proceed to sentence the offender for the crime committed, such as they
would in any other case. 204

Penalty stage205
The court needs to decide what sentence should be imposed on the person (DO,
LTO, or neither).
At this stage all the sentencing principles apply, 206 including those specific to
Indigenous peoples (718.2(e), Gladue, Ipeelee, and any other relevant case law),
just as in any other sentencing hearing. 207

Indigenous people and DO and LTO
Indigenous people are overrepresented in DO designations and this has been the case for
a number of years. 208 In 2018, Indigenous offenders accounted for 35.5 percent of DO
designations and 24 percent of the total offender population in federal jails. 209
As the professor David Milward has shown:
In a very real sense, Aboriginal DOs provide the most damning proof of what
colonialism has done to Aboriginal peoples. Aboriginal DOs are shaped by a
multiplicity of traumas affecting their lives, from their early formative years and for
long afterwards, well before a DO application is ever made. To suffer these multiple
traumas over an extended period of time, primes up many Aboriginal persons as
candidates for DO designations. 210

204. Ibid., s 753(5)(b).
205. Ibid., s 753(4) and (4.1).
206. Boutilier, paras 61–62.
207. Boutilier, para 63.
208. See the annual reports put out by the Public Safety Canada Portfolio Corrections Statistics Committee.
The reports from 2007 to 2018 are available at publicsafety.gc.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/ (search for “Corrections
and Conditional Release Statistical Overview”).
209. Public Safety Canada, 2018 Annual Report: Corrections and Conditional Release Statistical Overview,
catalogue no. PS1-3E-PDF (Ottawa, ON: Public Safety Canada, 2019), 107.
210. Milward, “Locking Up Those Dangerous Indians for Good: An Examination of Canadian Dangerous
Offender Legislation as Applied to Aboriginal Persons,” Alberta Law Review 51, no. 3 (2014), 621.
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Every decision in the DO/LTO designation process will be greatly influenced and informed
by the risk posed by the subject, which impacts the outcome:
♦ At the assessment stage, the expert who produces the report will focus on
the offender’s risk to reoffend and the offender’s prospects for treatment or
control in the community. 211
♦ At the designation stage, risk is also paramount, as explained in the
previous section.
♦ At the sentencing stage, risk and prospects for treatment or control
in the community are still paramount.
Research shows that Indigenous offenders tend to score significantly higher than nonIndigenous offenders on most risk factors, 212 and Gladue factors, if not contextualized
appropriately, can be harmfully applied to offenders. 213
Author Nate Jackson summarizes the issue:
[Risk] assessments can be broken down into two broad categories: actuarial (or
historical) and clinical (or dynamic).
Actuarial tools measure the accused’s historical level of education, employment,
mental illness, and criminal history. Clinical assessments measure “dynamic
factors” such as: ongoing substance abuse, active psychosis, instability, attitude
and insight, response to treatment, stress, and levels of anger and hostility.
These dynamic risk factors can also be seen as “need” factors or areas in an
accused’s life that, if treated properly, can reduce the likelihood of recidivism.
Both sets of factors are generally studied together, screened through what is
known as a “structured risk assessment instrument.”
While employing different methodologies, these instruments all compare an
accused’s score to a statistical baseline . . . Because these baselines have been
determined on the premise of ethnic and racial neutrality, however, researchers
have questioned their applicability to minority populations including Aboriginal
peoples in Canada. Indeed, given the harsh socio-economic realities facing

211. BC Prosecution Service, Dangerous Offenders, 2.
212. See Leticia Gutierrez, L. Maaike Helmus, and R. Karl Hanson, What We Know and Don’t Know About Risk
Assessment with Offenders of Indigenous Heritage, research report 2017-R009, catalogue no. PS113-1/2017-9EPDF (Ottawa, ON: Public Safety Canada, 2017); and Ewert v Canada, 2018 SCC 30.
213. Marie-Andrée Denis-Boileau and Marie-Ève Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” UBC Law Review 51,
no. 2 (2018), 587.
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Aboriginal communities (resulting from a unique colonial experience), it is hard to
imagine any Aboriginal accused scoring “well” on such tests. In sum, the predictive
value of these assessments is questionable. Left un-scrutinized by the courts, they
place Aboriginal offenders at a distinct disadvantage in the DO arena. 214

All of these factors, which are considered indicators of higher risks (level of education,
substance abuse, instability, etc.), are also Gladue factors.
This means that in the context of risk assessment, a person with many Gladue factors
could be considered as posing a higher risk to others, if these factors are not looked at
through a Gladue lens.
The prospect of rehabilitation is very important in the DO/LTO assessments and
designation. A court might look at the offender’s background and see they failed all
opportunities for treatment; a Gladue lens might look into whether these opportunities
were appropriate, or what kind of hurdles the subject was facing at the time.
Some Indigenous offenders have never been offered appropriate or culturally relevant
means of rehabilitation. As Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre point out: “If an offender has
never received appropriate treatment and has therefore failed the multiple treatments he
or she has undergone, the potential for rehabilitation will be considered small.” 215
For all of these reasons, different authors 216 have pointed out that “Indigenous offenders
receive more indeterminate sentences due to the damage caused by colonialism, since
such damage ends up becoming a decisive factor in justifying the decisions handed down
by the courts.” 217
A Gladue lens, which includes “broad knowledge of colonialism and its devastating effects
must be brought to bear in order to challenge the initial assumptions as to the danger
posed by an individual Indigenous person.” 218

214. Jackson, “The Substantive Application of Gladue in Dangerous Offender Proceedings: Reassessing Risk
and Rehabilitation for Aboriginal Offenders,” Canadian Criminal Law Review 20, no. 1 (2016), 85–86.
215. Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 587–88. See also Milward, “Locking Up Those
Dangerous Indians,” 621.
216. Milward, “Locking Up Those Dangerous Indians”; Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to
Resist”; Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue”; and Terry Nicholaichuk et al., “Correctional Careers of
Dangerous Offenders,” Criminal Law Quarterly 59, no. 4 (2013).
217. Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 587.
218. Ibid., citing Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue,” 91.
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Resolution discussions
Resolution discussions are discussions between the Crown, the accused, and defence
counsel where they try to reach an agreement on issues without having to go before the
judge. They “include all discussions between Crown counsel and defence counsel as to the
charges laid and their possible disposition.” 219 The SCC considers these discussions
essential in the criminal justice system as “they permit the system to function smoothly
and efficiently.” 220
These discussions can be on multiple subjects and various circumstances. The one heard
most often is the plea negotiation, where an accused will agree to plead guilty to the
charges under some conditions (e.g., an agreement between Crown counsel, defence
counsel, and the accused for a certain sentence or a lesser offence).
Resolution discussions embrace several other practices, “including charge discussions,
procedural agreements as to the facts of the offence and the narrowing of issues in order
to expedite the trial,” as summarized by Milica Potrebic Piccinato for the Department of
Justice Canada. 221 She continues:
Charge discussions may include the following:
 the reduction of a charge to a lesser or included offence
 the withdrawal or stay of other charges
 an agreement by the prosecutor not to proceed on a charge
 an agreement to stay or withdraw charges against third parties
 an agreement to reduce multiple charges to one all-inclusive charge
 the agreement to stay certain counts and proceed on others, and to rely on the
material facts that supported the stayed counts as aggravating factors for
sentencing purposes
Procedural discussions may include the following:
 an agreement by the prosecutor to proceed by summary conviction instead of
by indictment
 an agreement to dispose of the case at a specified future date if, on the record
and in open court, the accused is prepared to waive the right to a trial within a
reasonable time
 an agreement to transfer charges to or from a particular province or territory, or
to or from a particular jurisdiction in a province or territory

219. BC Prosecution Service, Resolution Discussions, in Crown Counsel Policy Manual, 1.
220. R v Anthony-Cook, 2016 SCC 43, para 1 [Anthony-Cook].
221. Plea Bargaining (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice, 2004), justice.gc.ca/eng/rp-pr/csj-sjc/ilp-pji/pb-rpc/pb
-rpc.pdf, 1.
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Sentence discussions may include the following:
 a recommendation by a prosecutor for a certain range of sentence or for a
specific sentence
 a joint recommendation by a prosecutor and defence counsel for a range of
sentence or for a specific sentence
 an agreement by a prosecutor not to oppose a sentence recommendation by
defence counsel
 an agreement by a prosecutor not to seek additional optional sanctions, such as
prohibition and forfeiture orders
 an agreement by a prosecutor not to seek more severe punishment
 an agreement by a prosecutor not to oppose the imposition of an intermittent
sentence rather than a continuous sentence
 the type of conditions to be imposed on a conditional sentence 222

As a matter of law, Crown prosecutors do not have to consider Gladue or any other factors
that impact Indigenous peoples when making decisions in the course of these
discussions. 223 However, the BC Crown Counsel Policy Manual 224 recommends that Crown
prosecutors take into consideration Gladue and other information relating to Indigenous
people when making decisions in the course of some of these discussions. 225
If Crown and defence counsel reach an agreement, they will present it to the court (e.g., if
they agree on a sentence to be imposed on the accused, they will make a joint submission
with a recommended sentence for the judge to consider). Judges are not bound by joint
submissions on sentence and can make a different decision. 226

222. Ibid., 1–2.
223. Anderson, paras 18–28. Resolution discussions are exercises of “prosecutorial discretion,” and when
exercising this discretion, Crown prosecutors do not have to consider Indigenous status as a matter of law.
224. This manual “provides both general and situation-specific guidance to Crown Counsel in the exercise of
their discretion, including on fundamental prosecution considerations such as charge assessment, alternative
measures, bail, and resolution discussions.” BC Prosecution Service, introduction to Crown Counsel Policy
Manual, www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/law-crime-and-justice/criminal-justice/prosecution-service/crown-counsel
-policy-manual/introduction.pdf, 1.
225. BC Prosecution Service, Resolution Discussions, in Crown Counsel Policy Manual; and BC Prosecution
Service, Charge Assessment, in Crown Counsel Policy Manual.
226. Anthony-Cook, para 3.
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Part VI Interpretation and ramifications
for Gladue reports and applying Gladue
principles in practice
Gladue reports and principles for sentencing hearings
For the purposes of Gladue report writers, one of the most significant interpretations of
section 718.2(e) made in the Gladue and Ipeelee cases is how the SCC outlined two sets of
circumstances that judges must observe when sentencing an Indigenous person. These
circumstances are identified as “the first set of circumstances” and “the second set of
circumstances”: 227
(1) “The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a part in
bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts”; and
(2) “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate in
the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular aboriginal
heritage or connection.” 228
A Gladue writer can support the court by providing information on both sets of
circumstances. This section on Gladue reports for sentencing and applying Gladue
principles will provide:
♦ information that must be in a Gladue report in relation to the first set of
circumstances and an explanation on that set of circumstances
♦ information that must be in a Gladue report in relation to the second set of
circumstances and an explanation on that set of circumstances
♦ a short summary of the content of both set of circumstances
♦ a note on how to present options in a Gladue report for sentencing

227. Ipeelee, paras 72–74.
228. Gladue, para 66; and Ipeelee, paras 72–74.
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First set of circumstances: The unique systemic or
background factors
The first set of circumstances, the “unique systemic or background factors which
may have played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the
courts” referred to by the SCC, is often called Gladue factors. 229 Each Gladue report
subject has a unique story. However, report subjects manifest common Gladue
factors, which include the lived experience of intergenerational trauma and the
impacts of multi-generational colonial fallout.

Family history

Indigenous
community history
Current
circumstances

Personal history

Gladue report

Identifying Gladue factors
It is one thing to identify Gladue factors through your interview and research. It is more
important to find these Gladue factors in the context of a subject’s life, including the
impact of Gladue factors on their Nation, community, family, and them as an individual.
Also consider how these Gladue factors impacted the subject’s socialization and the
normalization of particular circumstances.

229. See Sheck v Canada (Minister of Justice), 2019 BCCA 364, paras 35 and 73.
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The following is a non-exhaustive list 230 of Gladue factors that have negatively impacted
Indigenous peoples. The list includes ways of identifying these factors that may be
interconnected in the subject’s life:

Employment and education
♦ Lack of opportunities and options 231
♦ Lack or irrelevance of education 232
♦ Unemployment and history of high unemployment rates 233
♦ These factors might be interconnected and can be due to isolation, a lack of
help/guidance at home, instability at home, lower educational achievement or
employment success in the family/community

Poverty 234
♦ Food insecurity 235
♦ Low income 236
♦ Periods of extreme shortages of money or short periods of time where money
is present within the home; common for families on social assistance, or living
on the proceeds of criminal activity

230. Gladue, para 67. The authors want to thank Benjamin Ralston for putting together and sharing most of
the case law for this section.
231. Gladue, para 67. See also R v Laliberte, 2013 SKQB 25, para 9 [Laliberte]; R v Okimaw, 2016 ABCA 246,
para 80 [Okimaw]; R v Predham, 2016 ABCA 371, para 3 [Predham]; R v Neapetung, 2017 SKPC 43, para 31
[Neapetung]; R v Swampy, 2017 ABCA 134, para 30 [Swampy]; R v Vollrath, 2018 ABCA 351, para 9 [Vollrath];
R v Lafitte, 2019 NSPC 13, para 36 [Lafitte]; and R v Montero, 2019 ONCJ 533, para 55 [Montero].
232. Gladue, para 67.
233. Ibid. See also Laliberte, para 9; R v Joe, 2016 NWTSC 74 at 3 [Joe]; Okimaw, para 80; Predham, para 3;
Swampy, paras 30 and 37; R v Boysis, 2019 ABQB 437, para 59 [Boysis]; Lafitte, para 36; and Montero, para 55.
234. See Joe at 3; Swampy, paras 30 and 37; R v Martin, 2018 ONCA 1029, para 9 [Martin]; R v Cotchilly, 2018
NWTSC 57 at 5–6 [Cotchilly]; and Lafitte, para 36.
235. See Joe at 3.
236. Gladue, para 67.
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Racism 237 and discrimination
♦ “Direct, indirect, and systemic racism in Canadian society at large, schools, workplaces,
prisons, the foster care system and the adoption system, among other areas” 238
♦ Legacy of sex discrimination in the Indian Act and related policies
♦ Racism experienced from both Indigenous and non-Indigenous people, and experienced
as an unconscious method of shaping one’s identity, and often experienced as “normal”

Mental and physical health issues 239
♦ Substance abuse/addiction 240
♦ Loneliness, 241 depression, anger, trauma, suicidal ideation, suicidal thoughts or
suicide attempts, anxiety, diagnosed disorders, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
(FASD), 242 etc., observed in the family home and experienced by the subject
♦ “Interventions, treatments or counseling for . . . trauma, grief, or other mental
health concerns, or a lack of access to services such as these” 243
♦ “Past and present personal, family, and community impacts of alcohol and
drug abuse, including Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD), 244 Fetal Alcohol
Effects (FAE), and the consequences of drug use during pregnancy” 245
♦ Addictions observed in the family home, in the homes of friends and within the
community. This can be observed as a tool of both celebration and coping to
deal with powerful emotions, and is often supported by immediate family,
friends, and associates. This may also manifest in a lack of healthy coping
mechanisms and access to resources to address health concerns

237. See Okimaw, para 80; and Lafitte, para 36.
238. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
239. Ibid.
240. Gladue, para 67. See also Martin, para 9; Lafitte, para 36; R v Adam, 2019 ABCA 225, para 10 [Adam]; and
R v McKay, 2019 SKCA 129, para 32 [McKay].
241. Gladue, para 67.
242. See Okimaw, paras 50, 76, and 80; Predham, para 3; R v Calahoo, 2019 ABQB 30, para 79; and McKay,
para 32.
243. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 25.
244. Ibid., 24n190, citing various sources: “For examples of how an individual’s Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder might be linked with other Gladue factors, see: R v Drysdale, 2016 SKQB 312 at paras 7-17, 62; and
R v Charlie, 2012 YKTC 5.”
245. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
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Disconnection from family, culture, community
♦ Community fragmentation 246
♦ Family dysfunction, disruption, or breakdown (divorce, family violence,
substance abuse) 247
♦ Childhood neglect or abandonment 248
♦ Cultural dislocation or loss 249
♦ The overrepresentation of Indigenous peoples in the child welfare system,
child apprehension, group home placements, foster care, or out-adoption
of Indigenous children into non-Indigenous homes 250
♦ Dislocation from family/community, including the Sixties Scoop251
(Indigenous children removed from their families and adopted by nonIndigenous Canadian families) and MCFD intervention due to real or
perceived neglect or inability of a family to care for their children. This
resulted in a lack of connection with culture, community, and family
♦ “Attendance or intergenerational effects from family and community
members’ attendance at residential schools, boarding schools, and day
schools created for Indigenous children, which are known for widespread
physical and sexual abuse; loss of language, culture, and traditions;
disruption of family connections and community norms; and poor-quality
educational outcomes” 252

246. Gladue, para 67.
247. See Okimaw, paras 76–80; Swampy, paras 30 and 37; R v McNulty, 2017 BCCA 270, paras 35 and 40
[McNulty]; Martin, para 9; McKay, para 32; and Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
248. See Swampy, paras 30 and 37; and Vollrath, para 9.
249. See Martin, para 9; Boysis, para 59; and R v Pete, 2019 BCCA 244, para 91.
250. See R v JKM, 2013 SKPC 154, para 5 [JKM]; Neapetung, para 31; and McNulty, para 35; Lafitte, para 36. See
also Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24n191, citing various sources: “For a brief discussion of links between
Indigenous overrepresentation in foster care, out adoption, and systemic issues, see: Catholic Children’s Aid
Society of Hamilton v G.H., 2016 ONSC 6287 at para 68; and Lewis v Canada (Public Safety and Emergency
Preparedness), 2017 FCA 130 at paras 86, 89-91.”
251. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24n189, citing various sources: “For a brief discussion of some of
the harms associated with the Sixties Scoop, see: Brown v Canada (Attorney General), 2013 ONSC 5637 at
paras 4-15; Brown v Canada (Attorney General), 2017 ONSC 251 at paras 4-7; and Riddle v Canada, 2018 FC
641 at paras 4-12.”
252. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
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♦ “Removal or dislocation of one’s family, community, or ancestors from
their traditional territories, which has led to loss of identity, culture,
[language,] traditions, and ancestral knowledge, compounding feelings
of isolation for individuals” 253
♦ “Loss of spiritual practices due to government policies and legislation
prohibiting participation in traditional feasts, dances, and ceremonies” 254
♦ Loss of parenting skills and familial composition
♦ Abandonment

Instability
♦ Instability with frequent moves (transience), 255 periods of homelessness, 256
foster care, 257 or overcrowded and inadequate housing on reserve, 258
dislocation from family
♦ Premature deaths among family members, friends, community members
due to substance abuse, accidents, violence, and suicides 259

Lack of social support
♦ Gang involvement 260
♦ Street life involvement

253. Ibid.
254. Ibid.
255. See McKay, para 32.
256. See Joe at 3; Swampy, paras 30 and 37; Martin, para 9; Cotchilly at 5–6; and Lafitte, para 36.
257. See JKM, para 5; Neapetung, para 31; McNulty, para 35; and Lafitte, para 36.
258. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 25.
259. Ibid., 24. See also Neapetung, para 31; Swampy, paras 30 and 37; Boysis, para 59; and Adam, para 10.
260. See JKM, para 5; Laliberte, para 9; Okimaw, para 77; Neapetung, para 31; and Boysis, para 59.
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Loss of autonomy and self-determination
♦ Loss and negation of Indigenous laws and legal processes 261
♦ “Loss of autonomy for Indigenous communities, families, and individuals,
as compounded over generations due to government policies and
legislation. Restrictions on collective and individual autonomy included
the undermining of traditional governance systems through the Indian Act,
the denial of voting rights until the 1960s, a prohibition against litigating
land claims up until the 1950s, the pass system’s restrictions on mobility
off-reserve until the 1950s, and the permit system and peasant farming
policy’s restrictions on participation in the agriculture economy until as
late as the 1960s, among others.” 262
♦ “The loss or denial of status under the Indian Act, which impacts an
individual’s ability to live on reserve, be a member of a First Nation,
vote in First Nation elections, and access various benefits for members.
This is linked to a long and complex history of Canadian laws, policies,
and practices aimed at restricting the number of ‘status Indians.’” 263
♦ One of the main consequences observed is that many Indigenous people
have had little control over their own life course and have lost hope in
gaining autonomy at all.

261. Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 594; and Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada, The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, vol. 5,
Canada’s Residential Schools: The Legacy (Montreal: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015), 228.
262. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
263. Ibid., 23. See also ibid., n188: “For a brief description of the discriminatory history of these laws, policies,
and practices, see Canada (Human Rights Commission) v Canada (Attorney General), 2016 FCA 200 at paras 9-19.”
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Violence and abuse
♦ Sexual, physical, psychological, emotional, verbal or spiritual abuse, 264
which can lead to dissociative disorders, learned behaviours, and
intergenerational impacts 265
♦ Violence as a large part of their life 266 and witnessing it
♦ Sexual abuse 267 observed and/or experienced in the family home,
experienced in the context of Indian Residential School, Indian Day School,
foster care, or any other context
♦ Normalization of violence and neglect. This may be seen between parents
and family members, observed in the community, experienced as a victim,
taught as a method of survival, used as a method of self-preservation and
to get respect along with institutional abuse

Involvement with the criminal justice system
♦ Long-standing involvement in the criminal justice system 268
♦ “Personal criminal history that is linked to criminal histories of other family
or community members” 269
♦ Overrepresentation of Indigenous peoples in the criminal justice systems

Isolation
♦ “Personal, family, or community history of a lack of access to food,
employment, healthcare, or educational opportunities” 270
♦ “Remoteness, in that many Indigenous communities lack basic services and
facilities that most Canadians take for granted” 271

264. See Martin, para 9; Lafitte, para 36; Adam, para 10; and McKay, para 32.
265. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
266. See Okimaw, para 50; Swampy, paras 30 and 37; McNulty, paras 35 and 40; and Vollrath, para 9.
267. See Martin, para 9; Lafitte, para 36; Adam, para 10; and McKay, para 32.
268. See Predham, para 3; and McKay, para 32.
269. Ralston, Gladue Awareness Project, 24.
270. Ibid.
271. Ibid.
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An Indigenous person’s Gladue circumstances may be either positive or negative and
should be included in a Gladue report. 272 For example: 273
♦ “Their quality of relationships with their spouse/partner, immediate family,
extended family, and community members”
♦ “Their support networks in terms of past and present spiritual, cultural, family,
and community supports and resources”
♦ “Their individual strengths, including any special skills or achievements that
might be relevant to an appropriate sentence”
The next step is to contextualize how Gladue factors have manifested in a subject’s life.
This is important because it allows the report reader to understand how Gladue factors
may have contributed to the subject’s involvement with the criminal justice system.

Contextualizing unique Gladue factors
The previous section included a general list of systemic or “background factors which
figure prominently in the causation of crime” (Gladue factors). 274 When you write your
Gladue report, it is your responsibility to provide the court with information and insight on
the subject’s unique set of Gladue factors and the impact on the subject, their family,
community, and Nation.
Make sure to:
♦ Identify the subject’s personal Gladue factors. Although Gladue factors may be
similar among Indigenous people, you need to identify the Gladue factors that
distinctly impacted the subject.
♦ Provide context in the subject’s story to communicate how these factors
manifest in the subject’s life, and the lives of their family, community, and
Nation.
Being able to contextualize information by addressing the impacts of Gladue factors is key
to separating a Gladue report from other court reports; for example, a pre-sentence
report with a Gladue component. 275

272. Ibid., 25.
273. Ibid.
274. Gladue, para 67.
275. For more on these differences, see Legal Aid BC, Guide for the Legal Review of Gladue Reports.
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The following passage tries to address the normalization of the recognized impacts
of intergenerational trauma. It includes static, descriptive information about events
in a subject’s life and contextualized information about the impact of Gladue factors
specific to the subject.
An example of contextualizing unique Gladue factors:
Joe openly discussed his struggles with sadness, self-image, shame, depression,
alcoholism and trauma. He noted that since he was a teenager, he has selfmedicated with alcohol to address the symptoms of these issues.
He said he grew up in a house where, “there was a lot of tension between my
parents.” He said that when his father would return from working during the
week, many weekends were often full of arguments, normally about money,
disagreements over parenting styles and frustrations that Joe and his siblings
were being verbally and physically abused in the community, and at school. He
said, “My parents never yelled too much, or swore at each other or anything, but
it was always tension.”
Joe said, “I learned to push a lot of stuff down, ignore it so I didn’t have to think about
it.” He elaborated to identify these feelings as anger, fear and anxiety, and noted they
have been present, at some degree of intensity for, “as long as I can remember.”
Joe said that throughout his childhood, his parents did their best to try and help
him deal with the consequences of his experiences in [the town he grew up].
Unfortunately, he said, “it wasn’t until I started drinking that I could stop feeling
anything.” He said that around age 14, he started drinking alcohol, with friends
in [the town he grew up]. He said that around this same time, he started skipping
school and leaving the house for days/weeks at a time. He said that many of his
friends and associates at this time came from the alternative program at school,
many of whom had experienced violence, neglect and instability in their own
lives. He said, “We all felt safe with each other, like we only trusted each other.”
Activities during this time period, around age 14-18, revolved around hanging out at
friends’ homes, skipping school, skateboarding, playing video games, vandalism and
binge drinking. He recalled, “Lots of nights in the drunk tank, lots of nights where I
would pass out on someone’s lawn and people would call the cops.” He said that
alcohol made him more social and, “made me numb, I didn’t feel anything
anymore.” He said he would drink to forget about his problems and fit in.
Joe also commented openly about his choice of friends and intimate
partnerships, as an adult. He said that he has often found himself attracted to
both friendships and female partners who have experienced varying degrees of
trauma. He said, “I think I tell myself that I want to help them.” He noted that he
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believes he struggles with co-dependency, something he has identified through
counselling. He said, “I always give girls the red-carpet treatment and then they
treat me badly.” He said that he struggles with assertiveness and telling people
how he really feels. He said that he recognizes that he holds resentments that he
believes come out once he has consumed alcohol to excess. He said, “It’s like
when I was a kid, I just hold stuff in.”
He indicated that around age 31, after a co-worker told him about his own
experience with counselling, Joe self-referred to [a counselling agency] and saw a
counsellor for about four weeks, only stopping due to an inability to pay for the
sessions. He said, “I would have kept going, it was just too expensive.”
He said that within the context of counselling, he started to share in a way he had
never known how to before. He said, “[the counsellor] taught me about how the
things I had been through were not normal and how they made me feel the way I
did.” It was in the context of counselling that he started talking about his
repressed feelings of sadness, anxiety and anger, along with addressing his
repressed trauma. Joe said that when he was young, around 10 years old, an
older close family member forcefully raped him while he was sleeping. He said
that he woke up while it was happening and when it was over, he told his mother.
He said, “She didn’t believe me, she got mad at me.” Once his dad found out, Joe
said he “beat both me and [male family member] up.”
Joe said, “I know my parents went through a lot growing up and I don’t think they knew
how to handle it when I told them, like maybe they got triggered by me saying that.”
He indicated that since returning to [the town he grew up in], he has been seeing
Mary, a clinical therapist at [counselling agency]. He noted that he feels her
counselling and guidance has been helping, but he simultaneously feels as
though he is “stuck,” when it comes to making progress. He said, “I want things to
change, but I feel stuck.” He discussed the example that he spoke with Mary
about going to residential treatment, but he has not done any follow up on
advancing the process. He admitted, “I guess I’m used to talking about things
and then not doing them.”
Joe said that he has never been formally diagnosed with a mental illness and has
never been prescribed, nor taken any non-prescription medication, to address
symptoms of mental illness. He said he is hopeful that he will find guidance and
help to make changes in how he deals with the symptoms of his repressed
feelings and trauma. 276

276. From a Gladue report by Mitch Walker (names have been changed).
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Some writers include a general list of Gladue factors (such as those listed in the nonexhaustive list presented earlier) and then list the specific and unique Gladue factors
that are present in the subject, their family, community, and Nation. Including a list of
non-specific factors might be a way to educate courts on the background and systemic
factors affecting many Indigenous people.
You can use reliable written resources (such as academic research, reports from public
inquiries or commissions) to set the stage for the subject’s specific Gladue factors. In the
following example, the writer is using the Summary of the Final Report of the Truth and
Reconciliation Commission of Canada to provide general information about the impact of
governmental policies on Indigenous peoples in Canada to set the stage to explain the
subject’s individual and unique experience in this broader general context.
For Indigenous, Métis, and Inuit across Canada, including Joe, colonization
facilitated a divide of families and communities from their way of life, including
their right to land, culture, self-governance, and individual autonomy.
In the Summary of its Final Report, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada noted that,
For over a century, the central goals of Canada’s Aboriginal policy were to
eliminate Aboriginal governments; ignore Aboriginal rights; terminate the
Treaties; and, through a process of assimilation, cause Aboriginal peoples to
cease to exist as distinct legal, social, cultural, religious, and racial entities in
Canada. The establishment and operation of residential schools were a central
element of this policy, which can best be described as “cultural genocide.” 277
The intergenerational and contemporary impacts on Indigenous communities in the
context of this report have been identified as Gladue factors.
Joe has been impacted by the Gladue factors identified throughout this report, including:
 Unstable family environment where they would leave for days at a time
 Exposure in the home to verbal and physical abuse;
 Early exposure to alcohol to numb emotions at age 14;
 Frequent interactions with the criminal justice system due to alcohol consumption;
 Low levels of educational attainment due to skipping school;
 Sexual abuse at the hands of a family member 278

Their trauma is intergenerational, a manifestation of the experiences of colonization on
their ancestors, family, and community.

277. Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the Future:
Summary of the Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (Winnipeg, MB: Truth and
Reconciliation Commission, 2015), 1.
278. From a Gladue report by Mitch Walker (slightly modified, and names have been changed).
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First set of circumstances and the fundamental principle
of proportionality
As detailed previously in the summary of R v Ipeelee (see page 34), information in a
Gladue report on systemic or background factors, also known as Gladue factors, which
apply to the subject can support the judge in making sure that they can apply the
fundamental principle of proportionality. 279 As summarized by the Alberta Court of Appeal:
“It is an error to proceed on the basis that Gladue factors do or do not justify departure
from a proportionate sentence. . . . Instead, application of the Gladue analysis achieves a
proportionate sentence.” 280
The court needs this information to be able to assess the degree of the offender’s
responsibility (or moral culpability), which is one of two components of the principle of
proportionality (see page 23).
For example, someone is found guilty of drug trafficking. If the Gladue report finds that this
person suffered from intergenerational trauma and used drugs as a coping mechanism,
never had an opportunity for education or employment, and trafficked drugs as a means to
support their addiction, this information might lower the person’s moral culpability.

Second set of circumstances: Appropriate types of
sentencing procedures and sanctions 281
To help the judge consider the second set of circumstances, “the types of sentencing
procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate in the circumstances for the offender
because of his or her particular aboriginal heritage or connection,” the Gladue writer has
to obtain information on the subject’s Nation’s and community’s world view on the
substantive content of justice and the process of achieving justice. 282

279. Ipeelee, para 73.
280. Swampy, para 26; and R v Kuliktana, 2020 NUCA 7, para 32 [Kuliktana].
281. A modified version of this section (to page 106) went through peer review and will be published in an
issue of UBC Law Review. Marie-Andrée Denis-Boileau, “The Gladue Analysis: Shedding Light on Appropriate
Sentencing Procedures and Sanctions,” UBC Law Review 54, no. 3 (forthcoming in 2021).
282. See Ipeelee, para 74, citing Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Bridging the Cultural Divide: A
Report on Aboriginal People and Criminal Justice in Canada, catalogue no. Z1-1991/1-41-8E (Ottawa, ON:
Canada Communication Group, 1996), 309. See also Gladue, paras 62 and 70–74.
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To achieve this, the courts need information on these three elements:
(1) The community’s perspective, needs and alternatives to incarceration. 283
Here, community is defined broadly to include any network of support
and interaction that might be available to the subject, including one in
an urban centre. 284
(2) More broadly, the “Aboriginal perspective,” 285 which was interpreted as
including the “laws, practices, customs and traditions of the group.” 286
Here, “the group” can most likely be identified as the relevant
Indigenous Nation. 287
The Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples (RCAP) defined “Aboriginal
nations” as “a sizeable body of Aboriginal people with a shared sense of
national identity that constitutes the predominant population in a
certain territory or collection of territories.” 288
(3) Culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive options addressing the
“underlying cause of the criminal conduct.” 289

283. R v Wells, 2000 SCC 10, paras 38–39 [Wells]; Gladue, paras 69–71, 73–77, 80–81, 84, and 92–93(10)(11);
Ipeelee, para 74; R v Macintyre-Syrette, 2018 ONCA 259, paras 14 and 23 [Macintyre-Syrette]; and
R v Standingwater, 2013 SKCA 78, paras 51–53 [Standingwater]. See also Parkes and Milward, “Gladue: Beyond
Myth,” 88–90.
284. Gladue at 691 (the summary). See also paras 84, 91, 92, and 93(11).
285. Gladue, para 74.
286. Tsilhqot’in Nation, para 35; and R v Delgamuukw, [1997] 3 SCR 1010, paras 147–48, 1997 CanLII 302 (SCC)
[Delgamuukw]. See also R v Ippak, 2018 NUCA 3, para 84 [Ippak]; Pastion v Dene Tha’ First Nation, 2018 FC 648,
paras 6–14 [Pastion]; CP and JA v R, 2009 NBCA 65, para 26 [CP and JA]; and Lance S.G. Finch, “The Duty to Learn:
Taking Account of Indigenous Legal Orders in Practice” (paper, Indigenous Legal Orders and the Common
Law, Continuing Legal Education of British Columbia conference, Vancouver, BC, November 2012).
287. See Delgamuukw, paras 84–86, 149, and 157. In R v Powley, 2003 SCC 43, paras 21–28, the SCC defined the
relevant group similarly to how the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples identify “Aboriginal nations.” See
Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, vol. 2,
Restructuring the Relationship (Ottawa, ON: Canada Communication Group, 1996), 105 and 169–71.
288. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Report, vol. 2, 105 and 169–71.
289. See Wells, para 52; Gladue, para 92; R v West, 2020 BCSC 352, para 51 [West]; R v TLC, 2019 BCPC 314,
para 49 [TLC]; R v Duncan, 2020 BCSC 590, para 26 [Duncan]; R v Awasis, 2020 BCCA 23, para 127 [Awasis];
R v Ewenin, 2013 SKCA 50, para 28 [Ewenin]; R v Dayton Dillon, 2014 SKCA 83 [Dayton Dillon]; R v Leigh, 2018 ONCJ
776, para 84 [Leigh]; Standingwater, para 51; R v Sellars, 2018 BCCA 195, para 30 [Sellars]; and Denis-Boileau and
Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 587–88, citing Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue,” 88. The
Truth and Reconciliation Commission also stressed the need for culturally appropriate alternatives to
imprisonment. See Final Report, vol. 5, 9, 243, and 249; and Honouring the Truth, 136.
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These three elements intersect; as an example, the community’s alternatives to
incarceration might be informed by Indigenous laws and be more culturally appropriate
to the subject.
For the criminal justice system, in the end, considering the second set of circumstances is
about imposing an effective sentence (a sentence that will have the desired impact). 290
To understand the three elements correctly, they will be looked at in more depth
individually, with a note on power imbalance and gender inequalities. The relation
between the second set of circumstances and the effectiveness of the sentence will be
explained further.

The first element: Indigenous community’s perspective, needs,
and alternatives to incarceration
While the court requires that the community’s (or communities’) perspective(s), needs, and
alternatives to incarceration be brought forward, 291 Indigenous communities, as any
community, are not homogeneous entities. Some community members may be eager to
collaborate with you, while others might not be interested. Internal dynamics in small
communities might also affect who will talk to you and who will not. 292
To understand what courts need to fulfill their duties to consider the community’s
perspective, needs, and alternatives, it is important to understand what the Supreme
Court of Canada means by community in the context of Gladue. In the Gladue case, the
SCC gave the following definition to the term “community”:
In defining the relevant aboriginal community for the purpose of achieving an
effective sentence, the term “community” must be defined broadly so as to include
any network of support and interaction that might be available, including one in an
urban centre. At the same time, the residence of the aboriginal offender in an urban
centre that lacks any network of support does not relieve the sentencing judge of
the obligation to try to find an alternative to imprisonment. 293

290. Ipeelee, para 74.
291. See sources listed in note 283.
292. See Indigenous Law Research Unit, Gender Inside Indigenous Law Toolkit (Victoria, BC: University of
Victoria, 2016), 47, uvic.ca/law/assets/docs/ilru/Gender%20Inside%20Indigenous%20Law%20Toolkit%20
01.01.16.pdf. Discussed further in the section “Power imbalance and gender inequalities” (page 103).
293. Gladue at 691 (the summary). See also paras 84, 91, 92, and 93(11).
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Following this definition, the term “community” should be understood as encompassing
both urban and non-urban Indigenous communities. This definition of “community” is
broader than the one usually referred to when talking about Indigenous communities, as
defined by the RCAP:
The Commission distinguishes between local communities and nations. We use
terms such as a First Nation community and a Métis community to refer to a relatively
small group of Aboriginal people residing in a single locality and forming part of a
larger Aboriginal nation or people. Despite the name, a First Nation community
would not normally constitute an Aboriginal nation in the sense just defined. Rather,
most (but not all) Aboriginal nations are composed of a number of communities. 294

In the context of Gladue, when referring to a “community” the SCC does include local
communities, as defined by the RCAP. 295 However, in the Gladue context, “community”
includes “any network of support and interaction that might be available.” This could
include support outside the local community but within the Nation, or outside both, as is
the case in an urban centre.
Providing information on the community’s perspectives, needs and alternatives can help
inform the court about their desires and hopes for what an appropriate sentence might
be. Gladue report writers can help connect or reconnect a subject with their community
(or communities), while helping to increase the autonomy of a community and a Nation to
uphold their own views on how justice can be served in a specific case and/or provide
healing to their own members. 296 In cases where the subject either cannot or does not
want to connect or reconnect with their community or communities or Nation(s), consult
with the subject to determine if any local resources can serve as a surrogate community to
support their spiritual, mental, and physical health. For urban communities, services
offered by organizations, such as Native Friendship Centres, may be possible options.
The following list of questions from case law has been amended to help you determine
the kind of information the court will look for you to cover in the “community’s
perspective, needs, and alternatives to incarceration” piece:
(1)

Does the community support the subject and think they are
capable of change?

(2)

What are the main social issues affecting the community?

(3)

How has the community addressed those issues?

294. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Report, vol. 2, ii.
295. See Wells.
296. See R v Gladue, 2012 ABCA 118, para 6 [Gladue, ABCA]; and Kuliktana, para 32.
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(4)

Is the community willing and capable to assume responsibility for
providing responses to criminal behaviour?

(5)

Does the community have any sort of justice program or other
practical ways to implement alternative sanctions?

(6)

What culturally relevant alternatives to incarceration can be arranged
that are healing for the subject and all others involved, including the
community as a whole?

(7)

Does the community have resources to assist in the subject’s supervision?

(8)

What is the subject’s understanding of and willingness to participate in
traditional Indigenous justice, whether through the identified Indigenous
community or local support agencies?

(9)

What mainstream/non-traditional healing resources are available
to the subject?

(10) What is the quality of the subject’s relationship with family and
extended family?
(11) Who comprises the subject’s support network (spiritual, cultural,
family, and community)? 297
To support you with these questions, contact the local Indigenous Justice Program (IJP), 298
Indigenous court, 299 the Native Courtworker and Counselling Association of British
Columbia (nccabc.ca), or other Indigenous justice organizations. 300 Identify whether there
are Elders councils and working groups to find out what is going on in the communities
and who can support you.
When answering these questions, be specific and provide details. If you suggest
Indigenous community-based options, 301 provide the same detail as you would for other
formal programs such as participation in an Indigenous-specific treatment program (for
example, when is the next intake date? Is the subject eligible? Who/what would be
involved?). Provide as much practical information as possible. 302

297. R v Rose, 2013 NSPC 99, para 31; Macintyre-Syrette, para 23; Gladue, ABCA, para 6; and Kuliktana, para 31.
298. Go to the Directory of Restorative Justice (justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/rj-jr/sch-rch.aspx), and select “Yes” under
“IJP?” before searching.
299. For an introduction to Indigenous courts, go to the provincial court website at www.provincialcourt.bc.ca
/about-the-court/specialized-courts#IndigenousCourts.
300. Such as the Yeqox Nilin Justice Society (yeqoxnilinjusticesociety.com).
301. You can come to a creative solution here, without necessarily going through an official program. See
Ipeelee, paras 66, 71, and 79.
302. Macintyre-Syrette, para 23; and R v Morris, 2004 BCCA 305, paras 76–84 [Morris].
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For example, if you suggest the subject might benefit from a sweat lodge, counselling by
Elders, or a potlatch, when could this be done? Who would organize it? What is their
contact information? 303 Which Elders would participate? Did they confirm they are willing
and available to do so? How would the subject benefit? What exactly would be done and
addressed (How long? How many times? On what schedule? If a specific schedule cannot
be set because of the nature of the intervention, include this information).
If your options include some culturally-specific interventions or ceremonies, like a
Potlatch, explain what the ceremony or intervention involves, and why is it relevant to the
subject’s situation. If the ceremony or intervention is sacred and/or the details cannot be
shared with outsiders, explain this in your report as much as possible giving special
attention to why the ceremony or intervention is relevant to the subject, who agreed to
organize it, who will pay for it, and when it will take place.
In R v Morris, the BCCA stated the probation conditions the trial judge originally imposed
for the accused to organize a potlatch and follow Elders’ recommendations could not be
upheld because, among other things, they were not practical enough:
It is, in my view, given the paucity of evidence on this point, not possible for this
court to define what is meant by a “Potlatch”. It may have a different meaning
for this First Nation and this community than for others. The purpose of such a
community-based restorative measure is to give effect to the understanding of
the community and traditional practices, not simply to adopt a process defined
by the court.
The probation officer has expressed concern that members of the community
cannot agree as to who is included within the term “Elders”. Again, the court
cannot define who qualifies as an “Elder” when there is no evidence on the issue
and this provision is intended to give effect to community understandings.
Regrettably, as is now evident, these terms of the order are not capable of
implementation or enforcement. Reaching a common understanding on the
meaning of the words “Potlatch” and “Elders”, and therefore on the potential
effectiveness of traditional restorative measures in this, or in other cases, are
matters which must be explored and developed within the community. They
cannot be imposed by the court. 304

303. The New Brunswick Court of Appeal noted that judges who think they do not have enough information to
consider Gladue correctly “will have to . . . summon witnesses from the community to address the missing
information.” Perley v R, 2019 NBCA 88, para 18.
304. Morris, paras 77–82.
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The second element: The “Aboriginal perspective”
and Indigenous law
As explained earlier, the “Aboriginal perspective” 305 was interpreted as including the “laws,
practices, customs and traditions of the group.” 306 As practices, customs, and traditions
might be more self-explanatory, this guide will focus on the “Indigenous law” component.
The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission states that:
All Canadians need to understand the difference between Indigenous law
and Aboriginal law. Long before Europeans came to North America,
Indigenous peoples, like all societies, had political systems and laws that
governed behaviour within their own communities and their relationships
with other nations. Indigenous law is diverse; each Indigenous nation
across the country has its own laws and legal traditions. Aboriginal law is
the body of law that exists within the Canadian legal system. 307
Law is necessary to protect communities and individuals from the harmful
actions of others. When such harm occurs within Aboriginal communities,
Indigenous law is needed to censure and correct citizens when they depart
from what the community defines as being acceptable. Any failure to
recognize First Nations, Inuit, and Métis law would be a failure to affirm
that Aboriginal peoples, like all other peoples, need the power of law to
effectively deal with the challenges they face. 308

Including information on the law (which includes legal principles and processes) of
the relevant Indigenous Nation(s) will assist the court to engage with the “Aboriginal
perspective.” 309 (See “Which legal tradition is relevant?” on page 88.) The court will be able
to engage with Canadian legal principles and the Indigenous Nation’s legal tradition in
coming to its ultimate decision. 310

305. Gladue, para 74.
306. Tsilhqot’in Nation, para 35; and Delgamuukw, paras 147–48. See also Ippak, para 84; Pastion, paras 6–14;
CP and JA, para 26; and Finch, “Duty to Learn.”
307. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 45.
308. Ibid., 51.
309. Gladue, para 74.
310. See Ippak, paras 76–77 and 84–94.
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A Gladue report also offers an opportunity to start a conversation with communities and
Nations on these topics, get their input, and potentially find a solution through means not
currently available in the criminal justice system. A report gives the Nation the ability to
communicate to the court how they would handle a particular situation, through their
laws and practices. This solution can be innovative and creative and does not have to go
through a program, 311 although it can. Gladue reports can be tools to empower Nations
by supporting the use and revitalization of Indigenous law. 312
For a good starting point on Indigenous law, you are encouraged to read chapter 2 of
volume 6 of The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission. 313
You are also encouraged to watch this interview of Anisa White, Gladue report writer,
to learn more about the relevance of Indigenous law in Gladue reports: youtu.be
/TNLwoSQzWDI.

Nation scale
The previous section discussed the community’s perspective, needs, and
alternatives to incarceration.
While the definition and extent of “community” can be discussed, it can be argued
Indigenous law operates at a larger scale than the community level. The TRC and the RCAP
found that Indigenous law is exercised at the Nation scale, not at the band or village level:
Aboriginal peoples must be able to recover, learn, and practise their own, distinct legal
traditions. That is not to say that the development of self-government institutions and laws
must occur at the band or village level. In its report, the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples spoke about the development of self-government by Aboriginal nations:
We have concluded that the right of self-government cannot reasonably be
exercised by small, separate communities, whether First Nations, Inuit or Métis.
311. As the SCC states in Ipeelee, paras 66, 71, and 79.
312. This is also stressed in a Department of Justice report (Spotlight on Gladue, 52): “Efforts to implement
Gladue principles and reduce overrepresentation going forward should also be informed by the call by both
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples for the ‘recognition, revitalization, and full integration and implementation’ of Indigenous legal
tradition in Canada. While one view of s. 718.2(e) and Gladue-related initiatives is that their eventual success in
eliminating overrepresentation would mean that they are no longer required, they should instead be thought
of as a first step towards greater Indigenous self-determination in the criminal justice system.” See also DenisBoileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist”; and the 50th call to action in Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 79.
313. “Indigenous Law: Truth, Reconciliation, and Access to Justice,” in Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
Final Report, vol. 6, 45.
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It should be exercised by groups of a certain size — groups with a claim to the
term “nation.”
The problem is that the historical Aboriginal nations were undermined by
disease, relocations and the full array of assimilationist government policies.
They were fragmented into bands, reserves and small settlements. Only some
operate as collectivities now. They will have to reconstruct themselves as
nations. 314

The RCAP added:
We believe strongly that membership in Aboriginal nations should not be defined by
race. Aboriginal nations are political communities, often comprising people of mixed
background and heritage. Their bonds are those of culture and identity, not blood.
Their unity comes from their shared history and their strong sense of themselves as
peoples. 315

As stated before, the RCAP defined “Aboriginal nation” as a “sizeable body of Aboriginal
people with a shared sense of national identity that constitutes the predominant
population in a certain territory or collection of territories.” 316 The RCAP gave the following
detail on the “sense of identity” piece:
The first element, a collective sense of identity, can be based on a variety of factors.
It is usually grounded in a common heritage, which comprises such elements as a
common history, language, culture, traditions, political consciousness, laws,
governmental structures, spirituality, ancestry, homeland or adherence to a
particular treaty. Aboriginal groups sharing a common heritage constitute what
can be described as historical nations, because the factors that unite them have
deep roots in the past. Such groups as the Huron, the Mohawk, the Nisga’a, the
Haida and the Métis of Red River, among others, are examples. However, historical
nations are not the only groups capable of holding a right of self-determination. In
other cases, a sense of national identity may flow less from a common heritage than
from a shared contemporary situation and outlook, involving such factors as similar
background and historical experience, geographical proximity and the resolve to
pursue a common destiny through joint governmental arrangements. Because of
these considerations, certain emerging nations may take their place alongside
historical nations as holders of the right of self-determination. 317

314. Ibid., 52, citing Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Highlights from the Report of the Royal
Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, catalogue no. Z1-1991/1-6E (Ottawa, ON: Supply and Services Canada,
1996), rcaanc-cirnac.gc.ca/eng/1100100014597/1572547985018.
315. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Highlights from the Report.
316. Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Report, vol. 2, 105 and 169.
317. Ibid.
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On this notion of scale in which Indigenous law operates, the law professor Val Napoleon,
member of Saulteau First Nation and adopted member of the Gitanyow (Gitksan) House
of Luuxhon, Ganada (Frog) Clan, provided the following example on how an important
distinction can be made between the community scale and the Nation scale when
working with Indigenous law. She explained how this scale can be challenging for
many Indigenous communities by discussing her work with the Gitksan Nation:
If you think back to the historic and contemporary legal institutions of law, the
accountability, historically, at least for the Gitksan, was between communities, not
within the communities; because of the way that marriages were arranged, in a way
that the different kinds of relationships were arranged within all of the people, like,
all of the seven communities over the Territory. So the accountability was between
communities, not within the communities.
And so, we’re working on the North Coast right now and . . . these are issues that
have to be talked through, because the political reorientation that people have
experienced with the Indian Act, means that sometimes, when we work with
communities they’ll say things like, “we only want to look at the oral histories of our
community”, or “we only want to look at the laws that relate our community. . . .
[B]ut it’s the whole [Gitksan] legal order. It would be like saying, “we’re only going to
look at the laws of Val-d’Or, not the laws of Canada”, right? . . . you fracture it.
And so, we have to do the education to look at how was Gitksan law, how did it
insure accountability before. And it was because of the different relationships of
accountability between the communities, which means that we have to think about
scale, particularly with issues that have to do with family law, violence, child welfare.
We have to think about scale. . . . Because there has to be protections built in, and
the only way you do that is by having larger groups of people.
If you have a community of 200 people or 600 people, it’s too small to be able to
deal with those issues, it’s not viable, it’s not a viable model of self-government. And
so, these are hard conversations to have, but they’re necessary conversations in
doing the rebuilding of Indigenous law. 318

318. Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, testimony for a hearing of the Public Inquiry Commission on
Relations between Indigenous Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec, December 5, 2017, vol. 44 of the
transcripts, cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/Fichiers_clients/Transcriptions/Notes_stenographiques_-_CERP_5
_decembre_2017.pdf, 38–39 (Napoleon talking).
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Evolving, current, and existing law
Both Indigenous and non-Indigenous law is rooted in the past but lives in the present.
“Just as the Canadian legal system has evolved over time, Indigenous law is not frozen in
time. Indigenous legal orders adapt with changing circumstances.” 319
Getting information on Indigenous law is a hard task and might be difficult to obtain.
Many communities and Nations at this time do not have the capacity to offer accessible
information on their laws dealing with violence, conflicts, and other situations defined as
“crime” in Canadian criminal law. Some have lost their connection to their laws and methods
of conflict resolution present within the community and Nation prior to colonization and
their evolution. This is a consequence of colonization (and a Gladue factor), 320 as the TRC
explained: “the right of Aboriginal communities and leaders to function in accordance with
their own customs, traditions, laws, and cultures was taken away by [Canadian] law. Those
who continued to act in accordance with those cultures could be, and were, prosecuted.” 321
Despite the damage caused by colonialism, many people among Nations and
communities are still shaping their lives by reference to their legal principles, 322 albeit
they might not refer to them as “laws” or “legal principles.”
As explained by Val Napoleon:
Indigenous law is not stuck in the past. Rather, despite the damage to our legal
orders, Indigenous peoples continue to act on historic legal obligations in modern
forms wherever they can. For example, it is arguable that the work that many
people do at the community level with various Aboriginal justice initiatives is rooted
in their historic legal obligations in their own legal orders. 323

When referring to historical legal practices, ask yourself:
♦ How does this legal process relate today?
♦ How did this evolve?
♦ What are the legal principles supporting a decision and how can they
be applied today?

319. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 52.
320. Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 594.
321. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Honouring the Truth, 202.
322. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 78.
323. Val Napoleon, “Thinking About Indigenous Legal Orders,” in Dialogues on Human Rights and Legal
Pluralism, ed. Colleen Sheppard and René Provost (New York, NY: Springer, 2013), 229.
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As a historical example in both common law and Cree law, preventing people from
causing further harm (incapacitation) by killing them used to be a possible legal response.
However, the principles and objectives underlying this legal decision were different, and
when examined in modern times this historic practice might not be upheld in the same
way in both legal systems.
In Canadian common law, the death penalty was the ultimate punishment. While the
death penalty was abolished in Canada in 1976, the sentencing purposes and philosophy it
upheld (punishment, denunciation, and deterrence) are still alive today. The same goals
are upheld today by life-sentences in jail, which some argue is a new form of death
sentence with social and civil death. 324 In common law, incarceration is a way to punish
people by denouncing their crime and deterring them and others from committing similar
offences. 325 These are the same purposes as the death penalty, but upheld in a manner
that has evolved along with the criteria of social acceptability.
According to Hadley Friedland, following Cree and Anishinabek legal principles, the vast
majority of wetiko executions were explicitly about incapacitation to prevent future or
further harm, and not about retribution. 326 A wetiko is someone harmful to themselves
and others in socially prohibited ways. 327 Wetiko executions happened when healing,
supervision, separation, and temporary incapacitation was not enough to provide safety
to the group. 328 The majority of executions were to prevent future or further harm. 329 How
can this kind of incapacitation be reflected today? How are the legal purposes and
principles behind Cree law incapacitation (preventing further harm while ensuring the
safety of the group: not retribution) upheld today?

324. See Joshua M. Price, Prison and Social Death (New Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2015); and
Lisa Guenther, Solitary Confinement: Social Death and Its Afterlives (Minneapolis, MN: University of
Minnesota Press, 2013).
325. Proulx, para 114.
326. Hadley Friedland, The Wetiko Legal Principles: Cree and Anishinabek Responses to Violence and
Victimization (Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press, 2018), 92.
327. The Indigenous Law Research Unit defines wetiko as a Cree and Anishinabek legal concept to describe
someone harmful to themselves and others in socially prohibited ways. See Indigenous Law Research Unit,
Mikomosis and the Wetiko: A Teaching Guide for Youth, Community and Post-Secondary Educators, Accessing
Justice and Reconciliation Project (Victoria, BC: University of Victoria, 2014), 11; and Friedland, Wetiko Legal
Principles, 16.
328. Friedland, Wetiko Legal Principles, 90 and 92.
329. Ibid.
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Resources on Indigenous law
The Nation you work with might have started to rebuild or document their laws and legal
processes relating to situations defined as “crime” in Canadian criminal law. If they have
not, it does not mean these laws and conflict resolution methods disappeared. These laws
can be drawn from other resources. However, written resources, such as papers or
textbooks, are rare.
Napoleon and Friedland created three categories of resources on Indigenous law: 330
(1) Resources that require deep inherent knowledge and full cultural immersion.
Friedland and Napoleon stated that these are often perceived as most ideal and
legitimate, but they also are the least available and accessible. 331 For example,
many legal concepts are embedded in language. If you grew up speaking Cree, or
Inuktitut, or any other language, this shapes your worldview. But if you grew up
learning French or English, it would take a lot of time to really access the worldview
contained in Indigenous languages. 332
(2) Resources that require some community connection or access. These are
perceived as the next best ideal and legitimate, though availability and accessibility
are limited. It will be challenging to access them, but they are more accessible than
the previous. Interviews of Elders and knowledge keepers are examples. 333
(3) Resources that are publicly available. These resources are often perceived as the
least ideal and legitimate. However, they are the most available and accessible. 334
Examples include collection of stories written by non-Indigenous historians and
anthropologists 335 and written resources on Indigenous law and justice written by a
variety of people, Indigenous and non-Indigenous.

330. Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, “Indigenous Laws as a Cornerstone for Concrete, Effective and
Lasting Reconciliation: Testimony for the Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous Peoples
and Certain Public Services in Québec — Listening, Reconciliation and Progress” (PowerPoint presentation for
a testimony on December 4, 5, and 6, 2017, Val-d’Or, QC), cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/Fichiers_clients
/Documents_deposes_a_la_Commission/P-250.pdf, 28.
331. Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, testimony for a hearing of the Public Inquiry Commission on
Relations between Indigenous Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec, December 4, 2017, vol. 43 of the
transcripts, cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/Fichiers_clients/Transcriptions/Notes_stenographiques_-_CERP_4
_decembre_2017.pdf, 87.
332. Ibid.
333. Ibid., 88.
334. Ibid., 89.
335. Ibid.
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Here are some specific examples of different resources Napoleon and Friedland provided
in the three categories from which to draw Indigenous laws: 336

 Elders, families, clans, societies

John Borrows said
Indigenous laws are in:

 stories, songs, practices, customs
 language
 historical descriptive accounts by outsiders
 artifacts, petroglyphs, scrolls
 narratives, practices, rituals, conventions
 types of oral histories and collectively owned oral histories
 witness testimony, trial transcripts

Val Napoleon said
Indigenous laws are in:

 personal memories and direct experiences
 published anthropological and historical research
 published collections of stories
 human social interaction, how we treat one another and why
 kinship roles and relations
 Elders and knowledge keepers

Matthew Fletcher said
Indigenous laws are in:

Andree Boisselle said
Indigenous laws are in:

The Justice Within,
Indigenous Legal
Traditions report said

 language
 published anthropological and historical research
 written works by community members: poems,
fiction, stories, legends

 dances, songs, ceremonies

 dreams, dances, art, land, nature

Indigenous laws are in:

336. Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, “Indigenous Legal Traditions Core Workshop Materials” (working
documents, Indigenous Law Research Unit, Victoria, BC, 2011 and 2015), cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/Fichiers
_clients/Documents_deposes_a_la_Commission/P-271.PDF, 6.
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As stated, some of these resources are more accessible than others. Gladue writers are
not expected to be experts on Indigenous law, and it would be unrealistic to ask them to
understand all of these resources. It is not their job to decide what is an Indigenous legal
principle and what is not, nor do they have time to document Indigenous law. As written in
the TRC’s report, “[a]s with the common law and civil law systems, Indigenous law is
learned through a lifetime of work.”337 The writers can only present the information to the
court, indicate where it was obtained, and why it is relevant.
Some Gladue writers who are Indigenous may have the capacity to engage with resources
in the first category Napoleon and Friedland provides — resources that require deep
inherent knowledge and full cultural immersion. These are resources such as language,
dances, songs, and ceremonies. However, the majority of Gladue writers will find this kind
of material difficult to engage with.
It might be more accessible and available for you to draw Indigenous law from the
resources that Napoleon and Friedland pointed out in the second and third categories —
resources that require some community connection or access and resources that are
publicly available. These include interviews with key people (second category) and written
resources (third category).

Written resources
Many Nations and communities across Canada have been working to rebuild and revitalize
their laws and make them accessible. The Indigenous Law Research Unit (ILRU) 338 of the
University of Victoria’s Faculty of Law is a national leader in this work 339 and has had many
partnerships with Nations in British Columbia. They might have some documentation on
the Nation’s law you are working with.
Also, some Nations or communities have bylaws in place on different topics such as
dangerous people, trespassing, and drug trafficking. 340
If you have a written resource, attach a copy of the full document to your Gladue report. This
could help the judge have a more comprehensive understanding of the law they will be
engaging with if they want to understand it more fully.

337. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 46.
338. For more information, visit ILRU’s website at uvic.ca/law/about/indigenous/indigenouslawresearchunit.
339. The ILRU also partnered with the TRC for this purpose. See Truth and Reconciliation Commission,
Honouring the Truth, 206–7; and Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 74–77. This project
was called Accessing Justice and Reconciliation. For more information, visit indigenousbar.ca/indigenouslaw/.
340. See Okanagan Indian Band’s bylaw at okib.ca/uploads/images/20190424-Dangerous-Person-Bylaw.pdf.
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The last section of the bibliography lists documents on the law of some Nations you can
use and refer to in your Gladue reports (see page 253).

Interviews with key people
Contacting the authors of the noted resources could be a way to obtain information
to better understand the resource. Otherwise, some people in the community and
Nation, such as knowledge-keepers, Elders, or hereditary leaders, might have
relevant knowledge to assist you. If you have their contact information, you can ask
them to share what they know of their Nation’s views on justice, law (although likely
they will not call it law) and conflict resolution.
The same people who can help you determine the community perspective might support
you with these questions (the Indigenous Justice Program [IJP], 341 other Indigenous justice
organizations, 342 Elders councils, and working groups).
Keep in mind that many will likely not refer to these as laws (or legal traditions) and might
not perceive their knowledge as legal knowledge. 343
For these reasons, simply asking people “What are the laws on crime in your Nation?” or
“What are the laws governing conflict and violence in your Nation?” might not provide
good results. Those questions can also be ineffective or traumatizing for some. 344 People
may refer to the Criminal Code and court, as this was taught to be the only law in these
matters, and Indigenous law was never taught as being law.
Drawing mainly from the work of the Accessing Justice and Reconciliation Project and
Hadley Friedland, you may consider asking questions such as: 345
♦ How would the Nation intervene in similar harmful situations?
♦ How should this be solved today?
♦ Who would be consulted in this process and what would be their role?
♦ How would an appropriate response to the harm be decided?
341. Go to the Directory of Restorative Justice (justice.gc.ca/eng/cj-jp/rj-jr/sch-rch.aspx), and select “Yes” under
“IJP?” before searching.
342. Such as the Yeqox Nilin Justice Society (yeqoxnilinjusticesociety.com.)
343. Friedland, Wetiko Legal Principles, 15–16.
344. Hadley Friedland, “Engaging with Indigenous Laws in a Gladue Context” (PowerPoint presentation for a
webinar for Legal Aid BC’s roster of Gladue writers, October 29, 2020), 22.
345. Some of these questions were taken directly from Friedland, “Engaging with Indigenous Laws,” 22. Others
were drawn from the Accessing Justice and Reconciliation Project (indigenousbar.ca/indigenouslaw).
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♦ What steps would be taken?
♦ If the individual was involved in similar harms in the past, how would the
Nation respond?
♦ In an ideal world where your Nation and community would have all the
available resources, what would be the best response?
♦ Who is important to involve or hear from? Who can help?
♦ What is a good response in these circumstances?
♦ What examples worked in the past to heal/fix similar issues/support offenders
and victims, etc.?
♦ How did the community or Nation make decisions or solve problems like this in
the past and currently? What works? How do people keep each other safe?
♦ Why did they do that? Why did that happen/not happen?
♦ How did this evolve?
♦ What are the legal principles that support the decision and how can they be
applied today?
♦ What were the underlying principles in your community to deal with this kind
of harm, and how would it be dealt with today? 346
♦ What are the underlying principles that need to be considered and a Canadian
judge can take, look at, and make sense of to find an alternative to prison? 347
When meeting an Elder or a knowledge-keeper, try to get information on whether a
protocol should be respected (e.g., tobacco offering, or ways of wrapping the tobacco) and
consider giving them a small gift to recognize the value of their time. Respecting protocol
might be key for a productive interview.
Some of their knowledge can be sacred and some people might not want or be allowed to
share it with outsiders.

346. UVic Indigenous Law Research Unit ILRU, “Full Interview: Anisa White,” September 13, 2015, YouTube
video, youtu.be/TNLwoSQzWDI?t=175 (at 2:55).
347. Ibid., youtu.be/TNLwoSQzWDI?t=186 (at 3:06).
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When you interview someone for their opinion, be sensitive to the fact that one person’s
opinion does not constitute the Nation’s law. Always report who provided the information
and why their opinion is valuable. But do not say that what they told you is the law, as the
professor Val Napoleon stated:
[I]t’s not a matter of just accepting everything that Indigenous people say is law,
because Indigenous peoples are not homogenous. We have a whole range of
political orientations and different positions and different experiences, and so on.
And so, you know, we’ve said more than once that law is never what one person says
it is. It’s a societal enterprise. It’s one that is collaborative. 348

Napoleon comments on the incorrect tendency to accept one person’s opinion on
Indigenous law as representing the Nation:
[T]he third question there has to do with how do we respond when there are
distortions of Indigenous law that are advanced as if they are legitimate
representations. And I want to give an example from . . . a national event where a
very elderly Indigenous woman was asked to speak to . . . law from her society. And
what she described was being part of an arranged marriage when she was very
young, and during her marriage, she was disciplined. And that, as a result of that
disciplining, . . . they had a good marriage.
And this was a . . . testimony from her which paralyzed everybody in the room.
Nobody knew how to respond to that, because how could one respond.
And thinking about it, there’s a couple of things that are really important: one is to
imagine the position that she had been placed in, which was, she’d been part of an
arranged marriage, she experienced violence through her marriage, and she’s asked
to talk about law and how else is she going to do it, except to find meaning in her
experience. And to find lawfulness in her experience.
So, that’s . . . part of what she’s trying to do is to maintain her dignity, in how she
recounts law that affects her.
The other thing to keep in mind is, we would never accept such a declaration about
Canadian law. . . .
Just the mere declaration of it doesn’t make it law. But, what happens is that, that’s
often what’s accepted as law for Indigenous peoples. And the legal processes, what
to do when the law is broken, all of the other kinds of legalities go out the window,
because someone stands up and says, “this is what law is”, where in fact, it’s one
person’s opinion about what law is, but it’s not a legal opinion and it’s not been dealt
with as a legal issue. 349

348. Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, testimony for a hearing of the Public Inquiry Commission on
Relations between Indigenous Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec, December 6, 2017, vol. 45 of the
transcripts, cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/Fichiers_clients/Transcriptions/Notes_stenographiques_-_CERP_6
_decembre_2017.pdf, 11 (Napoleon talking).
349. Napoleon and Friedland, testimony, December 4, 2017, 181–83 (Napoleon talking).
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Quoting resources
As stated earlier, you are encouraged as a Gladue writer to always quote your
resources/collaterals and never state what is and what is not law.
For example, instead of writing:
Following this Nation’s law, a person causing this kind of harm in the community
will go through X process.

Write this:
According to John, respected knowledge keeper of the Nation/person in charge of
X ceremonies for the Nation, in this Nation, a person causing this kind of harm in
the community should go through X process.

According to the Tsilhqot’in Legal Traditions Report prepared by Jessica Asch and Alan
Hanna, the following general Tsilhqot’in legal principles govern appropriate responses to
legal/human issues: 350
(1)

“Protecting Individual and Community Safety: Protecting individuals and
the community is a paramount consideration when responding to harms”

(2)

“Proportionality: The response to harmful actions should be proportionate
to the harms experienced”

(3)

“Deterrence: Responses may be chosen to deter people from committing
similar or future harms”

(4)

“Separation (Temporary or Permanent): Temporary separation is frequently used
to address harms committed within a community. Permanent separation is used
less frequently because of the severity of its consequences”

(5)

“Healing: Healing is a preferable resolution and often occurs after a period
of separation and reflection”

(6)

“Acknowledging and Taking Responsibility: Acknowledging and taking
responsibility is a key step for those seeking re-integration and often
involves some sort of restitution or compensation”

350. Tsilhqot’in Legal Traditions Report, with the Tsilhqot’in National Government, Accessing Justice and
Reconciliation Project (Victoria, BC: Indigenous Law Research Unit, University of Victoria, 2013), 24–25. See also
26–36. (This report isn’t publicly available; for a copy, contact the Indigenous Law Research Unit at the
University of Victoria to connect you with a community partner.)
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(7)

“Reintegration: Once there is acknowledgement of responsibility and/or healing,
reintegration and reconciliation are often possible. Where re-integration is
possible, this response is followed”

(8)

“Incapacitation: Incapacitation is rarely used as a legal response. When
incapacitation is used, it is employed to resolve extreme and ongoing harms”

(9)

“Natural and Spiritual Consequences: In some cases, the legitimate response to
someone causing harm is to step back and allow the person who caused the
harm to experience the natural or spiritual consequences of his or her actions”

According to this report, the people who have a final say on how situations will be
solved are the individual, family members, chiefs/leaders, Elders/medicine people,
and community. 351
In this example, you would have the benefit of a report on Tsilhqot’in legal traditions
telling you that the individual, family members, chiefs/leaders, Elders/medicine people,
and the community have a say in the solution. If possible, you can ask them for their
opinion on the appropriate solution.

Which legal tradition is relevant?
When discussing Indigenous law, a question to consider is which legal tradition should
apply to whom and where.
For example, if the crime occurred on Musqueam territory and the subject is Cree, what
law should be upheld? What happens in an urban setting? This guide does not pretend to
have definitive answers to these questions; however, it can provide some guidelines.
In Gladue, the SCC wrote the distinct conception of sentencing should be that of the
subject, the victim’s family (in the Gladue case the victim was deceased), and their
community. 352 Drawing from the idea of territorial jurisdiction, it is also arguable that the
legal tradition of the Nation where the offence occurred is relevant. 353

351. Ibid., 12–17.
352. Gladue, para 94.
353. See a report on Coast Salish laws, which discusses the “common legal norms Coast Salish apply
throughout all Coast Salish lands.” Val Napoleon, Coast Salish Laws Governing Administration of Justice (Civil
Procedure), with Hadley Friedland, Hannah Askew, and Elizabeth Zarpa, Legitimus Project (The State and
Indigenous Legal Cultures: Law in Search of Legitimacy) (Victoria, BC: Indigenous Law Research Unit, 2015), 9.
(This report isn’t publicly available; for a copy, contact the Indigenous Law Research Unit at the University of
Victoria to connect you with a community partner.) See also a report on Secwepmec laws, which says that
“visitors to Secwepmec lands must learn and follow Secwepmec law.” Val Napoleon, Secwepmec Laws
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Hadley Friedland explains it is logical to start from a territorial point, but also to
consider the legal tradition of the Nation and territory the person comes from, and
who they are responsible to:
It makes sense to start geographically, for practical reasons and the idea of
territorial jurisdiction, but if the Gladue writer is viewing the client as a citizen of an
Indigenous Nation, there is likely some personal jurisdiction, which follows the
individual even out of the territory, and practically, there may be legal principles, or
legal relationships, which are equally or more meaningful to them, or where they
may find their healing and recovery, which may be their own legal tradition.
I think of an example of a young Coast Salish man being told his name and his
house group and how much that changed his sense of responsibility afterward —
he realized he had responsibilities to his house group, and his name, and they had
responsibilities for his actions, and it motivated him to change his behaviour,
despite having been raised in care away from the community. So I think this can be
part of the inquiry — responsible to whom? In relationship to whom? Always the
Nation of the territory you are in, but who else? 354

On the territorial applicability of Indigenous laws more generally, John Borrows explains:
Indigenous laws should have direct application on reserves in all cases. Off-reserve,
provincial, or federal laws (as interpreted through the common law or civil law)
should create the main obligations for Indigenous people and other Canadians,
though these obligations will hopefully be influenced by Indigenous legal
traditions. 355

Borrows adds that this does not mean, given Canada’s multi-juridical nature, Indigenous
law shouldn’t have influence other than what he describes in the above paragraph.
Indigenous law should have direct, indirect, and varying influences in other territories, just
as common law and civil law will influence laws on reserve and will influence one another:
“this approach recognizes the interpenetrating nature of Canada’s legal traditions, which
infuse, infiltrate, and permeate one another’s operation when they are not being directly
applied in any dispute within their immediate sphere of application.” 356

Governing Land and Resources, with Hadley Friedland and Renée McBeth, Legitimus Project (The State and
Indigenous Legal Cultures: Law in Search of Legitimacy) (Victoria, BC: Indigenous Law Research Unit, 2015),
legitimus.ca/static/uploaded/Files/Documents/Rapports/_Napoleon-Secwepmec-Report-April-30-2015.pdf, 10.
354. Hadley Friedland, personal communication with author (Marie-Andrée Denis-Boileau), May 18, 2020.
355. Borrows, Canada’s Indigenous Constitution (Toronto, ON: University of Toronto Press, 2010), 163–64.
356. Ibid.
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The relationship between restorative justice and Indigenous law
Both the Gladue and Ipeelee decisions explain that section 718.2(e) encourages judges to
have recourse to a “restorative approach to sentencing.” 357 This approach is then
described in Ipeelee as being the different method of analysis to determine a fit sentence
that judges must follow (two sets of circumstances described earlier). 358
In R v Gladue, the SCC used “restorative approach to sentencing” and “restorative justice”
in an interchangeable way. 359 The court defined restorative justice as follows:
In general terms, restorative justice may be described as an approach to remedying
crime in which it is understood that all things are interrelated and that crime
disrupts the harmony which existed prior to its occurrence, or at least which it is felt
should exist. 360

However, the court did not provide more details about what that means and how that can
be done, which has led to the confusion of many people in the legal system. 361
In this 1999 decision, the court said:
♦ The concept and principles of a restorative approach will necessarily have to be
developed over time in the jurisprudence. 362
♦ Most traditional Aboriginal conceptions of sentencing place a primary
emphasis upon the ideals of restorative justice, but Aboriginal communities are
diverse and the Court does not want to imply that every community shares an
identical approach to sentencing. 363
In the Ipeelee decision in 2012, the SCC did not talk about “restorative justice” but only
about a “restorative approach to sentencing,” 364 which “calls upon judges to use a different
method of analysis in determining a fit sentence for Aboriginal offenders.” 365 The court did
not explain this change in language. However, there has been an increased awareness of
357. Gladue, para 93. See also Ipeelee, para 59.
358. Ipeelee, para 59.
359. Gladue, paras 71–72.
360. Gladue, para 71.
361. See Department of Justice, Spotlight on Gladue, 23–24; Melvyn Green, “The Challenge of Gladue Courts,”
Criminal Reports (6th Series) 89 (2012), 362; and Jennifer J. Llewellyn, “Restorative Justice in Borde and Hamilton:
A Systemic Problem?” Criminal Reports (6th Series) 8 (2003).
362. Gladue, para 71.
363. Ibid., paras 70 and 73–74.
364. Ipeelee, para 59.
365. Ibid.
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Indigenous people’s laws and concepts of justice between 1999 and 2012. In addition, the
TRC convened between 2008and 2015.
In this period and through to today, many papers and reports have been written on, or
have tackled the issue of the confusion about the relationship between restorative justice
and Indigenous justice. Indigenous justice has often been confused with, and conflated
with, restorative justice. 366
Professors Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland summarized this situation in “Indigenous
Legal Traditions: Roots to Renaissance” (their chapter in The Oxford Handbook on Criminal
Law). They explain that the space given right now in the Canadian legal system to
Indigenous legal traditions is often limited to restorative justice. 367 This creates some
distortions about what are Indigenous legal traditions because the only space they are
allowed to take in the Canadian legal system is “restorative justice.” Indigenous legal
traditions are often seen as being only about restorative justice and all other aspects of
Indigenous legal traditions are ignored. 368
Napoleon and Friedland explained that the issue is not that healing and restorative
processes are unimportant, or even preferable, to other responses to crime in many
Indigenous legal traditions. See “The second set of circumstances and the effectiveness of
the sentence,” page 104. The issue is that this is an incomplete portrait of the situation:
The predominant narrative of “justice as healing” is not false, but it is dangerously
incomplete. . . . It is not logical or accurate to say that healing is the only legal
response to crime in Indigenous legal traditions. It is more accurate to say that
healing is the only legal response permitted to Indigenous groups within most
states, which monopolize the use of coercive force.

366. See Larry Chartrand and Kanatase Horn, A Report on the Relationship between Restorative Justice and
Indigenous Legal Traditions in Canada, catalogue no. J4-51/2018E-PDF (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice
Canada, 2018); Val Napoleon and Hadley Friedland, “Indigenous Legal Traditions: Roots to Renaissance,” in The
Oxford Handbook on Criminal Law, ed. Markus D. Dubber and Tatjana Hörnle (Oxford University Press, 2014),
235–39; Jeannette Gevikoglu, “Ipeelee/Ladue and the Conundrum of Indigenous Identity in Sentencing,”
Supreme Court Law Review 63 (2013), 219–23; Department of Justice, Spotlight on Gladue, 24–25; Val Napoleon
et al., “Where Is the Law in Restorative Justice?” in Aboriginal Self-Government in Canada: Current Trends and
Issues, 3rd ed., ed. Yale D. Belanger (Saskatoon, SK: Purich, 2008); Jeffery G. Hewitt, “Indigenous Restorative
Justice: Approaches, Meaning & Possibility,” University of New Brunswick Law Journal 67 (2016); and Hadley
Louise Friedland, “Reclaiming the Language of Law: The Contemporary Articulation and Application of Cree
Legal Principles in Canada” (PhD thesis, Faculty of Law, University of Alberta, 2016), 219–22. See also Public
Inquiry Commission, Final Report, 301.
367. Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Legal Traditions,” 236–39.
368. Ibid., 237–38. See also Napoleon and Friedland, testimony, December 4, 2017, 69 and 133–37.
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The analogous situation in current Canadian society would be if powerful outsiders
permitted us to operate parts of our criminal justice system but regardless of the
individual facts, our legal decision-makers could only apply the sentencing principle
of rehabilitation. It would be indicative of the limits of the permissible space for our
law in the dominant society, not of the limits of our law itself, if we found we could
not safely or successfully manage every case on those terms. There are clear cases
where, based on the facts, sentencing principles other than rehabilitation need to be
prioritized in order to maintain individual and community safety. There are equally
clear cases, within Indigenous communities, that require responses other than or in
addition to healing. Returning these cases to the mainstream criminal justice
system, in order to access the state monopolized resources those responses require,
should not be (but often is) seen as a failure of Aboriginal justice initiatives. 369

In the context of Gladue, a report from the Department of Justice of Canada underlined
the fact that “[w]estern notions of restorative justice may not be sufficient to ensure that
Indigenous offenders are sentenced in a way that is “appropriate in the circumstances for
the offender because of his/her aboriginal heritage or connection” — a key factor in
remedying over incarceration, according to Gladue.” 370
When Gladue writers think about the second set of circumstances (see “two sets of
circumstances” in the Glossary on page 242), 371 they should not conflate Indigenous law,
or Indigenous world views on justice, to restorative justice. Indigenous law and its legal
processes are diverse and multiple Nations have multiple principles and approaches.
This does not mean restorative justice programs and principles are not relevant; they are
important tools to address the Gladue factors and restore relationships and will often be
relevant in your options. However, restorative justice should not be confused with
Indigenous justice.
That said, some restorative justice programs are based on, and/or use Indigenous legal
traditions. 372 Even if an Indigenous restorative justice program exists, the program might
not be a comprehensive reflection of the Nation’s Indigenous legal traditions.

369. Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Legal Traditions,” 238–39.
370. Department of Justice, Spotlight on Gladue, 24, referring to Gevikoglu, “Ipeelee/Ladue and the
Conundrum.”
371. Ipeelee, para 74.
372. The following sources try to clarify these issues: Chartrand and Horn, Report on the Relationship;
Napoleon et al., “Where Is the Law”; and Hewitt, “Indigenous Restorative Justice.”
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This can be confusing and adds to the work of rebuilding Indigenous law in Canada. As
stated earlier, Gladue writers are not expected to be experts on Indigenous law. However,
Gladue writers should be sensitive to these important nuances and not conflate
Indigenous justice with restorative justice.

Including Indigenous law in a Gladue report
If you use a written resource on Indigenous law, append it to provide the judge a more
comprehensive understanding of the Indigenous legal tradition. If you talked to
knowledge-keepers, include their contact information (with their permission).
It is important that you understand the two different roles Indigenous law can play in your
Gladue report.
(1) Your Gladue report can inform the judge on the relevant Indigenous law from
which they can draw to inform their final decision.
(2) The options in your Gladue report can be informed by Indigenous law and/or
suggest specific ways to uphold it.
These roles can intersect, but to make each of them clear, they are explained separately
here. 373 In the LABC Gladue report template, they are relevant in two different sections:
the first one is mainly included in the “Aboriginal perspective” section and the second in
the “Options” section.

373. For an example of a legal decision based on Tsilhqot’in law, see Val Napoleon, “Tsilhqot’in Law of
Consent,” UBC Law Review 48, no. 3 (2015), 873. For a case of the BC Provincial Court upholding Indigenous
law, see In the Matter of R v. Joseph Thomas and R v. Christopher Brown and Esquimalt and Ditidaht Nations, a
case note reposted on a blog called reconciliationsyllabus. Rebecca Johnson, “Indigenous Law and Procedure in
Action: Vancouver Island Esquimalt/Ditidaht Hunting Case,” reconciliationsyllabus (blog), October 31, 2016,
reconciliationsyllabus.wordpress.com/2016/10/31/indigenous-law-and-procedure-in-action-vancouver-island
-esquimaltditidaht-hunting-case/.
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Indigenous law in your report: “Aboriginal perspective” section
The template has a section called “Aboriginal perspective,” which includes Indigenous law.
In that section, you can incorporate information on Indigenous law (which includes legal
principles and processes) the judge can draw from.
As an example, in R v Itturiligaq, the Nunavut Court of Justice attempted to draw from the
principles of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit, as it often does: 374
[T]he present case highlights the challenges in applying pan-Canadian legal
principles in Nunavut. As I said earlier this year in R v Anugaa: 375
We recognize that Inuit social governance continues in parallel to the
application of pan-Canadian criminal law. Therefore, we strive to
incorporate the precepts of Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit into our
judgments and all our practices.
To use a rifle to endanger oneself or others is not only a violation of Canadian
criminal law; it is contrary to all Inuit societal values — Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit:
 Inuuqatigiitsiarniq (respecting others, relationships and caring for people);
 Tunnganarniq (fostering good spirit by being open, welcoming and inclusive);
 Pijitsirniq (serving and providing for family or community or both);
 Aajiiqatigiinniq (decision making through discussion and consensus);
 Pilimmaksarniq or Pijariuqsarniq (development of skills through practice,
effort and action);
 Piliriqatigiinniq or Ikajuqtigiinniq (working together for a common cause);
 Qanuqtuurniq (being innovative and resourceful); and
 Avatittinnik Kamatsiarniq (respect and care for the land, animals
and the environment).

The court needs someone to provide them with this information on Indigenous
legal principles (here Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit) and that information can be brought
to court in a Gladue report.

374. 2018 NUCJ 31 [Itturiligaq].
375. 2018 NUCJ 2, para 42.
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As another example, Gladue writer Anisa White gave the following examples of
Indigenous legal principles in the context of a Gladue report she prepared for a
Nuu-chah-nulth person:
Some elders have said to me, it’s very clear how we see the world when it comes
to injustice. That individual has to — number one . . . we have to take into
consideration the fact that there’s been harm done, that there needs to be a
bit of a plan to restore that person’s . . . property loss, and there needs to be
some continuous demonstration that that person has learned their lesson,
and is also becoming a better person from it. So we see a difference from the
Canadian legal system as being purely punitive. Creating more of a healing based
strategy . . . to addressing crime and what that also means is that we’re restoring
those relationships. 376

Judges can draw from these principles when they make their decision. You can provide
these underlying legal principles in the “Aboriginal perspective” section in your report
(see templates in Appendix 2, page 192). You can also draw from these principles when
you craft your final options. This same example from Anisa White is given in the next
section to demonstrate how it is translated into an option for the court to consider.
Finally, an example from the case R c Kawapit 377 is also provided. In that case, Judge
Renée Lemoine had a report from the Whapmagoostui Justice and Healing Committee
(Cree Nation of Eeyou Istchee). She included the Cree legal principles brought forward
in the report: 378
That way of life and the tough living conditions explain the Aboriginal
perspective. . . . The justice committee report offers the following explanation:
Dealing with the crime from a Cree perspective.
The participants, all Crees, wish to promote an holistic approach which is
part of their cultural heritage in their response to crime:
 The response to crime should encourage the restoration balance;
 The rehabilitation of the offender and rebuilding his links with the
community are vital;
 Reparation to the community and victim is essential;
 The objective of dissuasion is more likely to be achieved through a process
such as the Circle, where the individual has to face the people affected by
his actions, be accountable, be active in finding ways to repair the damage
he has done and ways to prevent such event to reoccur.

376. UVic Indigenous Law Research Unit, “Full Interview: Anisa White,” youtu.be/TNLwoSQzWDI?t=246 (at
4:06).
377. 2013 QCCQ 5935 [Kawapit].
378. Ibid., para 72.
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Therefore:
 The participants in the Circle consider that a prison sentence would do
more harm to Brian Kawapit and would not contribute to teach him to
become a fully responsible person or to restore the harm done to the
victim and the community.

Drawing from these principles and upholding them, the justice committee offered
practical options for Mr. Kawapit. These options are set out in the next section.

Indigenous law in your report: “Options” section
In the end, your options can be informed by Indigenous law or suggest specific ways
to uphold Indigenous law. 379
The previous section included an example from Gladue writer Anisa White, where
she explains some Nuu-chah-nulth legal principles Elders shared with her in the
context of a Gladue report she was preparing. After giving this example, she
explained how, in different contexts, interviewees shared with her specific ways
of upholding Indigenous law:
I’ve seen individuals say to me: “You need to ask this individual to cut wood for two
years and supply it to all the Elders every year when it comes time to need wood,
when it is going to be the winter season.” I have also heard a knowledge keeper
saying to me: “You need to make sure that this person is consistently fishing for our
families, especially the ones that are in need, because they are the ones that are
most likely to require the food and sustenance to take them through winter.” So this
is the person who needs to take on board that he has really created some harm in
the lives of individuals and this is a way to . . . restore right relationships and reset
the balance within that community, so that we can still embrace him at our
potlaches and at our feasts and we don’t ostracize him in a manner that would hurt
him and his family and his children. 380

379. UVic Indigenous Law Research Unit, “Full Interview: Anisa White,” youtu.be/TNLwoSQzWDI?t=240 (at
4:00).
380. Ibid., youtu.be/TNLwoSQzWDI?t=295 (at 4:55).
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In the same section, the Cree principles included in the Kawapit decision were identified.
To uphold these principles, the justice committee provided the following plan to the judge:
Brian Kawapit shall be under a supervised probation order to two years under which
the accused shall do all of the following:
 For the first 18 months of his probation, Brian Kawapit shall go in the bush
during the periods where traditional Cree people go in the bush. Brian will stay
with his parents and extended family and/or with any other person appointed by
the Whapmagoostui justice committee for the duration of these stays in the
bush. Therefore, Brian would go from October to December and return in the
community in December, when hunters and trappers are coming back, then
return to the bush from April until June and so on.
 Upon his return to the community in December, Brian shall bring back
traditional food for the Christmas feast, from the result of hunting of trapping.
This measure is designed to maintain and enrich the connection with the
traditional Cree culture that Brian Kawapit and the participants feel he
deeply needs. It is also designed to provide supervision for Brian and isolate
him from possible negative influence for some periods of time. It will offer
Brian some time out to continue his personal introspective and healing
process in a peaceful environment. Family members of appointed people
will be responsible for supervising Brian in the bush.
 Brian shall also get guidance and traditional counselling from designated
elders in the bush and in the community to deal in a more traditional manner
with his issues and drinking. The justice committee will be responsible of
pairing Brian with elders.
 Brian shall come back to Whapmagoostui when traditional people and hunters
come out of the bush back into the community. During these periods in the
community, Brian shall live with his parents at 51 Bipichow Maskino and respect
his curfew and be home between 23h and 7h, except for traditional activities.
 Brian shall attend monthly meeting with the Whapmagoostui Justice Healing
Committee, and as well meet his probation officer when requested to do so.
 Brian shall perform 240 hours of community work within a period of 9 months,
working at summer and winter traditional gatherings and other traditional
activities which require cutting woods, getting boughs and rocks, providing
country food, etc.
This measure will allow Brian to make a positive contribution to
community life in Whapmagoostui, to donate his time and to repair
the harm caused to his community
 Brian shall show good conduct, cooperate with the people involved in each measure,
and refrain from drinking alcohol during the probation period of two years
 Brian shall refrain from driving a motor vehicle on during a period of three years. 381

381. Kawapit, para 26.
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The court ended up ordering the mandatory minimum sentence to Mr. Kawapit ($1000 fine
per count), and probation that included the exact plan the Justice Committee laid out. 382

Summary
These examples are meant to help you understand the difference between the underlying
legal principles and ways to uphold these underlying legal principles.
In the template, the law (includes legal principles and processes) belongs in the
“Aboriginal perspective” section, and the manner to uphold the law belongs in the
“Options” section.
In practice, you may find it convenient to talk about Indigenous law and ways to uphold them
in the same section. When you discuss options, you could include the legal principles the
options are based on. The “Community’s perspective” section may also cross over. You may
choose how to organize the information, as long as your report contains all the information.
However, keep in mind that judges may ground their decisions on the legal principles you
provided (in the “Aboriginal perspective” section) and think about ways of upholding them
that you have not thought of or included in your “Options” section. This is why it can be
useful to separate the underlying principles (“Aboriginal perspective” section) and the
manner you found to uphold them (“Options” section), as judges and lawyers might find
other manners of upholding the underlying principles.

Risks associated with the use of Indigenous law by a Canadian judge
Bringing Indigenous law into the Canadian criminal law realm risks a Canadian judge
misapplying Indigenous law. “When concepts are brought up in courts, courts tend to
interpret them in connection with other concepts of their legal system. Hence, the
person, expert or other, who brought this new concept into court might not recognize it
within the judge’s decision. . . . Therefore, bringing concepts of Indigenous laws into a
common law tribunal poses a real threat of distortion and misappropriation.” 383 This in
turn becomes a mechanism of recolonization. 384 John Borrows explains a similar

382. Ibid., para 99.
383. Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 609n229, referring to Marie-Andrée DenisBoileau, “Droit et science: Le point de vue de la Cour suprême du Canada sur l’expertise psychiatrique”
(unpublished LLM thesis, University of Ottawa, 2015).
384. On a similar topic, see Toby S. Goldbach, “Sentencing Circles, Clashing Worldviews, and the Case of
Christopher Pauchay,” Illumine 10, no. 1 (2011): 53–76.
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mechanism that can arise when Indigenous people testify in court and where cultural
differences pose a risk of an incorrect interpretation:
For millennia, Aboriginal peoples created, controlled, and changed their own
worlds through the power of language, stories, and songs. These words did not
just convey meaning, they could also change reality, as Indigenous languages
and cultures shaped their legal, economic, and political structures, and the sociocultural relationships upon which they were built. Many of these narratives were
considered private property. The restriction on their presentation and
interpretation helped to ensure that the authority to adjudicate and create
meaning remained within Aboriginal societies. When Aboriginal narratives are
given to another culture to authoritatively judge their factual authenticity and
meaning, Aboriginal peoples lose some of their power of self-definition and selfdetermination.
What constitutes a “fact” is largely contingent on the language and culture out of
which that information arises. The people who decide what a fact is define it from
within the matrix of relationships they share with others. Non-Aboriginal judges
do not usually share the same language and relationships as Aboriginal peoples.
Variations between these groups help encode the same facts with different
meanings depending on the culture . . . This discrepancy creates an enormous
risk of misunderstanding and lack of recognition when one culture submits its
facts to another culture for interpretation. In litigation, this problem is especially
acute because factual determinations can vary significantly between judicial
interpreters according to the judge’s language, cultural orientation, and
experiences. In such circumstances, common law judges have had an especially
difficult time understanding and acknowledging the meanings Aboriginal
peoples give to the facts they present. 385

Here is an example of how a judge could incorrectly apply Indigenous law, using a report
on Atikamekw legal principles in matters of violence. 386 Following this report, when people
are too dangerous to live with others, Atikamekw law includes a principle of incapacitation
(which means to find ways of making sure the person is “incapacitated” to prevent them
from creating further harm) which is upheld by isolation from the rest of the group. 387

385. John Borrows, “Sovereignty’s Alchemy: An Analysis of Delgamuukw v. British Columbia,” Osgoode Hall Law
Journal 37, no. 3 (1999), 554–55.
386. Marie-Eve Sylvestre et al., Renforcer la gouvernance atikamekw : vers un modèle atikamekw de prise en
charge des conflits et problèmes liés à la violence conjugale et à la protection de la jeunesse, Legitimus Project
(The State and Indigenous Legal Cultures: Law in Search of Legitimacy) (Ottawa, ON: University of Ottawa,
2017), legitimus.ca/static/uploaded/Files/Documents/Rapports/rapport%201%20atikamekw%20violence%20
conjugale/Rapport-dintegration-1---20-juin-2017.pdf.
387. Ibid., 23–24.
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By only reading this, a Canadian judge could say, “Atikamekw law recognizes the principle
of incapacitation by isolation: this means that I can uphold Atikamekw law by sending this
person to jail because it is an obvious way to incapacitate someone and furthermore it is
recognized by Canadian law.” This is an easy connection for the judge. However, if you
read the whole report on Atikamekw law, you will see that jail might not uphold
Atikamekw law. Isolation must be applied differently to uphold Atikamekw law.
The report concludes that the fundamental principles of Atikamekw law are the
following: bring back balance, take responsibility, and restore what was broken. The
paramount purpose is to bring back balance, which cannot be achieved if people did not
take responsibility and restore what was broken. 388 To prevent a dangerous person from
causing further harm, the person still has to find ways to take responsibility for what
they did, find ways of restoring what was broken, and in the end bring back balance. 389
If this does not happen in the end, Atikamekw fundamental legal principles and
purpose are not upheld.
Prison does not support people in finding ways to bring back balance, take responsibility,
and restore what was broken; it was not created with these purposes in mind. To uphold
the Atikamekw legal principle of incapacitation through isolation, a judge must find an
alternative to prison. If a judge simply takes this principle and does not look at the context
(the context of the entire Atikamekw legal system), it would be easy for them to distort
Atikamekw law to make it “fit” with Canadian criminal law.
In the context of the report’s findings, a way to uphold the Atikamekw legal principle of
incapacitation by isolation is to send a person to an isolated place, such as a camp in the
bush (an important place in Atikamekw legal tradition according to this report). There it
would be possible to incapacitate a person through isolation and achieve the fundamental
principles and purpose of Atikamekw law. 390
In anticipation of this situation, it is a recommended best practice to append the entire
document to your report when you use a written resource. This practice could diminish
the chance of a judge taking some legal principles out of context in ways that distort the
Indigenous law. 391

388. Ibid., 17.
389. Ibid., 25.
390. Ibid., 25–26.
391. See Goldbach, “Sentencing Circles,” 71.
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Another risk is embedded in the fact that the judge is still the ultimate decision maker as
Gladue operates in the current Canadian criminal legal system. This means that even if a
community comes together and offers what they consider to be the best option in the
circumstances, a judge might decide not to uphold it. As Toby Susan Goldbach points out,
the goal of including processes that reflect Indigenous views is meant in part to restore
respect and authority in these views. 392 However, when a judge puts aside the efforts of
members of the community, the opposite effect can result and, as Goldbach argues, can
become a tool of further colonization. 393 Goldbach explains that this happened in the case
of Christopher Pauchay, where a sentencing circle was held by community members and
recommendations for sentencing were made to the judge, but the judge did not accept
the recommendations:
The Judge thanked the community for their participation, but then sentenced
Christopher Pauchay as if the recommendations had never been made. With their
work and voices disregarded, the members of the community retreated from their
temporary role in the justice system, and Pauchay moved on to jail. 394

As a Gladue writer, be aware that when you offer options that involve community
members’ effort and recommendations, the judge might not uphold them. This is
something to discuss with community members so they are aware of this possibility.

The third element: Culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive
options addressing the “underlying cause of the criminal conduct”
The third element that needs to be considered in the analysis of the second set of
circumstances are culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive options addressing the
“underlying cause of the criminal conduct.” 395
This means that your options need to be sensitive and appropriate to the subject’s cultural
background. This element is connected to the other two of the second set of circumstances (see pages 71 and 75). If you consider the Aboriginal perspective and the
community’s perspectives, your options will likely be more culturally appropriate.

392. Ibid., 67.
393. Ibid. See also Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 592–93.
394. Goldbach, “Sentencing Circles,” 67.
395. See sources listed in note 289.
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Culturally appropriate, sensitive, and responsive options also mean selecting the
appropriate resources for the subject in your “Options” section. For example, if you
suggest that the subject attend a treatment centre, is this treatment centre appropriate
for Indigenous people? Do they offer treatment options that are sensitive to Indigenous
culture and backgrounds? More importantly, is it appropriate for the subject’s specific
background? For example, a treatment centre culturally appropriate for a Haida person
might not be appropriate for an Inuk.
Be aware of language. Do they offer services in the subject’s first language? If
people cannot speak their first language, treatment might be less effective.
It is highly important to choose options that are culturally appropriate. For example, if a
person has not received the appropriate support or treatment to address their struggles
and commits another crime, the court might interpret this as evidence that the subject’s
potential for rehabilitation is small as they already had occasions to receive support. 396 The
court might not see that the subject’s failure might be due to inappropriate
intervention. 397 This might impede their healing journey and affect people around them.
It is important to note that even if a treatment centre is culturally sensitive and responsive
to Indigenous people, or even a specific Indigenous Nation, it might not be appropriate
for the subject, for example if they are Haida but grew up far from Haida culture and are
not interested in getting involved with it.
Indigenous peoples, like all people, have different beliefs. Some were raised far from their
Indigenous culture and may be interested to connect and learn about it, while others are
not. In order to suggest culturally appropriate and responsive options, make sure to
respect the uniqueness and individual beliefs of each person. 398

396. Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre, “Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 599; and Jackson, “Substantive
Application of Gladue,” 83.
397. Ibid.
398. For example, some have issued concerns that CSC’s Indigenous-specific programs, which were based
solely on traditional values, were valid for many Indigenous inmates but isolated those who chose a Christian
path to healing. See Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness Canada, A Matter of Faith: A
Gathering of Aboriginal Christians (Ottawa, ON: Department of Public Safety and Emergency Preparedness
Canada, Correctional Service Canada, and the Church Council on Justice and Corrections, 2006), publicsafety.gc
.ca/cnt/rsrcs/pblctns/mttr-fth-2006/index-en.aspx.
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Power imbalance and gender inequalities
When getting information to document the community perspectives, needs, and
alternatives, and the Aboriginal perspective (Indigenous law, customs, and traditions),
be aware of possible power imbalance and gender inequality.
Every community and Nation, Indigenous or not, suffers from power imbalance and
gender inequalities (such as sexism, homophobia, ageism, and the vulnerability of
children and other vulnerable people). 399
When documenting Indigenous law, the Truth and Reconciliation Commission asks
one to be sensitive about gender and power dynamics: 400 “[t]he Commission rejects
any use of Indigenous or other laws that fundamentally treat women or men in ways
that communicate or create subordination.” 401 If you get information from people in
the community and/or Nation, be sensitive to all power dynamics and be inclusive. 402
As an example, in R v Morris, a sentencing judge tried to incorporate Indigenous legal
traditions and community involvement into a sentence, and included some conditions
reflecting this in the probation order (the offender had to host a Potlatch and follow
diverse recommendations from Elders). Many women in the community opposed this, and
the offender appeared to be benefiting from some power dynamics due to his former role
as Chief, as reported by the BCCA:
The Liard Aboriginal Women’s Society (LAWS) wrote a letter on 3 November 2003
addressed to Administrative Crown Counsel which was also before the judge. . . .
The letter also outlines concerns about the involvement of the Kaska Tribal Council
in assisting the court given Mr. Morris’s position as Chief:
. . . Kaska women fear that the decision makers within these political offices are
too close to the issue to maintain objectivity. Furthermore, Kaska women fear
that the Aboriginal Leadership will use their power and authority to retaliate
against those who find the courage to speak out against violence. Kaska women
fear that the political leadership and their involvement in this case will only serve
to further ostracize, isolate and subject our families to further oppression.
The letter concludes by noting that many Kaska women have “extreme feelings of
anxiety and vulnerability” in light of this case. 403
399. Napoleon, “Thinking About Indigenous Legal Orders,” 14.
400. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 52–54.
401. Ibid., 53.
402. See Indigenous Law Research Unit, Gender Inside; and the section in this guide on the Indigenous
community’s perspective (page 71).
403. Morris, para 27.
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The BCCA ultimately held that the sentence was too poorly developed to be fit. The Court
deleted the conditions of the probation order which reflected community-involvement
and Indigenous legal traditions. 404
To prevent this from happening, Gladue writers can make sure women’s voices are
heard 405 and ask themselves if anyone has been excluded. 406

The second set of circumstances and the effectiveness
of the sentence
As the SCC details, the second set of circumstances “bears not on the degree of culpability
of the offender [as does the first set of circumstances], but on the effectiveness of the
sentence itself”: 407
The Gladue principles direct sentencing judges to abandon the presumption that all
offenders and all communities share the same values when it comes to sentencing
and to recognize that, given these fundamentally different world views, different or
alternative sanctions may more effectively achieve the objectives of sentencing in a
particular community. 408

The court states that alternative sentences involving the community might be more
meaningful to both the subject and the community, and therefore more effective: 409
Would imprisonment effectively serve to deter or denounce crime in a sense that
would be significant to the offender and community, or are crime prevention and
other goals better achieved through healing? What sentencing options present
themselves in these circumstances? 410

The court further hopes that involving the community, which was defined as to include
any network of support and interaction that might be available to the subject, will provide
more efficient sentences. 411

404. Ibid., paras 91, 83–84, and 36.
405. Napoleon, “Thinking About Indigenous Legal Orders,” 15.
406. Ibid.
407. Ipeelee, para 74.
408. Ibid.
409. Ibid.
410. Gladue, para 80. See also Parkes and Milward, “Gladue: Beyond Myth,” 105–7.
411. Gladue at 691 (the summary). See also paras 84, 91, 92, and 93(11).
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Looking at the broader Aboriginal perspective, and Indigenous law gives the court more legal
tools to draw from to get to an effective sentence, as law professor Hadley Friedland explains:
[T]here has been a history of successful or adequate social ordering for Indigenous
peoples within Canada for thousands of years.
We heard this again and again . . . people were not saying . . . “we want something
more culturally appropriate,” they said, “We want something more effective.”
Everybody wants something more effective.
And it makes sense that we could be drawing on Indigenous legal traditions that are
more effective to the people who develop them within the spaces where they made
sense. . . . there are effective legal resources out there that we have not yet accessed
in a serious way in Canada, despite 50 years of reports. 412

In the end, information on Indigenous law will help you develop your final options.
The information will also give supplementary tools to the judge to determine a fit
and effective sentence.
As an example, many Indigenous legal traditions focus on relationships, 413 including with
the land and the environment, 414 as Hadley Friedland explained, talking about Cree law:
I would argue an equally important aspect of Cree legal thought, that is often
overlooked or absent in western legal philosophy and political thought, is the
explicit recognition of the fact of our human relationships and interdependence, and
the value placed on these relationships. Relationships are not peripheral, but central
to Cree legal thought. 415

412. Napoleon and Friedland, testimony, December 6, 2017, 59 (Friedland talking). See also Friedland,
“Reclaiming the Language of Law,” 297–98; and Hadley Friedland, “Aseniwuche Winewak Justice Project Report:
Creating a Cree Justice Process Using Cree Legal Principles” (unpublished report, October 2015, on file with the
Indigenous Law Research Unit (University of Victoria) and the Aseniwuche Winewak Nation), 32. According to
Friedland, Gladue reports should focus more on Indigenous legal principles: “The imperative of a Gladue
analysis has largely been reduced, unquestioningly to ‘Gladue Reports’, which still focus primarily on social
context evidence, such as common historical experiences and social disadvantages, or even simply adding
‘Gladue factors’, upon request, to standard pre-sentencing reports, and is rife with practical problems of the
costs, skills and time to complete them. It is arguable that a Cree justice process that applies Cree legal
principles to sentencing cases would more effectively and efficiently fulfill the intent behind the Gladue
imperative” (“Aseniwuche Winewak Justice Project Report,” 32).
413. See Goldbach, “Sentencing Circles,” 63–64.
414. Borrows, Canada’s Indigenous Constitution, 6. See also Indigenous Law Research Unit and Shuswap Nation,
Secwépemc: Lands and Resources Law Research Project (Victoria, BC: University of Victoria, 2016), 38-41.
415. Friedland, “Reclaiming the Language of Law,” 172.
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Without assuming that all Indigenous legal traditions will uphold similar points of view,
when thinking about options through the lens of Indigenous law and relationships, you
and the judge can both think about options that can help safeguard relationships in the
community, the Nation, and between Nations. 416
Indigenous law can also provide healing tools for individuals, communities, and
Nations, 417 which in turn makes a sentence more effective. As Gladue writer
Anisa White reported:
[W]hen they get that report and they can see that these are the principles that their
Nation lives by, or their specific family group, or their specific head of house, or their
specific chiefs have said to me, that really matters in helping them heal too. 418

Just as a Gladue report might propose programming and options that address the
individual’s needs, engagement with Indigenous law is itself a healing option for the
community and Nation and helps address alienation from the justice system and distrust. 419

416. UVic Indigenous Law Research Unit, “Full Interview: Anisa White.” See also Ana Louisa Flaminio, “Gladue
through wahkotowin: Social History through Cree Kinship Lens in Corrections and Parole” (LLM thesis,
University of Saskatchewan, 2013).
417. Susan Smitten, “The Great Way of Decision Making: Constituting Indigenous Law with Dr. John Borrows,”
April 21, 2020, RAVEN (De)Briefs, podcast, 27:07, raventrust.com/constituting-indigenous-law-with-john
-borrows-episode-5-raven-debriefs/.
418. UVic Indigenous Law Research Unit, “Full Interview: Anisa White,” youtu.be/TNLwoSQzWDI?t=340 (at 5:40).
419. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Honouring the Truth, 202ff; and Truth and Reconciliation
Commission, Final Report, vol. 6, 48 and 79.
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Summary of both sets of circumstances
To get to a fit sentence, the judge will need to get information on both sets of
circumstances and address them both. 420
Here is a summary of the information needed from both sets of circumstances:
The first set of circumstances — “the unique systemic or background factors which may
have played a part in bringing the particular Aboriginal offender before the courts”: 421
♦ Under this set of circumstances, Gladue writers identify the “unique systemic or
background factors,” often called Gladue factors that apply to the subject.
♦ These factors speak to why a prison sentence might be less appropriate for
Indigenous people, 422 and affect whether imprisonment will meaningfully
deter and denounce criminal conduct. 423
♦ These factors, if not evaluated correctly, feed into systemic discrimination
in the criminal justice system for Indigenous peoples. 424
♦ This is why when such circumstances exist in a person’s life, a sanction
(or option) that considers the underlying causes of the criminal conduct
may be more appropriate than one only aimed at punishment. 425 This is
why finding ways to support the subject’s healing can be an important
component of a Gladue report. 426
♦ Consequently, the options you present to the court need to address
the Gladue factors.
♦ This set of circumstances bears on the degree of culpability of the offender (also
called moral blameworthiness or moral culpability). 427 The information you
present in the Gladue report provides the judge with the necessary information to
apply the fundamental principle of sentencing: the principle of proportionality. 428

420. Gladue, paras 66, 80–81, and 83; and Ipeelee, paras 59 and 72. See also Macintyre-Syrette, para 14.
421. For more information on the first set of circumstances, see Ipeelee, para 73, and Gladue, paras 67–69.
422. Gladue, para 68.
423. Ibid., para 69. See also Parkes and Milward, “Gladue: Beyond Myth,” 105–7.
424. Gladue, para 67; and Ipeelee, para 67.
425. Ipeelee, para 73.
426. Ibid.; and Gladue, para 69.
427. Ipeelee, para 73.
428. Ibid. The principle of proportionality is at s 718.1 of the Criminal Code.
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The second set of circumstances — “the types of sentencing procedures and sanctions
which may be appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her
particular Aboriginal heritage or connection”: 429
♦ This set of circumstances derives from the fact that for many if not most
Indigenous people going through the criminal justice system, the current
concepts of sentencing are inappropriate because they have frequently not
responded to the needs, experiences, and perspectives of Indigenous people
or Indigenous communities. 430 For this reason, the court needs to learn about
the subject’s Nation’s and community’s world view on the “substantive content
of justice and the process of achieving justice.” 431
♦ This is where the Gladue writer needs to provide information on:
» First element — the community’s perspective, needs, and alternatives to
incarceration 432
» Second element — more broadly, the “Aboriginal perspective,” 433 which was
interpreted as including the “laws, practices, customs and traditions of the
group” 434
» Third element — culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive options
addressing the “underlying cause of the criminal conduct” 435
♦ Information on Indigenous law helps you develop your final options, but it
will also give supplementary legal tools to the judge when determining a fit
and effective sentence. This is why if you are using written documentation
on Indigenous law, it is recommended you append the document to the
report where possible.
♦ This set of circumstances bears on the effectiveness of the sentence itself. 436

429. For more information on the second set of circumstances, see Ipeelee, para 74, and Gladue, paras 70–74.
430. Gladue, para 73; and Ipeelee, para 74, citing Gladue, para 73.
431. Ipeelee, para 74, citing Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples, Bridging the Cultural Divide, 309.
432. Wells, paras 38–39; Gladue, paras 69–71, 73–77, 80–81, 84, and 92–93(10)(11); Ipeelee, para 74; MacintyreSyrette, paras 14 and 23; and Standingwater, paras 51–53.
433. Gladue, para 73; and Ipeelee, para 74.
434. Tsilhqot’in Nation, para 35; and Delgamuukw, paras 147–48. See also Ippak, para 84; Pastion, paras 6-14; CP
and JA, para 26; and Finch, “Duty to Learn.”
435. Wells, para 52; Gladue, para 92; West, para 51; TLC, para 49; Duncan, para 26; Awasis, para 127; Ewenin,
para 28; Dayton Dillon; Leigh, para 84; Standingwater, para 51; Sellars, para 30; and Denis-Boileau and Sylvestre,
“Ipeelee and the Duty to Resist,” 587–88, citing Jackson, “Substantive Application of Gladue,” 88.
436. Ipeelee, para 74.
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Presenting options
Once you have provided information on both sets of circumstances, you have to
provide options to the court that are informed by both sets of circumstances.
Focus on presenting options that are alternatives to incarceration. Presenting
alternatives to incarceration does not mean you cannot include options available to
the subject while in-custody.
When considering the first set of circumstances, make sure to include options that
address each Gladue factor you have identified. For example, if someone struggles from
broken relationships and wishes to work on repairing them, maybe restorative justice
could be an option for them. These options could facilitate appropriate healing for the
subject, address harm, and restore relationships.
When considering the second set of circumstances, your options need to include
community-based options (resulting from formal or informal resources) and relevant ways
of upholding Indigenous law, practices, customs, and traditions in a way that is culturally
sensitive, appropriate, and responsive. If a subject lives in their community, this means
contacting the band or Nation for their input on resources the subject may be able to
access. If a subject lives away from their community, it is your responsibility to find local,
culturally relevant options.

Your options need to reflect what you have
considered under both sets of circumstances.

For both the sets of circumstances, you may not be able to identify resources that touch
on all of these areas, but it is recommended you try.
A Gladue report writer needs to go above and beyond simply listing resources that may
be suitable. Connections need to be made that identify why a particular resource would
benefit the subject.
For a comprehensive final checklist that outlines the key components that should be
included in your options, see “Checklist for submitting your report for LABC legal review”
on page 182.
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Gladue reports and principles for a bail hearing
Before writing your report for a bail hearing, you can discuss with Crown and defence
counsel which of the three grounds of detention (reasons to detain or impose conditions;
see “Basics of Canadian criminal law on bail” on page 39) is more relevant to the subject
and might necessitate more focus on your part. You can also discuss what situations
might be important to contextualize and explain.
As explained in “Indigenous people and bail” on page 43, one of the unintended effects of
Gladue reports at the bail stage is to have the court overburden the accused with
unnecessary conditions. Talking to the lawyer to identify whether any of the below
situations exists might be a way to prevent this from happening.
Be aware that at the bail stage you will likely not have time to write a full report. 437
This section on Gladue reports for bail explains:
♦ information analogous to the first set of circumstances to include in your
Gladue report for bail
♦ information analogous to the second set of circumstances to include in your
Gladue report for bail
♦ a word of caution on language in Gladue reports for bail
♦ some guidance on presenting your options for that type of report

437. EB, para 31.
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Case-specific information to support the judge to evaluate
the three grounds of detention through a Gladue lens
(analogous to the first set of circumstances)
A Gladue report for a bail hearing might contextualize the following situations that might
apply to the subject. The goal is to support the judge in evaluating the three grounds of
detention through a Gladue lens. 438 (See page 39 for more on these three grounds.)
More specifically:
To help the judge evaluate whether conditions or detention is necessary to ensure the
accused will attend court when requested (primary ground of detention), 439 the report can
contextualize the following situations, which might apply to the subject (these might
be reasons to justify detention under the primary ground):
♦ not being able to provide an address 440
♦ having intimate ties with people in a foreign country 441
♦ having multiple prior convictions, or pending cases, related to breaches
of conditions of an undertaking, a release order or a probation order 442
♦ not having roots in the community where they have been charged
(including family, friends, or job) 443
♦ not having a job and not being a student 444

438. EB, paras 36–38.
439. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(a).
440. Mathieu Chenette, La libération provisoire au Canada (Toronto, ON: LexisNexis Canada, 2019).
441. Ibid. This could happen to some communities that have close ties with people in the United States. For
example, the community of Akwesasne is in both Canada (Québec and Ontario) and the United States.
442. Ibid.
443. Ibid.; and Gary T. Trotter, Understanding Bail in Canada (Toronto, ON: Irwin Law, 2013), 34.
444. Chenette, La libération provisoire.
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To help the judge evaluate whether conditions or detention is necessary for the protection
or safety of the public (secondary ground of detention), 445 the report can contextualize the
following situations, 446 which might apply to the subject (these might be reasons to justify
detention under the secondary ground):
♦ a lengthy criminal record
♦ previous breaches of court orders
♦ already on bail or probation when the situation that brought
their new charge occurred
♦ prior convictions in matters similar to the current charge
(especially in matters of domestic and family violence)
♦ being part of organized crime or gangs
♦ instability (like addiction to drugs or alcohol, or mental illness),
especially if this instability is linked to offending
To help the judge evaluate whether conditions or detention is necessary to maintain
confidence in the administration of justice (tertiary ground of detention), 447 the report can
provide information and context on the following points (the judge may assess this
information when considering whether detention can be justified under the tertiary
ground):
♦ information on the socio-historical context of Indigenous
over-incarceration, mistreatment, and systemic discrimination 448
♦ a solid release plan 449
♦ the accused’s personal circumstances (age, criminal record, physical
or mental condition, membership in a criminal organization, etc.) 450
♦ the fact that the accused’s trial will be held at a later date 451

445. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(b).
446. Trotter, Understanding Bail, 35.
447. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(c).
448. Duncan, para 45; R v Cyr, 2012 SKQB 534, para 52; Penosway, paras 185–86; and R c Kanatsiak, 2019 QCCQ
1888, paras 140–41.
449. Chenette, La libération provisoire, citing Nareau c R, 2011 QCCS 7311, paras 48 and 50–52; R v Vu, 2012
ONSC 2087, paras 55–57; and R v Dang, 2015 ONSC 4254, para 58. See also Duncan, para 50.
450. R v St-Cloud, 2015 SCC 27, para 71 [St-Cloud]. An example of this being applied to an accused Indigenous
person is MLB, para 57.
451. St-Cloud, para 71.
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♦ any information that could support the court to determine whether the
accused will be liable for a lengthy imprisonment if found guilty; for example,
information that will support the court to evaluate the kind of mitigating
circumstances (like a lower degree of responsibility) that might be at play at the
sentencing hearing 452
More generally:
♦ Gladue background information to address any issues that the accused might
have regarding their ability to secure a suitable surety. 453 A surety might be
requested to deposit a sum of money that will be returned only if the accused
respects their conditions.
♦ Gladue background information to address any issues that the accused might
have regarding their ability to provide a money deposit.
♦ Information on how some conditions set the accused up for failure because of
their circumstances, which might be circumstances shared with many
Indigenous people (see page 43), are relevant in the report.
For example, in an urban environment, homeless people or people struggling
with addiction problems need to access resources that are within a certain
perimeter; if they have a condition not to be in that perimeter, it could set them
up for failure. 454
♦ Information on how some conditions might be impossible to follow due to the
circumstances of the accused or their community, and should be included.
For example, in small and remote communities, it might not be realistic to
include a condition forbidding the accused to be in the victim’s presence. 455

452. Ibid., para 65.
453. The Supreme Court defines surety as “an individual who supervises the accused and ensures that the
accused remains faithful to his or her pledge to the court to appear for trial” (Zora, n5, citing Antic, n1). Getting
released on bail may require having a surety.
454. See Marie-Eve Sylvestre, Nicholas Blomley, and Céline Bellot, Red Zones: Criminal Law and the Territorial
Governance of Marginalized People (Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press: 2020).
455. Public Inquiry Commission, Final Report, 324.
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Providing information on Indigenous law, customs,
culture, beliefs, traditions, and community standards
(analogous to the second set of circumstances)
Your report can provide information on how the relevant Indigenous laws, customs,
culture, beliefs, traditions, and community standards 456 can support the accused in:
♦ showing up to court when requested (primary ground of detention) 457
♦ not endangering the public’s safety (secondary ground of detention) 458
♦ maintaining confidence in the administration of justice (tertiary ground of
detention) 459
As an example, in R v Silversmith the Ontario Superior Court of Justice found Indigenous
laws provide assurances that the accused would show up when requested (primary
ground) and not reoffend (secondary ground):
[The defendant’s lawyer] told the Justice of the Peace that if he released
Mr. Silversmith on bail, he would put at risk the very thing that Mr. Silversmith
values the most; namely, his family. Under aboriginal law, his duties as a father
and his duties to protect his wife and to provide for his family are paramount.
The court has direct evidence that aboriginal custom will permit his sureties to in
effect bind him under his law and his tradition to follow their instructions. . . .
I feel that aboriginal law and customs are very powerful assurance of his
attendance in court and will provide protection of the public against him
re-offending while pending trial. 460

456. The chapter on bail hearings in Ralston, Gladue Principles; Quannaaluk, para 76; and Louie, para 35, citing
Robinson, para 13.
457. Criminal Code, s 515(10)(a).
458. Ibid., s 515(10)(b).
459. Ibid., s 515(10)(c).
460. Silversmith, paras 32–33.
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Another example can be found in R v Jaypoody, 461 where Justice Paul Bychok of the
Nunavut Court of Justice explained how the community’s standards and Inuit
Qaujimajatuqangit 462 provided safeguards:
The judge may conclude that releasing the accused into the hands of an elder in
a traditional outpost camp may significantly reduce the risk of recidivism to an
appropriate risk level: away from the idleness created by too few jobs, away from
the stresses of overcrowding, away from the abuse of legal or bootlegged
alcohol, away from the pressures of negative peer groups, and back to a
purposeful and traditional way of life.
If the judge grants pre-trial bail under these circumstances, he does so in the
context of community standards and Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit. 463

For more information on Indigenous law and practical tools for Gladue writers, refer to
the sections “The first element: Indigenous community’s perspective, needs, and
alternatives to incarceration” (page 71) and “The second element: The ‘Aboriginal
perspective’ and Indigenous law” (page 75).

461. 2018 NUCJ 36 [Jaypoody].
462. In Itturiligaq, 2018 NUCJ 31, para 62, Justice Bychok defined Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit as “Inuit societal
values.” This would include “Inuit social justice concepts,” following R v Itturiligaq, 2020 NUCA 6, para 74, rev’g
on other grounds 2018 NUCJ 31.
463. Jaypoody, paras 75 and 97–98.
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A word of caution: Beware of language
At the bail stage, the accused is presumed innocent. Make sure your report does not
contain words that imply a subject is guilty or might be guilty.
It is not your job as a Gladue writer to decide what is or is not a necessary condition.
However, make sure your report does not include phrases that erode the presumption of
innocence, 464 or imply that some conditions are necessary. For example:
♦ Do not discuss the current infraction. 465
♦ Do not discuss the subject’s remorse or lack of remorse.
♦ Omit words such as the offender. Instead use words such as accused, defendant,
subject of the report, or the person’s name.
♦ Do not use language about rehabilitation (because if the accused needs
rehabilitation, they are guilty). Attempts at reforming presumptively innocent
accused persons at the bail stage is inappropriate. 466 As noted in “Basics of
Canadian criminal law on bail” (see page 39), this does not mean treatment
proposals are not useful at the bail stage. It means for the court that the
treatment’s goal is to make sure the accused will show up in court, they will not
endanger the public’s safety, and/or the confidence in the administration of
justice will be maintained (three grounds of detention). 467 For the court at the
bail stage, the treatment’s goal is not rehabilitation.
♦ Do not imply that any suggested options are necessary to control the subject’s risk.
♦ Talking about the community’s perspective and collaterals’ input will inform the
court on ways to alleviate concerns surrounding the three grounds of
detention. However, you should not include comments on what should happen
to the subject in relation to the alleged offence.

464. See EB, paras 33–38; Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail”; and the chapter on bail hearings in Ralston,
Gladue Principles.
465. Under s 515(10) of the Criminal Code, the circumstances surrounding the offence are relevant at the bail
stage. However, it is counsel who decides which circumstances should be discussed in court at the bail stage.
Gladue writers should not include those circumstances in their Gladue report for bail unless it was previously
discussed with the subject’s counsel. See also EB, paras 35–36.
466. Zora, 85 and 92–93; and Rogin, “Application of Gladue to Bail,” 50.
467. Criminal Code, 515(10)(c).
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Presenting options
Present suggested options that will help the judge determine whether the accused’s
detention or imposition of conditions are necessary under one or more of the three
grounds of detention. 468
Consequently, your options, which are often called the release plan at the bail stage,
should provide guarantees that:
♦ the accused will show up in court when requested,
♦ the accused will not endanger the public’s safety, and
♦ confidence in the administration of justice will be maintained. 469
Your options might address concerns the judge might have about the situations listed in
the section “Case-specific information to support the judge evaluate the three grounds of
detention through a Gladue lens” on page 111.
They might also be grounded or rely on Indigenous law, customs, culture, beliefs,
traditions, and community standards listed in the section “Providing information on
Indigenous law, customs, culture, beliefs, traditions, and community standards” on
page 114.
These options can be creative. It is important to provide good options in your report. But
keep in mind the general rule at the bail stage is that an accused should be released
without any conditions; a report should not imply options are necessary to address
concerns under the three grounds.

468. Ibid.
469. Ibid.
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Gladue reports and principles for dangerous offender
and long-term offender hearings
On occasion, Gladue reports are requested for the dangerous offender (DO) and/or longterm offender (LTO) determination process.
In the DO/LTO process, a Gladue report might be requested and used:
♦ after the subject is found guilty, but before Crown requests the assessment of
the subject; e.g., if Crown is not convinced that requesting an assessment is the
thing to do, a Gladue report, a pre-sentence report and/or a psychosexual
evaluation might be requested to help the Crown make their decision of
presenting the request or not;
♦ for the assessment request defence counsel can contest, and a Gladue report
might be used in that context;
♦ to assist the expert who conducts the assessment; 470 or
♦ for the hearing, where the court will need to decide on both the designation
and the sentence.
The format of a Gladue report for all steps of the DO/LTO process is the same as a Gladue
report for sentencing (see “Gladue reports for sentencing” on page 57), though the
amount of materials to review and documents typically received differ.
The information to include in a report will also be the same; however, in the context
of a DO/LTO hearing, risk assessment is paramount, and Indigenous people are
disadvantaged by these assessments (see the previous section). Remember that the
judge will want to see whether your options address the need to significantly
diminish the risk of reoffending.
The court will want to know if the accused is treatable, 471 if the risk they pose for the public
can be controlled, and if so, how.

470. See R v RDF, 2019 SKCA 112 [RDF].
471. Boutilier, para 45.
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For this reason, in addition to what you include in a Gladue report for sentencing, you
might want to emphasize the following components of both sets of circumstances:
First set of circumstances — “the unique systemic or background factors which may
have played a part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts”:
♦ As Gladue factors might be seen as risk factors, contextualize them well to
support the court in ensuring that systemic and background factors stemming
from colonization do not produce more systemic discrimination by being seen
only as risk factors.
♦ How can the person be treated? How can these factors be addressed in a way
that will work? If opportunities were already given (very likely in the DO/LTO
context), why was the subject not successful (the failure to modify behaviour in
response to past programming is a frequently looked-at factor in the context of
a DO designation)? 472 This is to help the judge evaluate whether risk of new
infractions can be controlled without a DO or LTO designation, if the subject
receives appropriate services.
♦ If the subject has many priors for failure to obey previous court conditions
(breaches), 473 you can provide context (Gladue lens) to these situations.
Second set of circumstances — “the types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which
may be appropriate in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular
aboriginal heritage or connection”:
♦ Try to be creative in your approach to address risks and identify
appropriate treatment (that are culturally relevant and uphold both the
Aboriginal perspective and the community’s perspective). Find appropriate
ways of ensuring the public’s safety through means that might not have
been explored. Or if you suggest means that have already been explored
unsuccessfully, explain how these might be successful this time.
♦ Your Gladue report can shed some light on whether past intervention or
rehabilitation opportunities provided to the subject were appropriate. If
the subject was already given multiple opportunities for treatment or
rehabilitation, and they were not successful, was this treatment
appropriate? What is different now? Providing this information to the

472. Milward, “Locking Up Those Dangerous Indians,” 642.
473. Ibid., 644.
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judge will help them to see whether risk of new infractions can be
diminished if the subject receives a sentence that is appropriate to their
Indigenous heritage or connection, and whether this would make the risk
manageable without a DO or LTO designation.
You might also want to discuss whether the subject has or has not accepted personal
responsibility for the harm caused and shown remorse, as these have been considered
important factors in the determination of DO designation. 474
If you have access to an expert’s report, such as a psychiatric report, you might want to
recontextualize some parts with a Gladue lens.
Likely the subject of a DO/LTO Gladue report will have spent time in custody in the
Correctional Service of Canada (CSC). As such, it is important that you get access to
the following:
♦ initial Correctional Plans
♦ initial Elder Reviews and any follow-up Elder Reviews (if the subject has not
worked with the Elder for at least six months, one might not have been done)
♦ initial psychological assessment (if one was made)
♦ most recent Correctional Plan Update (could be related to the release under
consideration depending on when you ask, or it could be just an update)
♦ most recent Community Strategy related to the release under consideration (if
parole application was completed)
♦ most recent Assessment for Decision related to the release under
consideration (if parole was considered)
♦ most recent psychological assessment (if one was made)
Access to information from CSC requires:
(1) any available information about programs the subject has completed, employment
training, education, health, or wellness;
(2) a signed CSC Release of Information Form; and
(3) a request made to the Access to Information & Privacy Liaison, Regional
Headquarters Pacific, Correctional Service of Canada; phone: 604-851-6406 /
fax: 604-870-2430.

474. Ibid., 642 and 644.
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Call the liaison to discuss making a request. They may ask you to fax the request in
writing, with the signed release of information form. If you do not have access to a fax
machine, you can ask to email your request.
The list of documents and process to get them are also noted on page 159 in the section
about requesting documents from CSC. They are very important to provide the court with
information about the rehabilitative steps that have been taken and identify areas where
restorative considerations may contribute to healing.

Gladue reports and principles for resolution discussions
If you are preparing a Gladue report for resolution discussions (often called negotiations),
it is likely the subject has not pleaded guilty or been found guilty yet. To prepare a Gladue
report for resolution discussions, you need to know:
♦ What is the negotiation about?
♦ Was a verdict (guilty or not guilty) already rendered?
LABC usually receives these requests before trial and a verdict is rendered in the context
of a plea negotiation. A plea negotiation is when Crown and defence counsel agree on
some important issues, such as recommending a particular sentence to a judge or
modifying the accusation (e.g., reducing a murder accusation to a manslaughter
accusation) in exchange for the accused entering a guilty plea. 475
If the subject was already found guilty and the discussions are only about sentencing then
prepare a Gladue report for sentencing.
If a verdict was not rendered, as in the case of a plea negotiation, be aware that the
subject is still presumed innocent. The resolution discussions could fail and the matter go
to trial. In such cases, refer to “Gladue reports for sentencing” on page 57 with the
following adaptations.
As in Gladue reports for bail, where the subject is also still presumed innocent, do not
include phrases in your report that infer the subject might be guilty (this would erode the
presumption of innocence). For example:
♦ Do not discuss the current infraction nor the circumstances around it.
♦ Do not discuss the subject’s remorse or lack of remorse.
475. Anthony-Cook, para 2.
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♦ Do not include words such as offender. Instead use words such as accused,
defendant, subject of the report, or the person’s name.
♦ Do not include language about rehabilitation (because if the accused needs
rehabilitation, they are guilty). Attempts at reforming presumptively innocent
accused persons is inappropriate.
♦ Do not connect Indigenous law or community involvement to the exact
situation or the current infraction. Instead, talk about them in a general
manner. For example, do not write “To respond to the violence used by X
toward their girlfriend, the community can offer . . .”; instead use language
such as “in matters relating to domestic violence, the community offers . . .” or
“X Nation law regarding violence includes the following principles . . .”
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Part VII Preparing the report
Interviewing the subject and collaterals
Pre-interview preparation
Pre-interview preparation is an important step in the Gladue report writing process. This
step is based on personal habits, work style, and organizational methods. Guidelines
about how and what to prepare for your Gladue report interview are provided.

Timelines
Throughout the course of preparing a Gladue report, unexpected things can happen.
Collaterals may be difficult to reach and getting documentation from a lawyer can take
longer than you think, which may impact your deadlines. Creating a visual timeline of
important dates and information, and setting up a schedule will help you from feeling
overwhelmed.
To help you meet the objectives for each of your reports, record the following information
in a spreadsheet:
♦ subject’s name
♦ subject’s location
♦ subject’s Nation(s)
♦ charges against the subject
♦ defence and crown counsel’s name
♦ type of report (sentencing, bail, appeal, dangerous offender, long-term
supervision order, resolution discussion)
♦ date you requested the necessary disclosure material
♦ date you received the necessary disclosure material
♦ documents you still need to obtain (if applicable)
♦ date the report is due for legal review
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♦ date the report is due to be submitted to defence counsel, Crown counsel, and
the Gladue coordinator
You might also want to include the following milestones in your LABC
Gladue report timelines:
♦ Email an introduction to the lawyer: same day you accept the report
♦ Email the Gladue coordinator when you receive requested materials from the
lawyer: same day you receive materials
♦ Email a legal review request to the Gladue coordinator: 10 to 14 days before
your desired legal review start date
♦ Submit the Gladue report to defence and Crown counsel (and a copy to the
Gladue coordinator): one week before court date (email your invoice to the
defence counsel separately)
The quality of your report depends on the included information’s depth and breadth.
Gathering and preparing the information take time. Do not procrastinate. Assume
people will not get back to you immediately, and plan for everything to take twice as
long as expected.
Every writer experiences periods of anxiety about deadlines. The most successful writers
take the time to plan ahead, anticipate timelines, and aim to finish early, never late.

Prepared interview questions
Some report writers prefer to prepare a list of interview questions ahead of time.
Typically, questions are based on a review of the particulars and the writer’s knowledge
of the impacts of colonization. Other writers let the conversation with their subject
dictate their questions.
If you prepare your questions before the interview, remember it is important to take
a trauma-informed approach. For more information, see “Interviewing through a
trauma-informed lens” (page 128).
Preparing a list of interview questions for a subject or their collaterals has benefits and
drawbacks. The list here is not exhaustive, but includes points to consider when you
interview with prepared questions.
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Benefits and drawbacks of prepared interview questions

Benefits
Allows you to cover all the areas you need to
address in your report, minimizing the
chance you will forget something
Allows you to address any areas that require
corroboration and/or support
Helps you identify and address any
information in the Report to Crown Counsel,
PSR, psychiatric report, or other document(s)
you received from the lawyer (the section
“Writing the subject’s sacred story” on
page 145 addresses conflicting information)
Allows you to spend time building traumainformed language into questions to ensure a
safe and trusting space for the subject

Drawbacks
May inhibit your ability to use a traumainformed approach, which could trigger
the subject and be interpreted as a
power imbalance
May limit your report’s scope because you
focus on only getting your questions
answered instead of hearing the subject’s
life story
May create bias if you have a preconceived
understanding of who a person is, based on
information you have already reviewed

Allows you to ask the subject and collaterals
about the commonly understood impacts of
colonization on them, their family,
community(ies), and Nation(s)
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Guidelines for preparing questions
When you prepare your list of questions, start with a broad lens and include probing
follow-up questions you can ask the subject to inform various sections of the report.
Do not ask leading questions; putting your words in the mouth of the interviewee will be
unproductive and lead to interview bias.
Some writers send a list of proposed questions to the subject before an interview to help
them prepare. If the subject knows what you will ask, they can prepare themselves for
difficult conversations. They can think about certain details in advance rather than having
to remember detailed life stories at a moment’s notice.
Alternatively, you can send the subject LABC’s Gladue Submission Guide. The guide will
help them prepare for your interview and make notes on the worksheets in advance. If
you send a list of questions or the Gladue Submission Guide, see “Interviewing through a
trauma-informed lens” on page 128 of this guide for more direction.
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Conversational interview
Many writers like to use the LABC Gladue report templates (see Appendix 2 on page 192)
as a framework to guide their interview to flow more like a conversation. In practice, this
means either having a copy of the LABC template with you, or memorizing it. More
experienced writers work this way because they have a clear idea of the questions they
need answered and areas they want to address.
This approach has benefits and drawbacks. The list here is not exhaustive, but
includes points to consider.

Benefits and drawbacks of a conversational interview
using a template

Benefits

Drawbacks

Flow: An interview that feels like a
conversation will have better flow.

Incomplete information: Without a plan or a
list of questions, you may find yourself
reviewing your notes and realizing you have
missed large sections of the template that
need to be addressed. This may lead to
numerous follow-up interviews.

Rapport: A conversational style of interview
helps create and maintain rapport with a
subject. This can minimize power imbalances
and the likelihood you will be seen as an
authority figure, which could trigger a
subject.

Getting off track: A subject may have a lot to
say and not know how you want to structure
the interview to maximize the available time
and facilitate productive note taking. They
may start telling you things that are
important to them, without context. They
may try to steer the interview in different
directions. If you are comfortable to interrupt
and redirect a conversation, this will be less
of a concern. If you do not have those skills,
you might get frustrated and not stay on
track during the interview.
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Subjects may have experienced power imbalances at previous interviews within the
criminal and social justice systems. Create a positive interview experience to generate
trust, safety, and comfort. In turn, the interview process will feel collaborative, rather than
a question-and-answer session. Creating a safe, trusting environment for a collaborative
interview is not something you can learn from this guide alone. You may have to do many
interviews and write many reports before you feel comfortable. Shadowing an
experienced writer for an interview is one way you can develop skills. LABC offers
mentorship opportunities to their roster writers.
When you complete an interview, take time to assess what went well, what needs to be
improved, and what happened that you did not expect. Use the Gladue report checklist
(see “Checklist for submitting your report for LABC legal review” on page 182).

Interviewing through a trauma-informed lens
While all aspects of writing a Gladue report are important, a crucial one is understanding
the manifestations of trauma. Varying degrees of current and intergenerational trauma
may have impacted the subjects and collaterals you speak with.
Trauma is widespread, and for too long has not been well understood in the criminal and
social justice systems. Trauma has no boundaries and crosses race, gender, age,
socioeconomic status, and sexual orientation.
The Trauma-Informed Practice Guide, developed on behalf of the BC Provincial Mental
Health and Substance Use Planning Council, describes five types of trauma:
Single incident trauma is related to an unexpected and overwhelming event such
as an accident, natural disaster, a single episode of abuse or assault, sudden loss, or
witnessing violence.
Complex or repetitive trauma is related to ongoing abuse, domestic violence, war,
ongoing betrayal, often involving being trapped emotionally and/or physically.
Developmental trauma results from exposure to early ongoing or repetitive
trauma (as infants, children and youth) involving neglect, abandonment, physical
abuse or assault, sexual abuse or assault, emotional abuse, witnessing violence or
death, and/or coercion or betrayal. This often occurs within the child’s care giving
system and interferes with healthy attachment and development.
Intergenerational trauma describes the psychological or emotional effects that
can be experienced by people who live with trauma survivors. Coping and
adaptation patterns developed in response to trauma can be passed from one
generation to the next.
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Historical trauma is a cumulative emotional and psychological wounding over the
lifespan and across generations emanating from massive group trauma. These
collective traumas are inflicted by a subjugating, dominant population. Examples of
historical trauma include genocide, colonialism (for example, Indian hospitals and
residential schools), slavery and war. Intergenerational trauma is an aspect of
historical trauma. 476

The adverse effects of trauma affect a person’s ability to recognize the impact on their life
and behaviours. These effects may inform their ability to trust and benefit from close
relationships, cope with daily stressors, and manage cognitive processes like memory,
attention span, and decision making. 477 Effects may range from a constant state of
hypervigilance 478 to numbing/avoidance. 479
When talking about trauma and Indigenous people, the topic of intergenerational trauma
is often discussed. Some authors point out that this narrative of intergenerational trauma
can be problematic, sometimes failing to recognize and acknowledge Indigenous people’s
agency, judgment, intellectual capacity, and reasoning. 480 Agency is the individual’s
capacity to act independently, make their own free choices, and influence events and
other beings.
Intergenerational trauma might portray Indigenous people as a “passive recipient and
damaged product of oppression,” or “simply victims, passively accepting their fate as
colonized beings, internalizing pathology to the point where it becomes the norm in
families and communities.” 481
Professor Hadley Friedland argues that it might be more productive to talk about
intergenerational injustices. 482 Indigenous people have been and are still facing injustices
because of the systems they are interacting with; 483 this is not just historical and not only

476. BC Provincial Mental Health and Substance Use Planning Council, Trauma-Informed Practice Guide
(Vancouver, BC: BC Centre of Excellence for Women’s Health, 2013), bccewh.bc.ca/wp-content/uploads
/2012/05/2013_TIP-Guide.pdf, 6.
477. Ibid., 7 and 22.
478. Ibid., 7
479. Ibid., 22.
480. Hadley Friedland, “Navigating through Narratives of Despair: Making Space for the Cree Reasonable
Person in the Canadian Justice System,” University of New Brunswick Law Journal 67 (2016), 311.
481. Ibid., 287.
482. Napoleon and Friedland, testimony, December 4, 2017, 34 (Friedland talking).
483. Ibid.
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about intergenerational trauma. These intergenerational injustices do have cumulative
impacts on Indigenous people’s lives. Past injustices created trauma and current
injustices continue to exist:
♦ Reasonable Indigenous people are constantly facing tragic choices — choices
where the only available options are not reasonable. 484
♦ Indigenous people’s moral agency, intellectual capacity, and legal reasoning
have been systemically devalued or dismissed by Canadian society for so
long. 485 This happened to such an extent that many non-Indigenous people,
without being conscious of it, cannot imagine Indigenous people thinking
about law. 486
♦ Generations of Indigenous people suffered damage to and destruction of their
legal institutions, pedagogies, and resources. 487 Indigenous people are facing a
lack of access to resources for education and enforcement mechanisms. 488
Be aware of these nuances and conversations when interviewing subjects who have
suffered trauma.
Trauma is almost universal among Gladue report subjects, yet every individual is unique.
Each person may have been impacted by trauma in a different way. Some may have
healed, while others may be healing; and still others are completely reluctant to address
past and current harms. Keep this in mind in every conversation and interaction you have
with a subject and their collaterals, while considering the following principles.

484. Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Laws as a Cornerstone,” 11, citing Alan M. Dershowitz, “Should a
Ticking Time Bomb Terrorist be Tortured? A Case Study in How Democracy Should Make Tragic Choices,” chap.
4 in Why Terrorism Works: Understanding the Treat Responding to the Challenge (New Haven, CT: Yale
University Press, 2002). See also Napoleon and Friedland, testimony, December 4, 2017, 35–38 (Friedland
talking).
485. Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Laws as a Cornerstone,” 11; Napoleon and Friedland, testimony,
December 4, 2017, 38–39 (Friedland talking); and Friedland, “Navigating through Narratives,” 288.
486. Napoleon and Friedland, testimony, December 4, 2017, 39 (Friedland talking).
487. Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Laws as a Cornerstone,” 11; and Napoleon and Friedland,
testimony, December 4, 2017, 39 (Friedland talking).
488. Napoleon and Friedland, “Indigenous Laws as a Cornerstone,” 11; and Napoleon and Friedland,
testimony, December 4, 2017, 40 (Friedland talking)
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If you are interested in learning more about traumainformed practices, see the Trauma-Informed Practice Guide,
written collaboratively by many experts on behalf of the BC
Provincial Mental Health and Substance Use Planning
Council. For a more specific guide to children, youth, and
families, consult Healing Families, Helping Systems: A TraumaInformed Practice Guide for Working with Children, Youth and
Families 489 prepared for the Ministry of Children and Family
Development of British Columbia (MCFD).

Safety
Safety includes creating spaces where people feel culturally, emotionally, and physically
secure 490 while being aware of an individual’s discomfort or unease. Safety also includes
ongoing efforts to minimize or prevent re-traumatization. 491
What does this look like in practice?
♦ Physical location: Carefully choose the interview location: 492
» Out-of-custody interviews:
 Allow the subject to choose a location (provided you will both be safe
there) that considers confidentiality.
 Do not go to someone’s home if you do not feel comfortable.
 Try your best not to meet at a government office such as RCMP,
courthouse, probation or, MCFD.

489. BC Ministry of Children and Family Development, Healing Families, Helping Systems: A Trauma-Informed
Practice Guide for Working with Children, Youth and Families (Victoria, BC: Ministry of Children and Family
Development, 2017), www2.gov.bc.ca/assets/gov/health/child-teen-mental-health/trauma-informed_practice
_guide.pdf. For online resources about this guide, including webinars, visit www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content
/health/managing-your-health/mental-health-substance-use/child-teen-mental-health/trauma-informedpractice-resources.
490. BC Provincial Mental Health and Substance Use, Trauma-Informed Practice Guide, 13.
491. Ibid., 19.
492. Ibid.
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 Public libraries, friendship centres and non-profit agencies often have
meeting spaces available that you can book in advance.
» In-custody interviews:
 Request a space in the custody centre where you are away from the unit,
preferably in the records or programs area. These areas usually have
larger, more comfortable offices and do not resemble the spaces where
subjects see other professional visitors.
 Try to make the space as comfortable as possible.
♦ Your appearance: Dress in a neutral, professional yet casual manner to set the
subject at ease. Many subjects have a long history of interaction with police,
courts, probation, and MCFD. Formal clothing (suit and tie, etc.) may be
triggering and the subject or collaterals may be less inclined to trust you.
♦ Sacred story: Let the subject know they control the pace and conversation
topics, and you are honoured to share their story.
♦ Trauma:
» During your initial conversation with the subject or collateral, inform them
that you will be discussing some difficult and often traumatic information.
Encourage them to talk to family or friends for support. If needed, provide
them with crisis line phone numbers for additional support such as:
 First Nations Health Authority Crisis Line — 1-866-661-3311
 KUU-US Crisis Line — 1-800-588-8717
 Native Courtworkers and Counselling Association of BC — 1-877-811-1190
» On an ongoing basis, when appropriate, acknowledge the difficulty
associated with the subject communicating their past trauma. These
moments of acknowledgement can also serve to help communicate that you
are listening, further supporting a safe environment. 493
♦ Promises: Do not make commitments you cannot keep; this immediately
compromises your relationship and can be traumatic. 494 You may be seen as
one more person in the subject’s life who has broken a promise.

493. Ibid., 69.
494. Ibid., 69.
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Transparency and trustworthiness
To be transparent and trustworthy, you need to be predictable. Provide subjects with full
and accurate information about what is happening and what is likely to happen next. 495
What does this look like in practice?
At the beginning of the interview:
♦ Take things slowly! All writers know a lot of information has to be covered,
but the subject likely knows very little about what will happen. Likely countless
people have interviewed them in their lives and have left them feeling their
concerns, ideas, and beliefs do not matter. 496
♦ Be clear about who you are, your background, your experience, your role,
and the fact you are honoured to write their story. Inform the subject you are
preparing a neutral court report that will communicate their life experiences
and events that have impacted their family and Nation. Tell them you will be
reaching out to many people, and ask them whether they would like you to
speak with anyone in particular. 497
At the conclusion of the interview:
♦ Let the subject know what might happen next, even if this means telling them
you do not know exactly. Tell them you will be writing their Gladue report,
when they can expect it will be finished, and when you will return to review the
report with them. Tell them how and when they can contact you and ask how
they prefer to be contacted. 498
♦ Ask the subject whether you can share what they told you with collaterals,
especially if their story includes allegations of abuse. You might want to
discuss some information a subject or collateral provides to you in an
interview with another collateral or the subject. For example, if a subject and
a collateral have different recollections of the same event, you might want to
discuss the difference with them. The subject might accept that you will share
most information, but not all. Reviewing the report with the subject may
alleviate their concerns surrounding the differing recollections.

495. Ibid., 27.
496. Ibid., 62.
497. Ibid., 63.
498. Ibid., 30.
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♦ Explain to the subject which people will likely get access to their report
(lawyers, judges, and possibly others who work in the justice and correction
system). However, it is best that the subject speak to their lawyer about
access to their report.
♦ Tell the subject that whatever is included in the report could be read out loud
in open court. To attempt to prevent the sharing of sensitive information in this
way, you can include a notation at the beginning of the report stating the
information the subject would not like read out loud in open court. 499 For
example, you can write: “The information on page four, paragraph two, to page
six, paragraph two, is sensitive. We would ask judicial actors not to discuss this
information out loud in open court.” In these situations, lawyers and judges
can refer out loud to a page number without reading the information out loud.
Even if you include such a notation, lawyers and judges are not legally bound
to uphold the request and the subject should be provided with this warning.

Dignity and collaboration
Take an approach that honours the subject’s dignity.
What does this look like in practice?
♦ Be clear you are meeting with the subject to hear their sacred story
and translate it into a neutral court document that informs the judge
about their unique life circumstances.
♦ Acknowledge that the process can be awkward. You are going to
discuss topics they may not talk about with their closest friends and
family. Let the subject know it is acceptable to skip a question they
may not feel comfortable answering.
♦ Highlight on an ongoing basis, the resiliency they possess to be able to survive
through their trauma, 500 and thank them for sharing their story with you.
♦ Recognize them for their successes when appropriate. Acknowledgements can
go a long way and are often appreciated.

499. Aboriginal Legal Services implemented this practice. See Jonathan Rudin, testimony for a hearing of the
Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec,
February 14, 2018, vol. 60 of the transcripts, cerp.gouv.qc.ca/fileadmin/Fichiers_clients/Transcriptions/Notes
_stenographiques_-_CERP_14_fevrier_2018.pdf, 230–32.
500. BC Provincial Mental Health and Substance Use, Trauma-Informed Practice Guide, 20 and 38.
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Collaboration, support, and choice
Make efforts to empower subjects through collaboration and by offering support and
choice. See Trauma-Informed Practice Guide, prepared on behalf of the BC Provincial Mental
Health and Substance Use Planning Council, for an explanation of this approach:
Experiences of trauma often leave individuals feeling powerless, with little choice or
control over what has happened to them (interpersonal violence, natural disaster,
etc.), and possibly, what they have done (war, political violence, motor vehicle
accident, etc.). It is imperative in trauma-informed practice that every effort is made
to empower individuals. . . . Collaboration involves sharing expertise and power.
Individuals actively participate and chart their own course of action, guided by the
practitioner’s knowledge, experience, and access to resources. The relationship and
engagement build as the practitioner elicits the individual’s ideas, resources, beliefs,
and strengths. By engaging with the individual as an active participant in their own
treatment . . . , the practitioner can tailor assistance specific to unique needs. Offering
choice, whenever possible, gives control and responsibility back to individuals. Choice
can relate to all aspects of service, for example: how they will be contacted; who will
be involved in their care; and what the priorities and goals of treatment will be.
Having a sense of personal control in interactions with practitioners who have more
power is crucial to engagement and establishing and maintaining safety. 501

Healing and trust can be developed through shared decision making. 502 It is important that
you do your best to create an environment where any power imbalances are minimized. 503
What does this look like in practice?
♦ In the vein of collaboration, the story the subject tells is theirs and your role is
to be a conduit for their story. Make sure you communicate this correctly to the
subject. Be sure to say their story will not be told verbatim, but will be a
combination of your words and theirs.
♦ Regarding collaterals, much of your report’s strength relies on the number of
people you connect with and interview. Let the subject know you will be
interviewing various people and would like to connect with anyone who has
made an impact on their life, both positive and negative.
♦ Some subjects are hesitant to allow the writer to interview collaterals. Expect
this hesitancy from subjects, and defer the conversation about collaterals to
the latter part of the interview, giving yourself more time to establish rapport.

501. Ibid., 29
502. Ibid., 48.
503. Ibid., 14.
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♦ Let the subject know you want to support their efforts in healing. Explore and
respect their desire to access particular resources. Be aware this often involves
a delicate balance. Gladue writers want to help encourage individual
autonomy, 504 but have to avoid giving the subject specific recommendations of
what they need, or what they should do. This need for balance commonly
occurs with discussions around drug and alcohol treatment. While the subject
may resist, attending a treatment centre may facilitate their healing process.
Collaboration in practice means it is your role to make sure the subject knows
all of their options and potential options you could include in their report.
Doing so will help them make an informed decision.
♦ If you have created an environment of trust and collaboration, the subject will
more likely consider options they may have first been resistant to, such as
treatment options.
♦ If you foresee obstacles might follow some options (child care, transportation,
etc.), brainstorm ideas together to remove or reduce barriers. 505

Skills building and empowerment
It is important to recognize an individual’s strengths and support capacity building for
self-care. 506 Validating strengths can support healing and build trust.
What does this look like in practice?
♦ Highlight, on an ongoing basis, the resiliency demonstrated to survive their
trauma, 507 and thank them for sharing their story with you.
♦ You can ask the subject what they are already doing in real-life situations that
is helpful to contain or eliminate distressing feelings, thoughts, images, or
sensations. What is working now or has worked in the past? What has not
worked? 508

504. Ibid., 33 and 58.
505. Ibid., 30.
506. Ibid., 40.
507. Ibid., 38–39.
508. Ibid., 76.
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♦ Recognize successes 509 when appropriate. Acknowledgement helps support
inherent self-worth. Explore strengths in the context of Gladue factors.
Highlight where and why the subject has particular strengths. 510

Cultural, historical, and gender issues
Recognize that stereotypes and biases have been built around race, gender, sexual
orientation, age, religion, gender identity, etc. Remain open-minded, humble, and curious. 511
What does this look like in practice?
♦ Understand the power dynamics at play in the subject-writer relationship.
♦ Acknowledge for yourself the power dynamics at play in male/female/
2SLGBTQQIA subject-writer circumstances.
♦ If applicable, acknowledge for yourself and with the subject the power
dynamics at play in non-Indigenous writer-Indigenous subject circumstances.
Frame your role as existing outside of the traditional criminal justice system,
and that you do not have power over the subject, but rather you are there to
listen and learn from them.
♦ Integrate choice into the acknowledgement. After identifying these dynamics,
allow the subject to choose to continue with you as their writer, or choose the
option of finding one they may feel more comfortable with.
♦ Acknowledge the oppression and systemic discrimination of Indigenous
peoples in Canada. This can help inform the subject of your perspective and
provide them with an indication of your knowledge of these issues. This may
also facilitate trust.

Interviewing for context
As discussed in several other sections of this guide, context is an important part of a
Gladue report. Context helps provide the court with helpful insight into the impact of
colonization on the individual subject, their family, and their community as a whole.

509. Ibid., 14 and 60.
510. Ibid., 14, 34, and 67.
511. Ibid., 23.
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The investigation into context starts in the interview process. If you do not start there, the
Gladue report could become just a list of information and not capture the subject’s
experience.
For example, during an interview a writer may ask, “What was your home like growing up?”
This appears to be a good, open-ended question. However, typical answers may range
from “it was fine” to “pretty normal.” Interviewing for context requires you to investigate
beyond surface information.
In practice, follow-up questions might look like this:
♦ What does fine mean? What does normal mean to you?
♦ Were your parents there when you woke up?
♦ Did they make you breakfast or pack you a lunch for school?
♦ Were your parents going to work when you were going to school?
♦ Did you have a curfew?
♦ Did your parents read to you as a child? Did they help you with your
homework?
♦ How did these things affect you and your family?
Interviewing for context requires capturing a fuller picture through the subject’s voice.
Asking questions with context may provide thorough answers as opposed to asking
“Why did you drink?” or “Why did you do that?” 512
For example, you can ask:
♦ What happens when you get angry? 513
♦ What happens when you drink? 514
These questions are factual and non-judgmental.

512. Lyne St-Louis, testimony for a hearing of the Public Inquiry Commission on Relations between Indigenous
Peoples and Certain Public Services in Québec, June 5, 2018, vol. 107 of the transcripts, cerp.gouv.qc.ca/file
admin/Fichiers_clients/Transcriptions/Notes_stenographiques_-_CERP_5_juin_2018.pdf, 46 and 117–18.
513. Ibid., 117.
514. Ibid., 117–18.
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When these recommendations are applied, you can create a safe, collaborative
environment where the subject feels comfortable sharing their story, while you help them
investigate parts of that story they have perhaps never considered. The interview can be
the beginning of the healing process.

Communicating with collaterals
Collaterals should be incredibly important to you as a Gladue report writer. You are
required to interview them with the same care and thoughtfulness you bring to
interviewing a subject. They provide information about a subject and insight into their
lives. They may be family members, friends, community members, or employees at
community resources.

Identifying collaterals
When you prepare a Gladue report, make sure to respect the subject’s wishes as much
as possible. Remember, you are preparing a neutral report. Although you will ask the
subject who they think is important for you to speak with, the decision about who to
contact is yours.
At your initial interview with the subject, you can say to them:
To help me tell your story, I will be contacting people who have affected your life.
Can you tell me some of the people you would like me to contact?

Also let the subject know that you will reach out to other collaterals. You may also want to
tell them that the best practice for a Gladue report writer is to speak with at least six
collaterals if possible. Keep in mind that the subject agreed to this when they signed the
consent forms. Accordingly, if you identify a collateral that the subject did not tell you
about, you can contact them without advising the subject, as you will have discussed and
explained this possibility to them when they signed the consent form.

Family, friends, community or Nation members, and Elders
Communicating with collaterals can be difficult. Sometimes, collaterals do not return your
calls. Remember that many people do not know what Gladue reports are, what they are
for, and why they are important.
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Sample script for initial contact with a collateral
Hi, this is [your name] calling. I am a Gladue report writer and I am writing a
report on your [son, daughter, father, mother, friend, co-worker, employee, etc.]..
They asked that I contact you, and I am hoping you would be willing to speak with
me. Or if you identified this person as someone to speak to, you could say, you
have had an effect on [insert subject’s name] and I would like to speak with you.
Is this a good time to talk? If not, is there a good time that I can call you back?
Thank you so much for agreeing to speak with me. I know this a difficult time for
you and your family. I am honoured to be able to tell the court the story of your
relationship to [subject] and your story is a huge part of theirs. I want to make
sure the court gets the fullest picture of your relationship to [subject], and I want
to build them a healing plan that will help them move forward with their life.

When speaking with collaterals, remember you are representing all Gladue report writers.
Here are some tips for speaking with collaterals.
♦ Thank the collateral for their willingness to speak with you.
♦ Acknowledge the situation’s potential awkwardness. You are a stranger, and,
depending on the collateral, you may be asking them personal questions.
♦ Ask them what they know about a Gladue report (what it is for, how it works,
why it is happening, etc.). If they do not know about Gladue reports or Gladue
report writers, tell them. Adapt your description based on the collateral’s level
of understanding.
♦ Let them know they control the conversation, and can decline to answer any
question that makes them feel uncomfortable. Tell them there is no pressure.
By allowing the collateral to set the conversation’s boundaries, you help to build trust and
prevent the potential for re-traumatization. This essential step takes only 5 to 10 minutes,
but will yield a better outcome for the collateral and your report.

Sample script for conversation with a collateral
I recognize this phone call/meeting we are having is out of the ordinary. It is not
every day that a stranger calls you and starts asking you personal questions. I
want to assure you that you are in control of this conversation, and if I ask you
something you do not want to talk about, we will just move on.

Always finish your conversation by:
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♦ thanking them for their valuable time, insight, and help
♦ confirming that you can continue to contact them at the phone
number you called
♦ giving them your phone number and encouraging them to call you
with questions or more information
♦ asking them if they would like you to contact anyone else, or if they
might be able to connect you with anyone else

Community resources
Preparing a Gladue report, writers often speak with community resources such as
treatment centres, doctors, counsellors, advocates, friendship centres, Nation-based
programs, and restorative justice programs.
When speaking with community resources, you might have to answer questions such as,
Are you a lawyer? or What is a Gladue report? You will often need to spend time to explain
exactly why you are calling. While this may be tedious, it is important to make sure the
community resources you contact understand the nature of a Gladue report, its purpose,
and what you ask of them for the report.
Crafting sentencing options into the report to reflect the subject’s needs is crucial. In
court, these options might be the difference between a community sentence and a
custodial sentence from the judge. For a subject, the sentence might be the difference
between reoffending and addiction or sobriety and healing.
When speaking with collaterals, remember you are representing all Gladue report writers.
Here are some tips for speaking with community resources.
♦ Always get people’s names so you can follow up later.
♦ Get direct phone numbers or cell numbers for the people you need to speak with.
♦ Establish key information such as intake dates, frequency, and requirements,
along with waiting lists, costs, and transportation.
♦ At all times, be friendly and cordial. Building a relationship with front-line
community resource staff can provide you with the information you need.
♦ Be cautious about sharing the subject’s information with community resources.
Do not identify the subject by name or provide information that could identify
the subject.
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Sample script for conversation with a community resource
Hi, this is [your name] calling. I am a Gladue report writer, and I am currently
working on a report for someone that might need your services. I am wondering
if I can ask you a few questions about your [treatment centre, employment
training, educational help, etc.].
A Gladue report is a life story, written about an Indigenous person for court. It
provides the court with background information about Indigenous peoples’
circumstances and options to judges as to the type of sentences they can order.
[Adapt this description as needed.]
I would like to know services that are available that could assist the person this
report is for. Can you tell me about the services your organization offers?

Contacting collaterals
♦ Ask the subject to contact their personal collaterals first to let them know you
will be phoning them so they will be prepared. Often, the collateral may call
you first. This does not apply to community resources, only to friends, family,
community members, etc., who the subject identified. Some writers prefer
not to ask the subject to contact collaterals in advance, fearing that could bias
the interview. However, for practical reasons, it might be harder to reach a
collateral who does not know in advance you will be contacting them. Making
a cold call can be difficult.
♦ Start calling collaterals as soon as possible.
» People are often difficult to contact. Assume it will take weeks to find someone.
» Band leadership, community members, and Elders could be hard to reach,
so allow a lot of time to contact them. Many communities may not know
what Gladue reports are and assume you are a probation or parole officer.
» Correctional institutes are a challenge to navigate. Depending on the
institution and your existing relationship with staff, it may take days or
weeks for you to get in touch with the person you need.
♦ Adapt your approach depending who you speak with. For example, you
will likely speak differently with a probation officer than a family member.
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♦ Be respectful. Before making any requests, ask, “Is now a good time to
chat?” or “What time would work best for you?” Allowing a collateral to
choose when they will be most comfortable speaking with you can help
establish immediate trust.
♦ Introduce yourself and the purpose of your call. A good practice when you
call a collateral is to use the first conversation as an opportunity to explain
the reason for your call (see sample script on page 140). You can ask to set a
time to call them back at their convenience. Let the collateral know the kinds
of questions you will ask them, allowing them to think about information.
This approach helps to create a safe environment for the collateral where
they do not feel pressured or surprised by your call. It can lead to a broader
conversation because they have had time to prepare.
♦ Confirm the time and location of your next call with them. Often, you reach
them at a place that is not their residence, or they are not using their personal
phone. If you book a time to call them back, confirm the number.
♦ Get collaterals’ names, job descriptions, phone numbers, and email
addresses from them. Leave your name and phone number with them if
applicable. If the collateral has advised you to contact another department
in their organization, custody centre, etc., make sure to get the name and
phone number of the person to contact.
♦ Broaden your search for collaterals.
» Try phone calls, text, Facebook, word of mouth, emails.
» When you end a call with one collateral, ask them who they suggest
you call next.
» Record names and phone numbers. When you get a new contact, record it
immediately. Then you will not have to try to remember who you spoke with,
where they were from, and their number.
♦ Do not argue; investigate.
» Sometimes collaterals provide conflicting information. For example, a parent
might indicate their child, the Gladue report subject, provided an incorrect
recollection.
» Do not argue with the collateral; instead listen and investigate. Ask them,
“Why do you think you and X have different memories about it?”
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» If you do this, consider getting the consent of the other person to discuss
that different recollection (see “Interviewing through a trauma-informed
lens” on page 128).
» If the discrepancy remains, refer to “Addressing conflicting information”
on page 162.
» Disagreement provides an opportunity to dive further into the matter.

Confidentiality with collaterals
When contacting collaterals, it is important to maintain confidentiality. Do not provide
details, such as the subject’s name, until you can identify the collateral as the person you
want to speak with. Another person might have access to a voice mail message or
messages through other platforms such as Facebook. When speaking with community
resources, do not identify the subject (see “Community resources” on page 141).
Avoid leaving a voice mail, email, Facebook message, or other messaging where you
name the subject. You can leave a message such as:
Hello [name of the person you are calling]. My name is [your name]. I am calling
about someone you know who I am helping through the court process. They gave
me your name and phone number. Can you please call me back at [your contact
number]. Thank you in advance for your help.

If you have the subject’s permission to include their name in your message to a
collateral, and the subject has provided you with the appropriate contact information,
you can identify them in the message. Make sure the subject understands that others
might hear the message and that they are comfortable with this. For example, an
uncle/collateral could live with five people in the house and anyone could hear the
message. Without the subject’s consent and specific contact information, you may
need to limit the information you provide in a message.
You can often contact many people through social media such as Facebook. If you
use social media to contact collaterals, make sure you do not share confidential or
sensitive information through the platform as it is not secure and security breaches
can and have occurred. Use social media only to contact people, not to exchange
confidential information. Also, send a private message to establish contact and do
not post on their social media page.
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Writing the subject’s sacred story

A Gladue report includes a life story written about
an Indigenous person for the purposes of a (court,
parole, bail, review board) hearing. It addresses the
unique systemic barriers Indigenous peoples face.

The skills you need to write a Gladue report take time, guidance, experience, and
persistence to develop.
While Gladue reports can be written in different styles and formats, the goals of the
LABC Gladue report program include maintaining a high level of consistency and
quality, while ensuring Gladue reports tell each subject’s sacred story.

Ensuring readability and organization
The LABC Gladue report template is provided to all writers on the roster. You are expected
to use the template to guide the LABC Gladue reports you write. You may reorder the
template headings for improved flow of information; however, all information noted in the
template needs to be covered in the report.
If you choose to reorder information, keep the following in mind.
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Linear flow
A Gladue report is a life story, not just a collection of facts arranged in list form. Make sure
your report follows a linear timeline as much as possible and does not jump back and
forth between times. Linear flow allows the reader to follow the story. The report is a
narrative of the subject’s life from childhood into their youth, to their present age.
Picture the subject’s story on a circular continuum, with one element flowing into the next.
Can you tell the subject’s story in a chronological and linear fashion, while you also discuss
the impact of each element on the other? Consider the following diagram.

Personal and
family
history

Options

Gladue factors
and Gladue
considerations

Indigenous
law, practices,
customs, and
traditions

Living
arrangements

When writing a Gladue
report, address the
relationship between these
elements, in the context of
the impacts of colonization.

Indigenous
community(ies
)/ Nation(s)
and history

Employment
and
education

Finances

Personal
attributes
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Physical and
mental health
and addictions

Including basic information
Information to include in the Gladue report:
♦ confidentiality notice (on top of the report)
♦ date of the report
♦ subject’s date of birth and age (do not make the court calculate)
♦ people you contacted for the report, with their title or position (include
people you contacted but were not able to speak with)
♦ list of documents you reviewed to prepare the report, with full citations
♦ all quoted sources you used and acknowledged with proper citation so
readers can find it
♦ file number(s) matched with a list of counts, name of the offence(s), and specific
section(s) and paragraph(s) of the Criminal Code (listed on the first page)
♦ your qualifications, including your background and experience 515

Using quotes, paraphrasing, and summarizing
When you use quotes in a Gladue report, you are reproducing exactly what the
interviewee told you, without changing anything they said. For example, this is a
fictitious quote from a subject’s mother, discussing the fact that her son may have
Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (FASD):
I know that when I was pregnant with my children, I wasn’t drinking. I know that
for a long time before I was pregnant and after, I was drinking a lot. But I don’t
know. I know that Joe said that maybe he has FASD, or a doctor told him he has it
or whatever, but I don’t know, I don’t think he does.

Quotes can be a powerful tool in telling someone’s sacred story. Using the subject’s own
words or the words of their close friends and family members makes their Gladue report
more meaningful. Make sure to quote the person’s exact words, even if they use slang, so
that you capture their voice.

515. R v Lawson, 2012 BCCA 508, paras 30–32 [Lawson]. Including your qualifications and background
information will help the judge assess the weight and reliability to give to the report.
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Make sure not to overuse quotes or the Gladue report may not be as effective. Instead of
including large blocks of quoted text, paraphrase or summarize what the person said. 516
Paraphrase means writing what the interviewee told you in your own words. For example:
Joe’s mother indicated that she did not drink alcohol while she was pregnant with
any of her children, but recalled that she drank a lot during periods of her life,
both before being pregnant and after. She indicated that when she was
pregnant, she wasn’t drinking. Despite her son believing he may have FASD and
the doctor suggesting the same, she doesn’t believe he does.

When paraphrasing, make sure not to change the meaning of what the person said. It is
important to accurately explain what they told you.
You may choose to summarize what the person told you if you don’t think it is necessary
to include all the details they provided. For example:
Joe’s mother shared that while she drank a lot during her life, it was never while
she was pregnant. She does not think her son has FASD.

You will likely choose to use a mix of quotes, paraphrasing, and summarizing.
For example:
Joe’s mother shared that while she drank a lot during her life, it was never while
she was pregnant: “I know that when I was pregnant with him, I wasn’t drinking.”
Despite her son believing he has FASD and the doctor suggesting it, she doesn’t
believe he does.

Use your judgement, and be aware of the pros and cons of each approach.
When deciding whether to quote, paraphrase, or summarize the interviewee’s words:
♦ Make sure you do not change what the person told you.
♦ Limit the use of long quotes for flow and readability.
♦ Make sure you do not include unnecessary information or
exclude important information.

516. Purdue University’s Online Writing Lab has a good guide at owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation
/using_research/quoting_paraphrasing_and_summarizing.
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Using research in the writing process
Research can be an integral part of adding validity to a subject’s story, while providing
context for the court.
Research comes in many forms. Many writers use academic research to add credibility and
context to areas such as mental health, addictions, FASD, violence, Indian Residential
School, impacts of colonization on a Nation/community and physical or sexual abuse.
Research is not limited to those areas and can be used in any area of a Gladue report, as
long as the research is:
♦ from a credible and trustworthy source (details follow)
♦ properly cited both in your report and list of reviewed documents
♦ used to add context and insight into an issue you discuss in your report
♦ used as a connection to provide the reader with an understanding of an issue
on a larger scale, while information from the subject and collaterals is used to
discuss impacts on an individual, family, and community level
♦ not used as a tool to advocate for a particular position
♦ presented as neutral and balanced
Your report’s value depends on the credibility of information relied on. 517 Before the
credibility of your report is assessed, the information needs to be considered
admissible.
Citing written documents (such as books, articles, reports, etc.) in your Gladue report is
considered hearsay. Hearsay is a verbal or written statement provided to the court by
someone other than the person who made it. In most court proceedings, hearsay is not
allowed. This means that normally, if you want to talk about an expert’s research, the expert
would need to testify in court. However, the law makes an exception and allows hearsay at
the sentencing stage, 518 bail hearing, 519 and long-term and dangerous offender hearings, 520

517. R v Lévesque, 2000 SCC 47, paras 30–31 [Lévesque].
518. Criminal Code, s 723(5). Courts have recognized that this rule applies to Gladue reports; see R v Alec,
2016 BCCA 282, para 110 [Alec]; and R v Denny, 2016 NSPC 83, para 38. A Gladue report is not an “expert
report” and does not have to meet the same threshold; see Lawson, paras 30–31; and R v Florence, 2015
BCCA 414, para 20 [Florence, BCCA].
519. Criminal Code, s 518(1)(e). See also Toronto Star Newspapers Ltd v Canada, 2010 SCC 21.
520. Boutilier, para 53. “This Court has consistently affirmed that dangerous offender proceedings are
sentencing proceedings.”
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as long as the evidence is credible and trustworthy. 521 This means you are allowed to cite
documents in your Gladue report, but they must originate from a credible and trustworthy
source. 522
Remember that hearsay evidence is allowed only in some specific situations. For example,
in a 2016 decision, the British Columbia Court of Appeal refused to admit a Gladue report
produced for a hearing to set aside a guilty plea. The court explained the report was not
admissible because it consisted of hearsay, and hearsay is not admissible for this kind of
hearing. 523
Having documents deemed credible and trustworthy is not difficult; it is a low threshold,
and most documents you can cite will be considered as such. 524 However, this only
means you are permitted to cite these documents; it does not guarantee the judge will
put a lot of weight on them when making a decision.
As a general rule, the more reliable the facts on which your report is based, the more
credibility and weight your report will receive. 525 That is why peer-reviewed material is
always best, as are reports from public inquiries (e.g., National Inquiry into Missing
and Murdered Indigenous Women and Girls), commissions (e.g., TRC, RCAP), other
professional organizations or some governmental sources (e.g., Statistics Canada),
or books written by experts. Keep in mind that written documents from a Nation, or
in collaboration with Nations, might not be in a peer-reviewed publication, but do
not disregard them. Use your judgment and adapt these general principles to the
context. To support higher-level statements, like discussing colonialism and its
impact on Indigenous peoples, rely on peer-reviewed material, or public inquiries or
commissions (especially the TRC).

521. For bail hearings, see Criminal Code, s 518(1)(e). For sentencing, see Lévesque, para 30, citing R v Gardiner,
[1982] 2 SCR 368 at 414, 1982 CanLII 30; R v Esseghaier, 2015 ONSC 5855, para 51 [Esseghaier]; and R v Howe,
2018 NSSC 274, para 63 [Howe]. Note that resolution discussions are not in front of courts — they are a
conversation between lawyers — and therefore hearsay rules don’t apply. Even so, for a resolution discussion
report, follow the same guideline of using credible and trustworthy documents as for any other type of report.
522. R v Pahl, 2016 BCCA 234, paras 58–59; Esseghaier, para 51; and Howe, para 63.
523. Alec, paras 48–50 and 110.
524. R v Trac et al, 2004 ONCJ 370.
525. This is the general rule for an “expert report.” Although a Gladue report is not an expert report but rather
a kind of pre-sentence report (Ipeelee, para 60; and Lawson, para 28), the SCC in Lévesque, para 31, seems to
say that this rule also applies to pre-sentence reports (not just expert reports). See also R v DD, 2000 SCC 43,
para 55.
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Citation and references
Make sure you list all documents you are referencing in the “Information sources” portion
(or something similar, depending on the template you use).
When you paraphrase or quote research, adopt a consistent approach and provide full
citations throughout your report.
It is recommended you follow the rules of a recognized citation guide such as the
Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (APA), 526 Canadian Guide to
Uniform Legal Citation (the McGill Guide), 527 The Chicago Manual of Style, 528 the UBC
Library’s Legal Citation Guide, 529 or the Citation Guide for the Courts of Saskatchewan. 530
Purdue University’s online writing lab has a website that contains many examples of
different citation styles. 531
See Appendix 3 (page 207) for two examples of citation style: APA, which is one of the
most commonly used citation styles in social sciences, and the Canadian Guide to
Uniform Legal Citation (the McGill Guide), which is the most commonly used style in
Canada for legal documents. The biggest difference between them is APA style
references are in parentheses in the text and the McGill Guide uses footnotes.
This guide does not recommend a particular citation practice for your reports, except that
you choose one style and apply it consistently with full references. This guide follows The
Chicago Manual of Style, and for case and statutes citations, it follows the Canadian Guide to
Uniform Legal Citation.

526. This is one of the major citation styles used in academic writing, specifically in the social sciences. Parts of
their guide are free to access online (apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines), but there are also a few
college and university sites that cover the basics of APA style, including Purdue OWL (from Purdue University
in Indiana; owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/apa_style), Douglas College (guides.douglascollege.ca/
APA-7/LegalCitation), and the University of Washington (guides.lib.uw.edu/research/citations/apa-style).
527. 9th ed. (Toronto, ON: Carswell, 2018). The McGill Guide is one of the most used citation guides by
Canadian legal publications. See Appendix 3 for a brief guide. Most libraries will carry this reference book.
528. The Chicago Manual of Style has a “Citation Quick Guide” that is free to access at chicagomanualofstyle
.org/tools_citationguide.html.
529. Free to access at guides.library.ubc.ca/legalcitation.
530. This free legal citation guide is available at sasklawcourts.ca/index.php/home/resources/citation-guide
-for-the-courts.
531. OWL has guides to six different styles. Go to owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation/resources.html.
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Refer in parenthesis or footnotes, depending on your chosen style, to all documentation
(i.e., scientific articles, cases, reports, or other similar sources) you include in your report.
However, do not provide references (either in footnotes or parenthesis) to interviews.
Make it clear who provided the information, and reference the person in the “Information
sources” section.
For example, do not write:
John explained that he has low self-esteem (interview with John, January 24,
2020). He added that . . .

Instead, make it clear that you got this information from John.
For example, write:
John explained that he has low self-esteem. He added that . . .

Research relevancy
It is very important to relate the research you are using to the context in which
you are applying it. Research is far more effective when you communicate how
and why it is relevant to the subject of the report, their life and their experience.
The following examples are included to illustrate how to use and cite research in a
Gladue report.

Example: Research on housing
In this example, the Gladue report indicated that a young man had been couch-surfing in
an area of Prince George, BC, called the VLA (named for the Veterans’ Land Act). The
report indicated that since the age of 12, the subject had become accustomed to
instability, living on couches for days or weeks at a time, in an area of town known for
violence, criminal activity, and substance abuse. A research study, commissioned by the
Carney Hill Neighbourhood Centre Society in Prince George, BC, provided some further
evidence, beyond what the subject and their collaterals could indicate.
According to the Carney Hill Neighbourhood Centre Society,1 the VLA has “the highest
crime rate of any other neighbourhood in Prince George”2 and “the residents of this
neighbourhood have significant health issues including a high population of individuals
with mental health issues such as FASD, PTSD, generational traumas, ’at risk’ behaviours,
addictions, acquired brain injuries and so on.”3
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Additionally, the report found that
[t]he neighbourhood is ranked as the highest risk neighbourhood in the
province of British Columbia for healthy child development. Up to 45% of the
neighbourhood children were not meeting physical health and well‐being
needs, up to 25% of children scored in the significant range for language
and social competency vulnerability and up to 36% of children were
vulnerable in communication skills.4
1. Carney Hill Neighbourhood Centre Society, “March 2010 Carney Hill Neighbourhood
Centre Project Update,” in staff report to city council at Prince George, BC (March 23,
2010), yumpu.com/en/document/read/51212696/carney-hill-neighbourhood-centre
-project-city-of-prince-george, 1.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Ibid.

Example: Research on Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder
In this Gladue report, a young man had been diagnosed with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum
Disorder (FASD) at the age of 13. Several academic journals provided some information
and context regarding the relationship between FASD and criminal behaviour. The report’s
subject had been convicted of a very violent offence, and both the subject and their
collaterals provided a wealth of information regarding his very violent upbringing and
individual behaviour.
This is how the writer included research on FASD in the report: 532
Brintnell et. al, in their book entitled Understanding FASD: Disability and Social
Supports for Adult Offenders,1 looked at the understanding and treatment of
individuals with FASD in the criminal justice system. They noted:
The problems that people with FASD have in adhering to social norms of
behavior can result in their being considered socially deviant instead of
disabled. Children with FASD are viewed as victims of the birth defects
caused by alcohol exposure. Adults with FASD in the correctional system are
regarded in an entirely different way, as deviants who have violated social
norms. Research indicates that the disabilities caused by FASD become
de-medicalized as the affected person develops into an adult. The term
“de-medicalization” refers to affected people coming to be regarded as in
charge of their lives and perpetrating social wrongs through choosing to
display challenging behaviors, rather than as people with physical and
532. From a Gladue report by Mitch Walker (slightly modified, and names have been changed).
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mental limitations caused by damage to the brain. This change in
perspective results in adults with FASD being considered fully responsible
and then being relegated to the criminal justice system. However, the child
with FASD inevitably matures into the adult with FASD, because the brain
deficits caused by PAE [pre-natal alcohol exposure] do not resolve or lessen
as the individual ages. As a result, the adult with FASD is as much a victim of
PAE as the child. The change in social attitude, from child as victim to adult
as deviant, poses special challenges to an adult’s ability to live in, and
participate equally in, society.2
They also noted:
Offenders with FASD frequently encounter problems during incarceration.
Prison culture is well known to be hierarchical, with a strong emphasis on
the personal status of inmates. For adults with FASD, prisons are very
“macho” environments, where being stigmatized as stupid or “retarded” has
dangerous consequences. Victimization during incarceration, which includes
psychological and physical abuse or assault, continues a cycle of trauma
and abuse that is commonly experienced by people with FASD. People with
FASD are likely to be used as scapegoats by other offenders in prison,
subjected to the negative influence of peers, and exposed to recruitment by
professional criminals.3
The Manitoba Ministry of Education, in a guide written to support teachers
having students living with FASD,4 noted lying, stealing, and defiance are
responses commonly observed in students with FASD.5 It was also noted that they
often have difficulty predicting and/or understanding the consequences of
behaviour and are easily manipulated and/or led by others.6
With reference to the impacts of FASD over a life course, a report published by
Public Safety Canada indicated that:
Secondary disabilities are those that develop over time as a result of FASD
needs not being met. . . . Adolescents and adults with FASD may be affected by
secondary disabilities that include substance abuse, mental health problems,
and trouble with the law. As well, they may have difficulties remaining focused
and are easily distracted, have difficulty managing money and difficulty
learning from experience, have trouble understanding consequences and
perceiving social cues, and experience low tolerance and high frustration.7
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The report also noted:
Primary disabilities are those that are a direct result of alcohol damage to the
brain and brain function. They manifest themselves in ways such as impulsive
behaviours, slow thinking, poor memory, money and time management
problems, failure to understand, excessive talking and so on.8
Fast and Conry9 found there are often:
Significant life-long challenges for people with FASD and mental health
concerns. Children with prenatal alcohol exposure appear to show significantly
more psychopathology, including symptoms of anxiety, disruptive behaviours,
and mood disorders when compared to those without prenatal alcohol
exposure. People with FASD have significantly higher rates of oppositional
defiant disorder, conduct disorder, and ADHD than the general population. . . .
People with FASD frequently have multiple mental health issues, including ADHD,
mood disorders (such as depression and bipolar disorder), anxiety disorders, and
substance abuse, which could increase the risk for suicidal behaviour.10

At the conclusion of the previous quoted information, the following passage was included
in the report to surmise the views of the collaterals and relate them to the information
contained in the quoted research:
The collaterals contacted for this report who knew Joe and were able to provide
information about his upbringing and his behaviour all noted symptoms, behaviours and
tendencies consistent with the academic studies noted above. Collaterals identified Joe as
oppositional, violent, quick to anger, easily influenced, paranoid, slow to learn, unable to
learn from mistakes, unable to predict outcomes and/or learn from prior circumstances.
1. E. Sharon Brintnell et al., “Understanding FASD: Disability and Social Supports for Adult
Offenders,” in Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder: Management and Policy Perspectives
of FASD, ed. Edward P. Riley et al. (Weinheim, Germany: Wiley-VCH, 2011), 233.
2. Ibid., 238.
3. Ibid., 239.
4. Healthy Child Manitoba and Manitoba Education, Citizenship and Youth, What
Educators Need to Know about FASD: Working Together to Educate Children
in Manitoba with Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder (Winnipeg, MB: Manitoba
Education, Citizenship and Youth, 2009).
5. Ibid., 37.
6. Ibid.
7. Aboriginal Corrections Policy Unit, Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and the
Criminal Justice System (Ottawa, ON: Public Safety Canada, 2010), 6.
8. Ibid., 5.
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9. Diane K. Fast and Julianne Conry, Understanding the Similarities and Differences
between Fetal Alcohol Spectrum Disorder and Mental Health Disorders, catalogue
no. J2-384/2013E-PDF (Ottawa, ON: Department of Justice, 2011).
10. Ibid., 7–8.

Example: Research on Indian Residential School and the impacts of colonization
The TRC is a wealth of knowledge and its reports provide context regarding the individual
and structural impacts of colonial governance and policy. Make sure to consult TRC
reports to prepare for the discussion of the intergenerational impacts of colonization and
Indian Residential School. The TRC produced multiple reports and volumes, so make sure
to specify which report or volume you are quoting.
Here are some sample statements from TRC reports. The TRC established the impact of
Indian Residential Schools on all Indigenous peoples across Canada. The commission
found that:
These residential schools were created for the purpose of separating Indigenous
children from their families, in order to minimize and weaken family ties and cultural
linkages, and to indoctrinate children into a new culture — the culture of the legally
dominant Euro-Christian. 533
The legacy of the schools remains. One can see the impact of a system that
disrupted families in the high number of Indigenous children who have been
removed from their families by child-welfare agencies. An educational system that
degraded Indigenous culture and subjected students to humiliating discipline must
bear a portion of responsibility for the current gap between the educational success
of Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians. The health of generations of
Indigenous children was undermined by inadequate diets, poor sanitation,
overcrowded conditions, and a failure to address the tuberculosis crisis that was
ravaging the country’s Indigenous community. There should be little wonder that
Indigenous health status remains far below that of the general population. The
over-incarceration and over-victimization of Indigenous people also have links to a
system that subjected Indigenous children to punitive discipline and exposed them
to physical and sexual abuse. 534

533. Truth and Reconciliation Commission, Honouring the Truth, v.
534. Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation
Commission of Canada, vol. 1, bk. 2, Canada’s Residential Schools: The History, Part 2, 1939 to 2000 (Montreal,
QC: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015), 579.
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The residential schools themselves contributed to the increase in the number
of Indigenous children being taken into care. By 1940, the schools had been
operating in much of the country for over sixty years. This disrupted traditional
Indigenous family life and Indigenous communities. Many children were being
raised by parents who had spent at least a part of their own childhoods in
residential school, where their culture, families, and community had been
systematically devalued. Parents complained that those who returned from the
schools had little respect for their elders. As well, they often did not have the skills to
survive economically on the reserve. 535
In his memoirs, Stoney Chief John Snow tells of how at the Morley, Alberta, school,
the “education consisted of nothing that had any relationship to our homes and
culture. Indeed Stoney culture was condemned explicitly and implicitly.” He recalled
being taught that the only good people on earth were “non-Indians” and specifically
white Christians. “We were taught that the work and knowledge of our medicine
men and women were of the Devil. We were taught that when people died they
went to Heaven and walked streets paved with gold or to Hell and forever roasted in
a lake of fire.” This, he later observed, “was real indoctrination and some of the
students dreaded going to church, but they were given no choice. These were
confusing times for all of us when we were taught at home to respect the beliefs of
our elders and at school to have disrespect for their values.” 536

Here is a passage from a Gladue report, 537 which used research from author Jean
Barman 538 to document the impact of Indian Residential School:
Through the documented abuse that was suffered by Indigenous people across
Canada, residential schools sought to assimilate Indigenous people into a more
“civilized,” European lifestyle.1 According to author Jean Barman, however, this
was not the result. Residential schools served “as vehicles for marginalizing
generations of young men and women both from the Canadian mainstream and
from home environments.”2 Residential schools removed generations of children
from their families, rendering their culture inaccessible at best and demonized at
worst.3 Barman also found that the assimilation was not into European society,
but into recognition as second-class citizens in Canada, highlighting Indigenous
inferiority based on skin colour and lack of religion.4 She found that “Indigenous
people have the highest rates of impoverishment, incarceration, suicide and
alcoholism in Canada and much of this can be traced back to the abuse received
at residential schools.”5

535. Ibid., 150.
536. Ibid., 127.
537. From a Gladue report by Mitch Walker (slightly modified).
538. “Schooled for Inequality: The Education of British Columbia Aboriginal Children,” in Schooling in
Transition: Readings in Canadian History of Education, ed. Sara Z. Burke and Patrice Milewski (Toronto, ON:
University of Toronto Press, 2012).
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1. Jean Barman, “Schooled for Inequality: The Education of British Columbia
Aboriginal Children,” in Schooling in Transition: Readings in Canadian History
of Education, ed. Sara Z. Burke and Patrice Milewski (Toronto, ON: University of
Toronto Press, 2012), 255–56.
2. Ibid., 256.
3. Ibid., 269–70.
4. Ibid., 256.
5. Ibid., 255.

As noted previously, this passage allows the Gladue report writer to communicate a
general understanding of the context of colonization and Indian Residential Schools. The
research provides a conduit to document the experience of the subject, collaterals, family,
community, and the Nation within this general context.
If you decide to quote research in your reports, note these guidelines and examples.
Research can be a powerful ally in a Gladue report, but used incorrectly can bias your
report in the court’s view.

Diversity in research
It is normal practice for writers to use a template for their Gladue reports. Writers often
use the same headings, in the same order, in each of their reports.
You can also apply this consistent approach to the research you include in your reports.
Often, writers find a piece of research that efficiently discusses issues such as FASD,
colonization, impacts of various types of abuse, and the manifestation of
intergenerational trauma.
Best practice is to use a variety of research and continue to educate yourself in the fields
that present themselves as Gladue factors in each of your reports. This is not always a
reality. If you find yourself using the same research across different reports, consider
whether the information is relevant to the situation the subject, their family, community,
and Nation faced. If is it not relevant, find research that is.
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Documenting the story
Get as much documentation from collaterals as possible. Typical documentation for the
report may include:
♦ Correctional Service of Canada (CSC) files such as program information
(participation/completion/assessment, inmate classification, Elder’s reports,
and psychological reports)
♦ PSRs
♦ psychological/psychiatric reports
♦ counselling certificates/notes
♦ school records
♦ employment, educational, or training Information
You might need to get these documents from individuals other than the subject’s lawyer.
You will need significant time to connect with schools, counsellors, correctional centres,
psychologists, probation officers, parole officers, and other resources the subject may
have accessed in the past. Often, people will tell you they cannot release information to
Gladue report writers. Your access to information, as discussed, is closely related to your
ability to make relationships and get the accepted release of information forms signed. BC
Corrections, CSC, and the Provincial Health Services Authority (PHSA) all have different
release of information forms and do not accept the LABC consent form.
PHSA does not provide outside contractors with their release form, while BC Corrections
and the CSC do. The release of information for BC Corrections and CSC is discussed here.

Getting information from CSC
When this guide was prepared, CSC had two requirements to access information:
(1) a signed CSC Release of Information Form, and
(2) a request made to the Access to Information & Privacy Liaison, Regional
Headquarters Pacific, Correctional Service of Canada; phone: 604-851-6406
/ fax: 604-870-2430.
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Call the liaison to discuss making a request. They may ask you to fax the request in
writing, with the signed release of information form. If you do not have access to a
fax machine, you can ask to email your request.
In your request to CSC, be explicit about the information you are requesting.
Request documents from the following list, as they are good sources of
information for a Gladue report.
♦ initial Correctional Plans
♦ initial Elder Reviews (if the subject has not worked with the Elder for at least six
months, one might not have been done)
♦ initial psychological assessment (if one was made)
♦ most recent Correctional Plan Update (could be related to the release under
consideration depending on when you ask, or it could be just an update)
♦ most recent Community Strategy related to the release under consideration (if
parole application was completed)
♦ most recent Assessment for Decision related to the release under
consideration (if parole was considered)
♦ most recent psychological assessment (if one was made)
♦ any available information about programs the subject has completed,
employment training, education, health, or wellness

Getting information from BC Corrections
Sometimes you will be made aware that the subject has previous or current PSRs,
psychological reports, and information related to programs completed through BC
Corrections (both in custody and in the community). If you cannot retrieve this
information from the subject’s lawyer, you may have to make a request to the subject’s
probation officer/bail supervisor.
To do this, have the subject sign the BC Ministry of Public Safety and Solicitor General
(Corrections Branch) consent form for collection and disclosure of information and submit
it to the subject’s probation officer/bail supervisor. You can get the form from the subject’s
probation officer/bail supervisor.
If the subject is in custody, you can request the form from any correctional centre and
submit it to any BC correctional centre by email or in person.
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Be explicit about what documents you are requesting. Consider requesting documents
from this list, as they are good sources of information for a Gladue report:
♦ PSRs
♦ psychological reports
♦ CORE program reports (programs from CSC)
♦ education reports (in custody only)
♦ Integrated Offender Management (IOM) program reports (if applicable)
♦ Aboriginal liaison reports

Getting information from PHSA
PHSA operates the physical and mental health services for sentenced and remanded
inmates in BC. As previously noted, PHSA does not provide their release of information
form to outside contractors. If you are interested in speaking with a counsellor, nurse,
doctor, etc., about the services your report subject has been accessing on remand, or has
completed during previous periods of incarceration, follow these steps:
(1) Contact the custody centre where the subject is remanded, or has been
incarcerated in the past.
(2) Ask the main reception to connect you with PHSA.
(3) Tell reception at Health Care Services you are a Gladue report writer and give your
name, the subject’s name, and the information you are requesting. The information
you can access from PHSA includes:
» mental health assessments — includes access to counsellors, number of
sessions attended, topics covered, counsellor assessment of progress, areas
of remaining need
» health care assessments — includes ongoing doctors’ visits, opiate agonist
treatments (methadone and suboxone)
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Using the information you receive
♦ If necessary, try to get in touch with the authors of the gathered documentation.
Can you talk to the drug and alcohol counsellor who worked with the subject?
Can you reach the psychologist who assessed them in custody?
♦ Going through a document with the author allows you to ask in-depth, followup questions that may emerge as you review it.
♦ Note in the Gladue report areas that support the recognition of Gladue factors,
intergenerational trauma, normalization of trauma, etc.

Addressing conflicting information
You might receive conflicting information through both the interviews with collaterals and
documentation you gather.
At times, collaterals provide different information than the subject. Whatever the
conflicting information, it is important to include all perspectives on a particular
issue. 539 Before you discuss different versions of the same events with the parties, get
their consent to share their version of the facts with the other collaterals. If they do
not consent, provide both versions of events in your report. The subject will see the
report and read all versions, but the collaterals will not.
Consider the following suggested passage as a way to address differing stories from a
subject and his father about the subject’s recollection of substance abuse in the family home:
Joe said that one of his first memories was “my dad pouring booze on his cereal.”
Recalling being five years old and waving to his father out the apartment
window, Joe said he did not know that his parents were splitting up, or that he
would not see his father again for seven years. Joe said he recalled his mother
“crying, screaming and I’m just there trying to hug her, [and] get her to stop
crying.” This event, he said, remains traumatic today. Joe said that his father,
Don, was an alcoholic who would drink daily. Joe said, “I don’t remember him
sober. I didn’t figure it out until later, because it was just normal that he always
smelled funny and was always falling over, or sick.” Joe recalled his father and his
mother arguing, to the point of screaming at one another. He said that
arguments led to objects such as plates and glasses being thrown by his father,
followed by doors slamming and his father leaving. Though he heard stories later
on from his mother, he never saw his father hit his mother. Joe said that his
539. R v Paul, 2014 BCCA 81, paras 14–19 [Paul].
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mother did not drink, but that she “just bottles up her emotions, doesn’t say how
she is feeling about anything and then sometimes just explodes.” Joe said that he
could recall feeling a sense of detachment from his parents from an early age; a
feeling he said still exists today.
Joe’s father, Don, said, “none of that was the case, I don’t know what Joe’s talking
about. He’s making all of that up.” Don vehemently denied that he was an
alcoholic, or ever had a problem with consuming alcohol to excess. Moreover, he
denied the categorization that he was violent with Joe’s mother, or that he would
throw items at her in the home. He added, “they’re both crazy and none of what
they’ve said is true.”

An effective Gladue report includes conflicting information when it presents itself (such as
two collaterals who have different versions of the same event, or a subject who has a
different version than stated in an assessment made about them). The writer is not
responsible to assign preference, judgment, or weight to evidence. Do not provide your
opinion about which piece of information you favour. Doing so can bias your report and
undermine its credibility to the point that the judge might give it little weight. 540
When you face a situation where you receive conflicting information, make sure to
integrate the information in a way that is consistent with the report’s flow. For example, it
would be appropriate to include information from the subject’s father immediately after
the subject’s recollection of the events. The fact that the father’s information conflicts with
the subject’s is irrelevant.
It is important for writers to address discrepancies between the information in other
court reports and the Gladue report.
As a Gladue writer, you may find it necessary to educate yourself about the frameworks
that other types of court reports use and occasionally challenge their contents. While
remaining neutral, your goal in challenging discrepancies or missing information is to
present the information through a Gladue lens. For example, you might challenge a PSR
that excludes large sections of important history on Indian Residential Schools or another
court’s interpretation of information.

540. Lawson.
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Consider the following example, where a writer asserts that information in a PSR could be
interpreted through a different lens, specifically that contextualizes Gladue factors, and
also challenges some of the conclusion in the pre-sentence report.
The probation officer who authored Joe’s pre-sentence report (PSR) wrote that Joe openly
discussed the offence, explained his actions and said he “wished it didn’t happen.”
In the context of the Gladue report, the explanation of Joe’s actions differed from
the PSR. While the PSR noted that Joe stated he did “not really remember the
events of the night,” when he was asked about the offence for the Gladue report,
Joe indicated he recalled his actions quite clearly.
In the PSR the probation officer noted, “the subject did not want to speak about
the offence before the court so it is unclear as to whether he takes responsibility
for or understands the severity of his action on the victim and society.”
When asked about his answers during the PSR interview he said, “I don’t really
get along with cops and probation.”
Joe’s understanding and explanation of his actions, both the substantive offence
and previous convictions, can be examined through the context of the Gladue
factors identified in the Gladue report. He was socialized in an environment with
a strong mistrust of authority and learned to rationalize and justify violence as a
necessary and preferable behaviour. [His aunt and mother] both indicated that
Joe’s experience with people in positions of authority has consistently been
negative, from teachers at school to his interactions with police. His mother said,
“people have always told Joe that he’s bad, or a bad influence, so he tries to stay
away from those types of people.”
Moreover, there are concerns that Joe may also suffer from Fetal Alcohol
Spectrum Disorder, which could affect his ability to both control and understand
the consequences of his behaviour.
Understood in this context, the minimization of the offence, as noted in the PSR, may
in reality be representative of both Joe’s intellectual capacity and his socialization
into utilitarian violence, rather than a conscious decision of right versus wrong.
Collaterals contacted for the Gladue report all noted the historical relationship
between Indigenous peoples and the criminal and social justice systems. In [his
home reserve], his mother said, “everyone always told Joe he was a bad kid,
teachers, cops, everyone, so he doesn’t trust anyone like that.” Joe’s aunt recalled
that when Joe was 12, “a cop shot his [Joe’s] dog right in front of him. Ever since,
he never ever liked cops. He always thought they were gonna do something.” 541

541. From a Gladue report by Mitch Walker (slightly modified, and names have been changed).
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Including conflicting information is necessary. It is unethical and unprofessional to
exclude a piece of information that is potentially unflattering to the Gladue report’s
subject. Include everything and address it as needed.
However, it is important to address conflicting information found in the documentation,
including other court reports. In your reports, highlight how conflicting information can
be interpreted through the lens of the impact of Gladue factors, as shown in the example.

Ensuring complete, relevant, and clear information
Tell the subject’s entire story so the reader has all of the information. At the same time,
the included information needs to be relevant, 542 reliable, 543 and coherent.
For each report you write, consider the following questions to meet these objectives.
The details:
♦ What is the name of the subject’s community(ies)/Nation(s) and
where is it located?
♦ If the report mentions an event, do you know when it happened (i.e., the
year, month, day, time)? How old was the subject when the event occurred?
♦ Are there enough details about the event? For example, if the person had
an accident, what was the accident? Did they die from the accident?
♦ If someone died, what did they die from? Was it a natural death? How
old was the person and the subject at the time?
♦ If the subject was already involved in a program, name the program.
Instead of saying the subject completed a treatment or a program,
specify an alcohol addiction treatment with XYZ centre.
Connection to the subject:
♦ Does the information in the report apply to the subject?
♦ If the report talks about the Sixties Scoop or Indian Residential Schools,
was the subject affected?

542. Lawson, para 27.
543. Ibid.
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♦ If the subject’s family was affected by the Sixties Scoop or Indian Residential
School, how did their experiences affect the subject
♦ How was the family and community(ies)/Nation(s) affected by colonialism?
Confirmation of events by the subject. If a collateral says that something happened to
the subject, verify the events with the subject. If there is a discrepancy, include all versions
of the events. See “Addressing conflicting information” on page 162.
Clarity or lack of information. The report should be clear to the reader; it should not
contain confusing information or leave unanswered questions. For example, if the subject
plans to reside at someone’s home, confirm that person is willing to be that resource.
Contradictions and inconsistencies. Make sure your report does not include any
inconsistencies such as dates, ages, spellings of names, etc.
Repetition. Identify unnecessary repetition and remove it.

Presenting neutral, balanced, and objective information
A Gladue report writer has to present information as balanced and objective. 544 “It must
present accurate and comprehensive information through a neutral lens.” 545 The Gladue
report writer should remain detached and not advance personal opinions or be an
advocate. 546 The report should never assign blame, attribute causation, or advocate.
Language that can be interpreted as the writer’s opinion may compromise the Gladue
report and could result in the court dismissing the report.
In R v Florence, the BCSC provided Gladue report writers with a stark reminder
about their role and the importance of providing the court with an objective,
accurate, and neutral report.

544. Lawson, para 28.
545. Florence, BCCA, para 15, citing R v Florence, 2013 BCSC 194, para 76 [Florence, BCSC].
546. Lawson, paras 28 and 33. See also R v Woodcock, 2010 ONSC 3752, paras 38–39.
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Upheld at appeal in the BCCA in 2015, 547 the written judgment by Mr. Justice Frankel
quoted the sentencing Judge, as follows:
A Gladue report must, to be of the assistance described in Ipeelee, be balanced and
objective as stated in [R. v. Lawson, 2012 BCCA 508]. It must present accurate and
comprehensive information through a neutral lens.
It is troubling that information regarding three important areas of sentencing
(remorse, rehabilitation and the history of the family violence) is, at a minimum,
incomplete and misleading.
On its face, I find this Gladue report to be of minimal assistance, and would accord it
little weight. 548

A similar conclusion was upheld by the BCCA in 2012 in Lawson, where the trial judge had
also assigned little weight to the Gladue report:
Gladue reports are a form of pre-sentence report and are subject to the same
requirement of objectivity. In this case, the judge found the Gladue report was “far
too much of an advocacy piece as opposed to a more objective report” and that it
“more expresses a strong-felt belief . . . that [Mr. Lawson] really is going to change
and wants to change and has the tools to do it” . . . it was open to the judge to find
the Gladue report was not objective. 549

For these reasons, Gladue writers cannot make strong recommendation on sentences to
the judge. They can only offer suggestions or proposals. 550 This is why this guide and LABC
templates use the word options presented to the judge and not recommendation.
Using neutral language allows you to avoid providing your opinion, either by designating
a causal relationship between a particular trauma and an observed behaviour, or
assigning blame.
Consider the following examples. Read them both and try to identify the one that includes
opinion in the form of advocacy, blame assignment, and/or attribution of causation.
(a) Joe has been socialized into an environment that revolves around
unpredictability and short-term planning. He disclosed he is used to not
knowing where he will be sleeping on any given night and admitted that he
feels uncomfortable “staying in one place for too long,” adding “you always
gotta be on guard in the hood.” He lived in an environment where he
experienced familiarity with poverty, disorganization, substance abuse,
547. Florence, BCCA.
548. Florence, BCCA, para 15, citing Florence, BCSC, paras 76–78.
549. Lawson, para 33.
550. Ibid., para 28.
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violence, paranoia, distrust of authority, and criminal activity. He noted that he
has been regularly carrying weapons with him, since around age 11, because
“you gotta protect yourself.” He added, “you never know when shit might pop
off,” referring to regularity of violence in his neighbourhood.
(b) Joe has been socialized into an environment that made him comfortable with
unpredictability and short-term planning. He disclosed that he is used to not
knowing where he will be sleeping on any given night and admitted that he
feels uncomfortable, “staying in one place for too long,” adding that “you
always gotta be on guard in the hood.” His physical environment has caused his
familiarity with poverty, disorganization, substance abuse, violence, paranoia,
distrust of authority, and criminal activity. He noted that he has been regularly
carrying weapons with him, since around age 11, because “you gotta protect
yourself.” He added, “you never know when shit might pop off,” referring to the
fact that his neighbourhood taught him to use violence.

The two examples have subtle differences, but in the context of a court hearing, these
passages are divergent. If you chose paragraph (b) as the one that would bias your report,
you are correct. Be mindful of your language choices when writing a Gladue report.
While providing context in a Gladue report is important, writers must avoid including
causative language and attributing blame for current and past behaviour. Writers must
not provide their opinion on the relationship between Gladue factors and other
behaviours. Providing your opinion about the evidence’s accuracy in the report is also
inappropriate. Your responsibility is to present facts and let the sentencing judge make
connections and reach conclusions on the basis of those facts.
Explicitly saying “growing up around Gladue factor X (alcohol, violence, etc.) has led to
Joe’s addiction to alcohol and use of violence on a regular basis” is an example of causative
language, which contains an opinion. Gladue reports must be objective and not include
opinion; they are not reports by experts. 551

551. Ibid., para 30.
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You can demonstrate how Gladue factors identified in the report subject’s life may have
been normalized without providing your opinion. When supported by information
gathered through the interview, in practice, it can look like this:
Mary discussed the impact that colonialism, Indian Residential School, and
intergenerational trauma had on her. She said she felt like she was never
exposed to the positive sides of her Indigenous traditions, only those stereotypes,
and lived experiences of poverty, violence, and unemployment. She did not have
a close relationship with her father; her parents divorced; her family struggled
with poverty and alcoholism; she lived in poverty; and she was indoctrinated into
the use of violence as utilitarian. She said, “I grew up with an us versus them kind
of mentality, you know. White people looked at Natives as like drunks and
criminals, so I think I kind of just fell into that.” 552

This passage is an example of good practice because the writer is not analyzing the
information or drawing their own conclusions like an expert would. Instead, they are
reporting what they have been told.
The process of contextualizing Gladue factors is challenging. You will need time and
practice to learn the skills necessary to clearly and explicitly communicate the identified
Gladue factors to the court and identify their impact, without attributing causation.
Regarding medical diagnosis, remember you are not an expert and cannot diagnose the
subject or a collateral. For example, if a subject states they have an illness, verify that they
have received a diagnosis. If they didn’t, mention that the subject states they have that
illness but a diagnosis was not confirmed. You may believe someone has a medical illness;
however, do not state that — just include the possibility.
For example, instead of writing:
Joe suffers from FASD.

Without a medical diagnosis, the report can state:
Joe’s mother confirmed she consumed alcohol while pregnant with Joe. Joe has
symptoms of X, Y, Z, which may correlate to FASD; however, he has not been
diagnosed as having FASD.

552. From a Gladue report by Mitch Walker (slightly modified, and names have been changed).
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With a medical diagnosis, the report can state:
Joe was assessed and diagnosed with FASD at age 10. Joe shared that he suffers
from symptoms of X, Y, Z related to FASD. In addition, his family shared . . .

While a Gladue report writer certainly cannot diagnose anyone with FASD or other
conditions, they can collect relevant information that includes confirmation of maternal
alcohol consumption during pregnancy. If a collateral shares with you that they think the
subject has FASD, the report can include this information. This information can sometimes
lead to subsequent FASD testing that can make important differences in sentencing. 553
In these cases, include FASD testing in the Gladue report’s final options.

Addressing legal issues
This section contains guidelines on both settled and unsettled legal issues that arise in the
context of what has to be included in a Gladue report.
Some of the following guidelines are derived from case law setting out what is and is
not admissible in a pre-sentence report. A pre-sentence report and a Gladue report
differ, and some rules for pre-sentence reports are not appropriate 554 or flexible
enough for Gladue reports.
These guidelines are relevant to all Gladue reports at any stage of court procedures
(i.e., sentencing, bail, etc.) with the necessary adaptations.
For more information on the legal aspects and grounds for these guidelines, see LABC’s
Guide for the Legal Review of Gladue Reports.

553. See RDF, paras 49 and 197–201. In this case, two psychiatrists suspected that the subject was suffering
from FASD; however, there was no confirmation of pre-natal alcohol consumption at their assessments. The
Gladue report said that the subject’s mother consumed alcohol while pregnant. After they received the Gladue
report, they co-authored a letter confirming their diagnosis of FASD.
554. Florence, BCSC, para 49.
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Information related to MCFD involvement
♦ If you receive MCFD files in a non-conventional way (e.g., if someone other
than the subject shares them with you unofficially), do not refer to these files in
your report as the law prohibits you to do so. 555 If the information in the MCFD
file is relevant, you must either find another source for it or have the subject
provide you with their file.
♦ If the subject shares their file with you, you can include the file’s information
in the Gladue report. In these situations, it is recommended that:
» references to children currently under care, if relevant to the story, be made
in a way that protects the children’s identity
» references to the name of a third party who was under care can be made, if
relevant to the story
♦ If a subject or collateral discloses in the interview they were in the care
of MCFD, you can write this in the report, and state who provided the
information. It is always preferable to have this information corroborated.
♦ If a subject or collateral reports that someone else was under MCFD care,
you can include this information if it is relevant to the story. Make sure to
say who provided the information. It is always preferable to have this
information corroborated.
♦ Under no circumstances include information that would identify a person
who has made a report to the ministry about a child.
♦ Usually, if the subject or their lawyer gets access to MCFD files through
official means, identifying information would be redacted.
If a subject or collateral knows about someone who made a report to
MCFD and shares the information with you, do not include it. Likely that
information will not be relevant and could cause harm in the community.

555. Child, Family and Community Service Act, RSBC 1996, c 46, s 75.
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Disclosure of past criminal behaviours
The law, practices, and conversations regarding disclosure of past criminal
behaviours in a Gladue report is unsettled.
This section sets out some guidelines for navigating this issue.
If the subject says they were a victim of a crime:
♦ Make sure the report says whether the person was charged with the crime,
and if so, whether they were convicted.
♦ If the report says they were convicted, verify the conviction. This is usually
done through an official court records database (such as Court Services
Online at justice.gov.bc.ca/cso). To find information on the conviction,
Gladue writers can ask the subject the following questions:
» Where and when did the crime happen, including the year(s), month(s)?
» If that information is not available, what time of the year did the crime happen?
» What is the full name of the person who committed the crime and their
date of birth? (Subjects might not be able to provide that information,
but writers should ask).
♦ If you cannot find the information in a database, go to other sources such
as collaterals or newspaper articles.
♦ If the person was charged but acquitted, you can identify them, but note in
the report they were acquitted.
♦ If the person was charged and found guilty, you can identify them.
♦ If you cannot verify the conviction and/or charge, don’t include the
person’s name in the report (see the next bullet point).
♦ If the person was not charged or the conviction cannot be verified, but
this is relevant to the story, make every effort to not include information
that would identify them.
For example, instead of writing:
Joe explained that when he was eight he was sexually abused by his uncle Jack.
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It would be more appropriate to say, as long as Joe has more than one uncle:
Joe explained that when he was eight he was sexually abused by an uncle.

In some situations, a person might be identifiable without naming them (e.g., a
father or a person easily identified by those who know the family). In this case, the
report could include information that might identify the person if it is relevant to the
story, and the subject agrees to have this information in the report. This is a traumainformed approach. Consider discussing with the subject the language that you will
use in the report (uncle or dad versus family member). The language you use will
depend on the subject’s comfort level.
If the person was not charged, the Gladue writer could include answers to the following
questions in the report:
♦ Did the subject already talk about these events with someone?
♦ Did they already think about going to the authorities about this?
♦ If not, do they want to go to the authorities now?
♦ If they do not want to go to the authorities, would they consider taking
part in counselling or restorative justice (even if the alleged perpetrator
might not accept, might deny the events, etc.)? If so, is this in the “Options”
section of the report?
If you consider it necessary to discuss these events with collaterals, ask the subject
for permission.
If the subject gives permission, your report can include whether you discussed the events
with the collateral. If so, did the collateral confirm the allegation or have knowledge of it?
Or you might conclude that discussing the events with the collateral would cause too
much harm to the family and you do not discuss the matter.
If the subject did not give permission, the report could include that the subject did not
want the events discussed with collaterals and the reason. The reason can be as simple as
the subject’s discomfort. However, if collaterals introduce the event, it can be included and
discussed in the report.
You never have to discuss allegations of a crime with the alleged perpetrator or
collaterals. Discussing allegations of a crime with an alleged perpetrator can be traumatic.
Make sure you are aware of this and that the alleged perpetrator has appropriate support.
Use your best judgement and a trauma-informed approach.
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If the subject refers to a crime someone else committed and they are not the victim:
♦ Is it relevant to the subject’s story? If not, consider leaving it out of the report.
♦ If it is relevant, was the person charged with the offence? What happened with
the charge?
♦ If it is relevant and the person was not charged or found not guilty, to the best
of your ability, take precautions to not identify the person.
♦ If it is relevant and the person was charged and found guilty, you can identify
the person in the report.
♦ As stated in the previous section, sometimes a person might be identifiable
without naming them (e.g., a father, or a person easily identified by those who
know the family). In this case, the report could include information that might
identify the person if it is relevant to the story, and the subject agrees to have
this information in the report.
If the subject admits past criminal behaviour and was not charged:
The law is unsettled on this. Including such information in a report can be relevant but it
could also harm the subject if not done appropriately. For more information, see LABC’s
Guide for the Legal Review of Gladue Reports.
Until the law is more settled, here is some guidance on the issue of including uncharged
past criminal behaviour in Gladue reports:
Uncharged past criminal behaviour may be relevant to the story of the person. It could be
part of the systemic and background factors that led them to be in front of the court. It
can be connected to Gladue factors such as addiction, poverty, etc. For this reason, when
relevant, it can be included in the Gladue report.
In any case, including specific details of the criminal behaviour can be omitted, unless
relevant to the story. For example, instead of writing:
Joe explained that he was using a lot of drugs and started trafficking cocaine in
his community to pay for his habit.

You could write:
Joe admits that he took a lot of drugs in the past, and at times when he did not have
enough money to support his addiction, he turned to other ways of accessing drugs.
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Keep in mind that referring to an uncharged criminal offence can create an unconscious
bias in the reader. Present information only if relevant to the subject’s history and through
a Gladue lens.
If the subject admits past criminal behaviour and was found guilty under the Youth
Criminal Justice Act:
Access to youth records is limited by law. 556 Generally, this means that after a certain
period, no one can access the youth record, not even lawyers and judges, except in
rare instances. If the youth criminal history of an adult subject comes up while you
are interviewing them, or you have ben provided with this information from another
source and you want to include it in your report, you need to check if you are within
the period of access by asking their lawyer. Alert the legal reviewer of that matter
when submitting your report.
♦ Within the period of access, 557 Gladue reports can include the criminal history
of the subject under the Youth Criminal Justice Act. 558
♦ Generally, do not include references to a youth criminal record in a Gladue
report outside of the period of access, 559 as this would inform the judge that
the subject has been convicted under the YCJA. Outside the period of access,
sentencing judges would not have this information, and you do not want to be
the one to inform them. If a Gladue report writer had access to the youth
criminal history of an adult subject outside of the access period, or if the
subject mentions in the interview that they had a youth criminal record, do not
include this information in the Gladue report unless it is necessary.
♦ If relevant and necessary to the narrative, outside the period of access, the
report can refer to the subject as having been in trouble with the law, or use
some other non-specific language.
♦ Even if the subject or collaterals tells you that the subject was convicted as a
youth, if you do not have a copy of this record, verify with the subject’s lawyer
that this information is accurate before you mention it.

556. Youth Criminal Justice Act, ss 119 and 123.
557. Ibid., s 119(2).
558. Following s 721(3)(b) of the Criminal Code, PSRs must include that information within the period of access.
559. The period of access is described in Youth Criminal Justice Act, s 119(2).
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New facts or different versions of the facts relating to the offence
During your interviews, you may learn new facts about the offence and wonder what to do
with them. For example, the subject was found guilty of assaulting someone without a
weapon, but during the interview, they tell you they used a weapon.
Here are some guidelines to assist you:
♦ In your Gladue report, do not include new facts relating to the offence, 560
or suggest a new version of the facts. 561 However, the motives of the
crime are relevant. 562
♦ If a collateral does not think the subject is guilty and believes a different
version of the facts, the report is not the place to say it. 563 This information
should have been said at trial. 564 An exception is if people in the community do
not object to the facts but say the law is disrespectful of their legal traditions or
their approaches to justice. You may include that in the Gladue report in the
section about the second set of circumstances. 565

Unsubstantiated “facts”
♦ Gladue reports are factual, 566 not speculative. 567
♦ Corroborate significant statements from the subject as much as possible and
by any means (collaterals, documents, etc.). 568 If research, reports, documents,
or other similar sources corroborated the statement, is this source reliable? 569

560. R v Corbiere, 2017 ABCA 164, para 14.
561. R v Hildebrandt, 2005 SKPC 35, para 21; R v Brown and Urbanovich (1985), 31 Man R (2d) 268, 19 CCC
(3d) 43 [Brown and Urbanovich], aff’d [1987] 2 SCR 693 at 76, 1987 CanLII 10 (SCC); and R v DCR, 2017 BCPC
202, para 19 [DCR].
562. R v Webster, 2016 BCCA 218, para 38.
563. DCR, para 19.
564. Donovan v R, 2004 NBCA 55.
565. Gladue, para 66, refers to “[t]he types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be appropriate
in the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular aboriginal heritage or connection.” See
also paras 70–74; and Ipeelee, paras 59, 72, and 74.
566. R v White, 16 Nfld & PEIR 46, 1978 CarswellNfld 36 [White], para 11. See also R v Murphy, [1979] NJ No 36
(Nfld CA), 1979 CarswellNfld 36; and Florence, BCSC, para 51.
567. White.
568. Florence, BCSC, para 51; and Paul, para 17.
569. Lawson, para 27.
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Statements inconsistent with a guilty plea
♦ If the subject pleaded guilty, make sure the report does not contain a
statement that contradicts a guilty plea. 570 If the subject makes such a
contradictory statement, alert their lawyer, as the contradiction may affect
court proceedings.
♦ If the court found the subject guilty but they did not plead guilty and maintain
their innocence, the report can state this.

Comments about co-accused
♦ Do not include comments about a co-accused in a Gladue report. 571
♦ Different Gladue writers are preferred to prepare separate reports for each
co-accused. However, due to the limited availability of Gladue writers in
some regions, the same writer might have to prepare the report for each
co-accused. In these cases, one report cannot influence the other. The writer
has to prepare separate reports for each subject, with separate interviews.
These separate interviews cannot be used in the report of the co-accused.
The Gladue writer has to conduct each interview as if they had not heard
what the co-accused said.
♦ The writer cannot share what one co-accused said with the other.
♦ If the co-accused are also collaterals for each another (e.g., siblings), they can
be interviewed as collaterals for one another.
♦ In cases where the co-accused are from the same family, they can have
common collaterals. The same Gladue writer can interview the collateral once
for both reports (e.g., if the co-accused are siblings, the writer can proceed with
one interview with the mother and use this same interview for both reports).

570. R v Rudyk, [1975] NSJ No 33 (NSCA), para 16, 1975 CarswellNS 1; Brown and Urbanovich, para 111;
R v Bartkow, [1978] NSJ No 35, 1 CR (3d) S-36 (NSCA); Maloney Bélanger c R, 2013 QCCA 1188; Esseghaier, para 51;
and Alec, paras 105–7.
571. R v Beacon and Modney, [1976] AJ No 565, 31 CCC (2d) 56.
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Minor victims
If the victim of the crime is a minor, copying the language used in the disclosure material
to identify them is appropriate. For example, the disclosure material will often use the
victim’s initials instead of their full name.

Editing for a professional report
Editing your report is important. Editing means checking your report structure and writing
style to make sure you are communicating clearly. Eliminate unnecessary words and
repetition, correct grammatical and punctuation errors, use professional language,
provide proper citations, and ensure consistent formatting. A good way to do that is by
following an editing guide, such as the Legal Aid BC Style Guide. 572 An editing guide will help
you to be consistent in editing your report. (See page 151 and Appendix 3 (page 207) on
the style guides that are commonly used.)
As a Gladue writer, you are in charge of organizing the report. The format is left to your
discretion. As long as Gladue reports are consistent, writers can choose the format and
style they prefer. However, they are expected to follow these general guidelines:
♦ Capitalization
» Different editing style guides recommend different approaches.
» Choose your approach and be consistent.
» Always capitalize Aboriginal and Indigenous.
♦ Consistency
» Are names spelled consistently?
» Have you applied consistent formatting (fonts, alignment, margins,
headings, use of quotation marks, indentation, etc.)?
♦ Abbreviations
» Did you spell out the first instance of the word/phrase before abbreviating?
» Did you consistently abbreviate throughout the report?

572. A pdf is available online at legalaid.bc.ca/brand-resources/writing.
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♦ Citations
» Have you appropriately cited quotes, paraphrases, and ideas taken from
sources (such as research and other documents)?
» Are your citations complete (include page number, paragraph) and in the
same format? A good way to do that is by following a citation guide (see
“Using research in the writing process” on page 149).
» If you use footnotes, be consistent in placing your footnote number. Most
editing guides place the footnote number after the punctuation. For
example, you could write:
According to the TRC, Indian Residential Schools had a long-lasting impact
on residents,1 and impacted even their children.2

♦ Quotes
» Make sure quoted material has quotation marks.
» Most editing guides suggest indenting long quotes.
» If you have a quote within a quote, you can use single quotation marks
inside double quotation marks (e.g., “Marie said, ‘I will see you tomorrow.’
Then she left.”).
♦ Language
» Consider your tone; be objective and use professional language.
» Avoid using slang words and contractions, unless in the context of a direct
quote; otherwise use professional language. These are examples that legal
reviewers identified in submitted Gladue reports:

Improper language

Preferred professional language

kinda, shoulda

kind of, should have

don’t, can’t, won’t, wouldn’t,
couldn’t, etc.

do not, could not, cannot, will not,
would not, etc.
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♦ Numbers
» Spell out numbers one through nine, and use figures for numbers 10 and
above. Use your discretion if figures less than and above 10 are in the same
paragraph. Exceptions include parts of a book (chapter 5), units of money
($1.50), measurement (3 km), age/time (19 years old, 2 hours 30 minutes),
section of an act (section 2 of the Act or act), grade level (Grade 10 or
Grade ten).
» Use a numeral and spell out percent (e.g., 10 percent). Only use % when
many percentages are in one paragraph. Be consistent.
» Use a comma in a number of four or more digits (e.g., 2,000; 50,000). Do not
put .00 after dollar amounts unless another figure in the same paragraph or
list has a cents designation (e.g., Jane had $5 and Jack had $3. Jane had $5.00
and Jack had $3.25).
» If you have to round numbers, round up to the next highest number when
the partial amount is 0.5 or more and down when the amount is less than
0.5 (e.g., if a video is 22.75 minutes long, list it as 23 minutes; if it is 22.25
minutes long, list it as 22 minutes).
» Do not start a sentence with a number — spell out the number or rewrite
the sentence.
♦ Grammar
» Ensure subject-verb agreement: a verb should agree (singular or plural) with
its subject. For example, patience and consideration are (not is) appreciated;
use of cell phones and hands-free devices is (not are) prohibited.
» Note the different forms for the past tense and the past participle (they
went; they have gone).
» Use the correct pronoun case (they for the subject of a sentence and them
for the object).
» Make sure sentence structure adheres to commonly understood principles
of subject and predicate. Run-on sentences are problematic for the reader
and make the story difficult to follow.
» Do not use both present and past tense. Choose one and be consistent.
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♦ Punctuation
» Avoid comma splices (joining two complete sentences with a comma
without a joining word) and incorrect apostrophe use (apples for sale,
not apple’s for sale).
» End a sentence with a period or question mark.
» Use commas when needed.
♦ Spelling
» Watch for typos and errors with similar sounding words such as
they’re, their, there.
♦ Word usage
» Watch for common mistakes (such as imply/infer). For example, “I
implied that her story was a lie” and “He inferred from my statement
that I was lying.”

Examples of good grammar,
punctuation, etc.

Examples of poor grammar,
punctuation, etc.

This sentence ends in a period.

This sentence ends in a period

Grammar, along with sentence
structure, are important aspects of
any good writing.

Grammar along with sentence
structure are important aspect
of any good writing.

The subject reported that they were
involved in several different school
sports, including basketball,
volleyball, and hockey.

They subject reports that they were
involved in several different school
sports, including basketball,
volleyball and, hockey.

Run-on sentences are difficult to
understand.

Run-on sentences are difficult to
understand and they force the
reader to read the sentence again
and again until they figure out
what is actually being said and it
can make the reader frustrated.
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Part VIII Checklist for submitting your
report for LABC legal review
Your legal reviewer is part of a dedicated team that reviews LABC Gladue reports
for potential legal issues, advocacy, and opinion. They are practising lawyers who go
before judges and can provide valuable advice. Your legal reviewer’s edits help you deliver
high-quality Gladue reports to the court. It is recommended you accept their changes.
When you submit your report for legal review, include a brief explanation to set out some
of the circumstances. Include the type of report (sentencing, bail etc.), the charge, if the
subject plead guilty or was found guilty, context surrounding the subject’s relation to the
victim (i.e., partner, children, nephew or niece, stranger, etc.), and particular circumstances
about that victim (e.g., minor, intellectual disability), sentencing positions for Crown and
defence, and support in the subject’s community. Your explanation provides the reviewer
with a preview of your report and will answer common questions for the reviewer.
For each report, review the following checklist to double-check your work. The checklist
will help you to see if you have missed important information and present your report
in a professional court-ready format. You can add items to the checklist for areas of
personal growth.

Gladue report checklist
Basic information completed
Confidentiality notice: Does the notice appear at the top of your report?
Demographic information: Subject’s name and age, date, and place of birth.
Date you finished the report.
Proper name(s) of the Indigenous community
Assigned band name (e.g., Cayoose Creek First Nation).
Traditional name (e.g., Sekw’el’was).
Court and case information
Did you use the correct court file number and confirm with defence counsel and/or
Court Services Online (justice.gov.bc.ca/cso/esearch/criminal/partySearch.do)?
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Summary of the offence(s)
Did you confirm the offence convictions with the Report to Crown Counsel (RCC),
defence counsel, and Court Services Online?
Have any/all discrepancies in the RCC been resolved?
Information sources (collaterals and documents)
Did you list all people you contacted?
Did you note the method you used to contact them?
Did you note the relationship of all collaterals to the subject?
Have you listed the people you tried to contact but were not able to speak with and
provide reasons why?
Did you list all the documents you reviewed to prepare the report and provide full
citations?
Did you follow the same format throughout your list?

Information courts need for sentencing (718.2(e))
First set of circumstances
Did you identify the Gladue factors that apply to the subject?
Did you contextualize how those Gladue factors manifested in the subject’s life?
Did you communicate the impact of those Gladue factors in the subject’s life, their
family, their community, their Nation?
Did you connect the subject’s trauma (historical and current) to their interactions
with the criminal justice system?
Second set of circumstances
Did you provide information on the community’s perspective, needs, and
alternatives to incarceration?
Did you provide information on the “Aboriginal perspective” (i.e., laws, customs,
and traditions of the relevant Nation)?
If you included information on Indigenous law, did you quote your source and not
state your own opinion about what is law and what is not law?
If you referenced a written document on Indigenous law, did you append the
document to your report (if possible)?
Did you include culturally sensitive, appropriate, and responsive options to address
the underlying cause of the criminal conduct?
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Options for sentencing
Do the options address each of the Gladue factors you identified (e.g., addictions
and trauma counselling)?
Did you try to include options that might be more culturally sensitive, appropriate,
and responsive?
Do the options reflect the needs/recommendations of the subject’s community?
Do the options address the available services, or lack of services, in the
subject’s community?
Did you suggest practical alternatives to incarceration that are available or
can be set in place in the subject’s community?
Where possible, do the options include ways of upholding the practices, customs,
and traditions of the relevant Indigenous group?
Where possible, do the options include information about ways of upholding
Indigenous law, whether through an existing program or by other means?
Information for recommended treatment programs
What are the intake dates? Is a bed available on the date of sentencing? If not,
when could the subject be admitted? (This may determine whether the subject
goes to treatment or jail.)
Is there is a wait list? If so, how long is it? Can other options support the subject
in the meantime? What program can the subject participate in until the desired
program is available?
Do special circumstances, such as the COVID-19 pandemic, prevent the subject from
being accepted into a program in a timely way?
Is the subject eligible for the program? Do they meet the entrance criteria if required?
(For example, sentences involving a sexual component or arson may prevent the
subject from attending some residential treatment programs; some programs are
based on referral while others also work on self-referral; some programs require that
community counselling be completed prior to admittance and sometimes for a
specific amount of sessions).
How long is the program?
Is it a day program or a residential treatment facility?
Does the program allow the subject to keep their job?
Does participating in the program affect the subject’s family?
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Who will pay for the subject to attend the treatment centre?
Is the program publicly funded?
Does the subject need to be on social assistance?
How will the subject be transported to the treatment centre?
Did you say whether the subject wants to take part in the proposed options?
Did you include application and contact information for program registration
and/or assessment?
Did you include supports the subject may need to succeed with the proposed
options (e.g., housing or drug treatment, etc.)?
Information for community-based options or other options that are not
formal programs
Who would organize it? Did they confirm their willingness and availability? Did you
include their contact information?
If your options include Elder involvement, which Elders will participate and did you
confirm their willingness and availability? Did you include their contact information?
Why is this option relevant to the subject?
Did you explain culturally specific interventions and ceremonies (e.g., potlatch) as
thoroughly as possible?
What does the option entail? (What would be done and addressed? What is the
schedule and length?) If the schedule cannot be determined because of the nature of
the intervention, did you provide an explanation?
If you cannot explain details about a ceremony or intervention (e.g., if it is sacred and
not shared with outsiders), did you explain why and the relevance of the
ceremony/intervention to the subject?

Information courts need for bail
Does your Gladue report contextualize the personal circumstances of the subject
within the broader historical circumstances of Indigenous peoples (analogous to the
first set of circumstances)?
Did you describe the subject’s relationship with their family and the kind of support
the family can provide?
If the family cannot provide support, did you explain why? If the subject has broken
relationships, did you explain that in the context of Indigenous peoples’ history?
Did you describe the subject’s social network? If the subject has a limited network, did
you discuss that in the historical and systemic context?
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Did you check with counsel to confirm which of the three grounds of detention may be
of concern to the judge? Did you try to provide information to help the judge address
these concerns?
Did you include information on how the relevant Indigenous law, customs, culture,
beliefs, traditions, and community standards can support the accused to address the
three grounds of detention (analogous to the second set of circumstances)?
Did you discuss the subject’s ability to provide a surety?
If the subject has prior convictions, did you contextualize them within the
subject’s historical trauma in their life (especially if the subject has previous
failure to comply convictions)?
Did you make sure not to refer to the current charge or the subject’s remorse
or lack of remorse?
Did you make sure not to use words that would erode the presumption of innocence
(i.e., offender or rehabilitation)?

Options for bail
Did you provide options to help the judge address concerns they might have
pertaining to the three grounds of detention?
If your plan includes a recommended treatment program, did you go through the
checklist above (“Information for recommended treatment programs,” page 184)?
If you included community-based options or other options that are not a formal
program, did you go through the checklist above (“Information for community-based
options or other options that are not formal programs,” page 185)?

Writing the sacred story
Does your report flow smoothly? Did you write the story in a linear (chronological) way
that is easy for the reader to follow?
If you used research, did you refer to your sources (including page numbers) and
provide full citations? Did you provide citation consistently?
Did you use transitionary words between sentences (i.e., moreover, additionally,
however, therefore, in addition)?
Did you address conflicting information and inconsistencies?
Have you omitted any information?
Did you write in a clear manner?
Did you avoid including unnecessary or repetitive information?
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Part VIII Checklist

Neutrality
Did you eliminate opinion, advocacy, blame, and causative language?
Is your writing neutral, balanced, and objective?

Editing (style, structure, clarity, format, grammar, etc.)
Is the font consistent in style, size, and colour?
Did you use a consistent style for lists (e.g., lists of people contacted)?
Is your capitalization choice accurate and consistent?
Is your text alignment consistent (i.e., left or justified)?
Did you present headings in a way that separates them from text body (i.e., bold,
italicized etc.)?
Did you move orphaned headings (at the bottom of the page, followed by a page
break and blank space) to the top of the next page?
Did you eliminate inconsistent editing styles and formats?
Did you follow the editing suggestions on page 180 about using numbers?
Did you use acronyms consistently after the first use of repetitive and long titles (e.g.,
MCFD instead of Ministry of Children and Family Development)?
Did you spell names consistently?
Did you use professional language in a neutral tone?
Did you avoided using slang and contractions?
Did you put quotation marks around quoted information and indent long quotations?
Did you proofread your writing and use spell check set to Canadian style?
Did you use consistent tense, either past or present?
Did you check for fragmented and run-on sentences?
Did you check for punctuation?

Addressing legal issues
Did you follow provided guidelines to write about a person under past or present care
of MCFD?
Did you follow provided guidelines about disclosing past criminal behaviours (for the
subject or a third party)?
Did you make sure not to include new facts relating to the offence, or suggest a new
version of the facts?

Part VIII Checklist
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Did you make sure to exclude the collateral’s opinion about the subject’s guilt or
discussion of the incident?
Did you substantiate and corroborate facts as much as possible?
If the subject pleaded guilty, did you make sure not to include statements that are
inconsistent with the plea?
If the subject has a co-accused, did you make sure not to include comments about
them?
If the subject committed the crime against a minor, did you copy the language used in
the disclosure material to identify them (often using only their initials)?

Report review
Did you review your report with the subject?

Credentials
Did you include a copy of your résumé, or provide your qualifications after your
signature?

Release of information/consent forms
Did you submit scanned copies of the Consent to a Gladue Report and the Release of
Information forms to the Gladue coordinator?

Submission to legal review
Did you provide a brief explanation of the type of report (sentencing, bail etc.), the
charge, if the subject plead guilty or was found guilty, a brief description of the victim
(i.e., partner), sentencing positions for Crown and defence, and support in the
subject’s community?

Personal development areas
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Part VIII Checklist

Conclusion
In BC, Gladue principles are finally receiving attention they deserve. New service
providers are emerging and contributing to Gladue work by coordinating and funding
Gladue reports. LABC published this guide as a resource for Gladue report writers,
service providers, and those who would like to learn more about the importance of
Gladue principles and reports and their context.
LABC acknowledges the validity of the different approaches in Canada to Gladue
principles and issues described in this guide. LABC endeavours to contribute to further
conversations for better practices.

This guide does not have answers
to every question or issue around
Gladue, as the law and practices
are evolving quickly. These laws
and practices are also linked to
other important work such as the
revitalization of Indigenous law
and the ways of working with
people who face injustices and
trauma to name a few. As these
areas continue to develop, Gladue
reports will continue to evolve.
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Appendix 1 Indigenous languages
and Nations in BC
Many Indigenous legal concepts are embedded in languages. Following this, the Truth
and Reconciliation Commission stated that “the revitalization of Indigenous law and
governance systems depends on the revitalization of Indigenous languages” (Final Report,
vol. 6, p. 74). According to the First Peoples’ Cultural Council and the Royal BC Museum,
Indigenous peoples whose territories are within the boundaries of BC have 34 different
languages. You can find information on the 34 different languages by viewing the First
Peoples’ Cultural Council’s interactive map on BC’s diverse languages at maps.fpcc.ca.
According to them, these are 50 percent of Indigenous languages in Canada, and they can
be organized into seven language families, spread across the territory as shown in the
map below.
This map is based on information gathered by the First Peoples’ Cultural Council. (A more
detailed and updated version of this map can be found on maps.fpcc.ca.) According to
them, British Columbia is home to 204 First Nation communities. For more information, go
to learning.royalbcmuseum.bc.ca/entries/language-map/.

Reproduced with permission from the First Peoples’ Cultural Council and Royal BC Museum.
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Appendix 2 Templates
Templates are provided on the following pages as guides for LABC Gladue report writers.
Gladue writers may reorder sections, remove/change headings, etc., but include all
information noted if applicable. A variety of templates is used in different Gladue
programs, each with their own preferences. The templates provided here are in line with
the LABC approach to Gladue reports outlined in this guide. They are not intended to
undermine the important work and templates by other writers and service providers in
Canada.
LABC provides templates specific to three stages of the proceedings:
♦ sentencing hearing (this template can also be used for DO/LTO hearings)
♦ bail hearing
♦ resolution discussions
These templates were prepared with the different stages (sentencing, bail, and resolution
discussions) in mind. As discussed previously, Gladue principles also apply to other
situations (see page ix) and these templates may need to be adapted to reflect the specific
needs of these situations.
A template for an email to introduce yourself to the lawyer is also included.
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Gladue Report for [Subject’s Name] — Sentencing Hearing
Notes for Gladue report writers
♦ Comments in brackets are provided as guides and must be removed before
submitting the Gladue report.
♦ See page 57 for information on Gladue reports for sentencing.
♦ If the subject has concerns about portions of the report being read aloud in
court, see page 134 for more information and add the following note to the
top of the Gladue report under the confidentiality warning: “The information
on page 00, paragraph 00, to page 00, paragraph 00, is sensitive. It is asked
that judicial actors not discuss this information out loud in open court.”
The information contained in this Gladue report is confidential and intended for the use of
the individual named below and the court hearing. Copying, distributing, or disseminating
this report to third parties is prohibited.
Contact information
Name:
Date of birth:
Age:
Place of birth:
Address:
Indigenous community and Nation:
[List all communities and Nations that apply to the subject.]
Court and case information
Court:
Court file number(s):
Defence counsel:
Court date:
Gladue report for a sentencing hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Offence(s) committed:
Committed on territory of:
[List Indigenous Nation/community.]
Information sources
People contacted for the preparation of this report:
[List the names of people you successfully contacted to prepare your report and those you
tried to contact.]
1.
2.
3.
Documents reviewed for the preparation of this report:
[List the documents and websites you reviewed to prepare your report.]
1.
2.
3.
Information about [subject’s name]
[See page 57 for direction on Gladue reports at sentencing. For DO/LTO, see page 118.]
Personal and family history:
[Describe the subject’s personal history, taking the subject from birth to their current age.]
[Describe the subject’s family history. Include relationships with their relatives, partners,
friends, etc., and any incidents that have affected the family and the subject such as
intergenerational trauma and attendance at Indian Residential School or Indian Day
School.]
Current circumstances:
[Describe the subject’s current life circumstances, including the following.]
Residence:
[Include details about the subject’s current residence and if they would like to live
somewhere else after sentencing.]

Gladue report for a sentencing hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Finances:
[Include details about the subject’s current finances and their view of money generally.]
Employment:
[Include details about the subject’s current job and their employment generally.]
Education:
[Include details about the subject’s education and their goals for future education.]
Health:
[Describe the subject’s health, including physical, mental, or cognitive impairments such
as FASD, including substance misuse.]
Network:
[Describe the subject’s network, including friends, family, or supportive organizations, and
their influence on the subject. Include offers of support for the subject.]
Personal goals and attributes:
[Describe the subject’s personal goals and attributes. Include programs, training, and
other opportunities they have taken or would like to take such as training for
employment.]
Attitude toward and understanding of the offence:
[Describe the subject’s attitude and their understanding of the offence.]
[Subject’s name] Indigenous community and Nation
History of the Indigenous community and Nation:
[Provide information about the subject’s Indigenous community(s) and Nation(s) and their
connections to it. Explain any effects of colonization on the community and Nation,
including intergenerational effects of Indian Residential School or Indian Day School. This
is specific to the Nation or community and may be different than the subject and their
family experienced.]
Community’s perspective:
[Provide information about the community’s perspective. See page 71 for more
information.]
Aboriginal perspective: Indigenous law, practices, customs and traditions:
[Provide information about relevant Indigenous law, practices, customs, and traditions. If
you have this information, explain how it can apply to the subject’s situation. See page 75
for more information.]

Gladue report for a sentencing hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Summary
[Summarize in point form the subject’s background. Include Gladue factors that affected
them.]
[Summarize in point form the community’s perspective.]
[If you included it, remind the court of the presence of relevant Indigenous law, practices,
customs, traditions and ways of upholding them.]
Attitude toward previous and proposed options
[If the subject attended previous treatment(s) or was the subject of previous
intervention(s), provide their thoughts around these and why they worked or did not work.
Include comments on the subject’s attitude toward the options provided in this report.]
Options
[Provide details about options you include — e.g., a treatment centre or other culturally
relevant intervention such as a ceremony. See page 109 for more information.]
Respectfully submitted,
[Insert your electronic signature]
Gladue Report Writer, on ___________________ (date)
Writer’s qualifications
Brief summary:
[Briefly summarize your education, qualifications, and experience.]
Appendix — Indigenous Law Resources [if applicable] [See page 253 for more
information.]

Gladue report for a sentencing hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Gladue Report for [Subject’s Name] — Bail Hearing
Notes for Gladue report writers
♦ Comments in brackets are provided as guides and must be removed before
submitting the Gladue report.
♦ See page 110 for information on Gladue reports for bail hearings.
♦ If the subject has concerns about portions of the report being read aloud in
court, see page 134 for more information and add the following note to the
top of the Gladue report under the confidentiality warning: “The information
on page 00, paragraph 00, to page 00, paragraph 00, is sensitive. It is asked
that judicial actors not discuss this information out loud in open court.”
The information contained in this Gladue report is confidential and intended for the use of
the individual named below and the court hearing. Copying, distributing, or disseminating
this report to third parties is prohibited.
Contact information
Name:
Date of birth:
Age:
Place of birth:
Address:
Indigenous community and Nation:
[List all communities and Nations that apply to the subject.]
Court and case information
Court:
Court file number(s):
Defence counsel:

Gladue report for a bail hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Court date:
Accusations:
Allegedly committed on territory of:
[List Indigenous Nation/community.]
Information sources
People contacted for the preparation of this report:
[List the names of people you successfully contacted to prepare your report and those you
tried to contact.]
1.
2.
3.
Documents reviewed for the preparation of this report:
[List the documents and websites you reviewed to prepare your report.]
1.
2.
3.
Information about [subject’s name]
[See page 110 for direction on Gladue reports at bail.]
Personal and family history:
[Describe the subject’s personal history, taking the subject from birth to their current age.]
[Describe the subject’s family history. Include relationships with their relatives, partners,
friends, etc., and any incidents that have affected the family and the subject such as
intergenerational trauma and attendance at Indian Residential School or Indian Day School.]
Current circumstances:
[Describe the subject’s current life circumstances, including the following.]
Residence:
[Include details about the subject’s current residence and where they would live if
released on bail.]

Gladue report for a bail hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Finances:
[Include details about the subject’s current finances and their view of money generally.]
Employment:
[Include details about the subject’s current job and their employment generally.]
Education:
[Include details about the subject’s education and their goals for future education.]
Health:
[Describe the subject’s health, including physical, mental, or cognitive impairments such
as FASD, including substance misuse.]
Network:
[Describe the subject’s network, including friends, family, or supportive organizations,
and their influence on the subject. Include offers of support for the subject.]
Personal goals and attributes:
[Describe the subject’s personal goals and attributes. Include programs, training,
and other opportunities they have taken or would like to take such as training
for employment.]
[Subject’s name] Indigenous community and Nation
History of the Indigenous community and Nation:
[Provide information about the subject’s Indigenous community(s) and Nation(s) and
their connections to it. Explain any effects of colonization on the community and Nation,
including intergenerational effects of Indian Residential School or Indian Day School.
This is specific to the Nation or community and may be different than the subject and
their family experienced.]
Community’s perspective:
[Provide information about the community’s perspective. See page 71 for more
information and page 110 for adaptations for bail.]
Indigenous law, customs, culture, beliefs, traditions, and community standards:
[Provide information about relevant Indigenous law, customs, culture, beliefs, traditions,
and community standards that apply to the subject’s situation. See pages 75 and 114.]

Gladue report for a bail hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Summary
[Summarize in point form the subject’s background. Include Gladue factors that
affected them.]
[Summarize in point form the community’s perspective.]
[If you included it, remind the court of the presence of relevant Indigenous law, customs,
culture, beliefs, traditions, and community standards, and possible ways to uphold them.]
Options
[Provide details about options you include — e.g., a treatment centre or other culturally
relevant intervention such as a ceremony. See page 117.]
Respectfully submitted,
[Insert your electronic signature]
Gladue Report Writer, on ___________________ (date)
Writer’s qualifications
Brief summary:
[Briefly summarize your education, qualifications, and experience.]
Appendix — Indigenous Law Resources [if applicable] [See page 253 for more information.]

Gladue report for a bail hearing
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Gladue Report for [Subject’s Name] — Resolution
Discussions
Notes for Gladue report writers
♦ Comments in brackets are provided as guides and must be removed before
submitting the Gladue report.
♦ See page 55 for information on Gladue reports for resolution discussions.
♦ If the subject has concerns about portions of the report being read aloud in
court, see page 134 for more information and add the following note to the
top of the Gladue report under the confidentiality warning: “The information
on page 00, paragraph 00, to page 00, paragraph 00, is sensitive. It is asked
that judicial actors not discuss this information out loud in open court.”]
The information contained in this Gladue report is confidential and intended for the use of
the individual named below and the court hearing. Copying, distributing, or disseminating
this report to third parties is prohibited.
Contact information
Name:
Date of birth:
Age:
Place of birth:
Address:
Indigenous community and Nation:
[List all communities and Nations that apply to the subject.]
Court and case information
Court:
Court file number(s):

Gladue report for resolution discussions
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Defence counsel:
Court date:
Accusations:
Allegedly committed on territory of:
[List Indigenous Nation/community.]
Information sources
People contacted for the preparation of this report:
[List the names of people you successfully contacted to prepare your report and those
you tried to contact.]
1.
2.
3.
Documents reviewed for the preparation of this report:
[List the documents and websites you reviewed to prepare your report.]
1.
2.
3.
Information about [subject’s name]
[See page 121 for direction on Gladue reports for resolution discussions.]
Personal and family history
[Describe the subject’s personal history, taking the subject from birth to their
current age.]
[Describe the subject’s family history. Include relationships with their relatives,
partners, friends, etc., and any incidents that have affected the family and the
subject such as intergenerational trauma and attendance at Indian Residential
School or Indian Day School.]

Gladue report for resolution discussions
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Current circumstances
[Describe the subject’s current life circumstances, including the following.]
Residence:
[Include details about the subject’s current residence and where they would like to live if
an agreement results from resolution discussions; adapt this to the type of resolution
discussion the report is prepared for; see pages 55 and 121.]
Finances:
[Include details about the subject’s current finances and their view of money generally.]
Employment:
[Include details about the subject’s current job and their employment generally.]
Education:
[Include details about the subject’s education and their goals for future education.]
Health:
[Describe the subject’s health, including physical, mental, or cognitive impairments such
as FASD, including substance misuse.]
Network:
[Describe the subject’s network, including friends, family, or supportive organizations, and
their influence on the subject. Include offers of support for the subject.]
Personal goals and attributes:
[Describe the subject’s personal goals and attributes. Include programs, training,
and other opportunities they have taken or would like to take such as training
for employment.]
[Subject’s name] Indigenous community and Nation
History of the Indigenous community and Nation:
[Provide information about the subject’s Indigenous community(s) and Nation(s) and
their connections to it. Explain any effects of colonization on the community and Nation,
including intergenerational effects of Indian Residential School or Indian Day School.
This is specific to the Nation or community and may be different than the subject and
their family experienced.]
Community’s perspective:
[Provide information about the community’s perspective. See page 71 for more
information and page 121 for adaptations for resolution discussions.]

Gladue report for resolution discussions
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Aboriginal perspective: Indigenous law, practices, customs and traditions:
[Provide information about relevant Indigenous law, practices, customs, and traditions. If
you have this information, explain how it can apply to the subject’s situation. See pages 75
and 121 for more information.]
Summary
[Summarize in point form the subject’s background. Include Gladue factors that
affected them.]
[Summarize in point form the community’s perspective.]
[If you included it, remind the court of the presence of relevant Indigenous law,
practices, customs, and traditions, and possible ways to uphold them.]
Options
[Provide details about options you include — e.g., a treatment centre or other culturally
relevant intervention such as a ceremony. Keep in mind there is likely no finding of guilt at
this point. Be cautious of your language in the report. See page 121.]
Respectfully submitted,
[Insert your electronic signature]
Gladue Report Writer, on ___________________ (date)
Writer’s qualifications
Brief summary:
[Briefly summarize your education, qualifications, and experience.]
Appendix — Indigenous Law Resources [if applicable] [See page 253 for more information.]

Gladue report for resolution discussions
Report subject: Xxxx Xxxxxxxxxx

page x of x
Date of report: Xxxxx xx, 20xx

Introductory email to lawyer
This is the approach taken by the LABC Gladue Program up until March 31, 2021.
[Date]
Hello [lawyer’s name],
I am writing to introduce myself as the Gladue Report writer, assigned to prepare a report
for [subject’s name]. As a Gladue writer on the Legal Aid BC (LABC) Gladue Report Writers
Roster, I will comply with the criteria and standards established by LABC.
To prepare a comprehensive report, I am requesting the following information and
documents:
1.

particulars from Crown counsel

2.

contact information for Crown counsel

3.

copy of Information/Indictment and criminal record check

4.

sentencing positions of both Crown and defence

5.

the charges your client pleaded guilty to or was found guilty of

6.

the Agreed Statement of Facts (if there is one)

7.

if the facts that your client pleaded guilty to, or was found guilty of, are
different than those stated in the Report to Crown Counsel and there is
no Agreed Statement of Facts, an explanation of how they differ

8.

mandatory minimum sentences for the offence(s) if applicable

9.

applicable court dates

10. any documentation that will give me better insight into your client’s past
and current situation, including medical diagnosis, social services history,
and copies of relevant reports
11. copy of pre-sentence report and psychiatric/psychological assessment
(if not available, advise if these have been ordered by the court)
12. information about any cognitive, mental, or physical impairment, or other
issues that may require special consideration and/or accommodation in
the report process
13. contact information for your client, family, and community members to
be interviewed
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14. an executed Consent to a Gladue Report and Consent to Release Information
signed by your client
Please discuss with your client the purpose and process of the Gladue report so they will
be expecting my call.
Once I receive the requested information and documents, I will require eight weeks to
complete the report. I will submit the completed report to you and Crown counsel one
week prior to the hearing. Defence or Crown is responsible to file the report with the
registry.
I will invoice you for payment once the report is submitted to you and ask that you
promptly submit it to LABC for reimbursement. This will ensure timely payment for my
services.
I am available by phone or email if you have any questions throughout the report process.
Thank you in advance for your assistance and I look forward to working with you.
Regards,
[your name]
Gladue Report Writer
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Appendix 3 A brief guide to APA and
McGill citation styles
The American Psychological Association (APA) citation style
The APA style book, called the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association
(now in its seventh edition), should be available at most libraries. Parts of the guide are
free to access online (apastyle.apa.org/style-grammar-guidelines), but there are also a few
college and university sites that cover the basics of APA style. These include Purdue OWL
(from Purdue University in Indiana; see owl.purdue.edu/owl/research_and_citation
/apa_style/) and the Douglas College library (guides.douglascollege.ca/APA-7).
APA style requires a full list of references (also known as a bibliography, and placed at
the beginning for Gladue reports), and references in parentheses in the main text when
paraphrasing and quoting.
♦ Paraphrasing:
Gone (2013) found that it was a predictable outcome that the Aboriginal students who went
through such circumstances would end up suppressing their emotion and self-expression (p.
691).

♦ Quoting:

As Gone (2013) noted, “suppression of emotion and self-expression in the lives of Aboriginal
students was a predictable outcome of such circumstances” (p. 691).

The list of references provides full citations of all the sources that you quote or refer to.
Here is the citation for the above example:

Gone, Joseph P. (2013). Redressing First Nations historical trauma: Theorizing mechanisms for
indigenous culture as mental health treatment. Transcultural Psychiatry, 50(5), 683-706.
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Work by multiple authors
Two authors
Separate names with a comma and ampersand (&).
Soto, C. J., & John, O. P. (2017).

More than two authors

Separate names with commas, and use an ampersand before the last name.
Nguyen, T., Carnevale, J. J., Scholer, A. A., Miele, D. B., & Fujita, K. (2019).

Organization as author

This includes corporations and government agencies. List the name of the organization
where you’d normally put the author’s name. The organization shouldn’t be an
abbreviation, although you may have used it in the main text.
When a work has multiple layers of group authorship (for example, the Office of the
Historian, which is a part of the Department of State), list the most specific agency as the
author and the parent agency as the publisher.
Bureau of International Organization Affairs. (2018). U.S. contributions to international
organizations, 2017 [Annual report]. U.S. Department of State. https://www.state.gov
/u-s-contributions-to-international-organizations/

Legislation

Abbreviations are used for the published volume:
♦ RSC — Revised Statutes of Canada, last revised in 1985. The chapter number
includes the first letter of the name of the act.
♦ SC — Statutes of Canada, for federal statutes passed after 1985. There are no
letters in the chapter number.
♦ RSBC — Revised Statutes of British Columbia, last revised in 1996.
♦ SBC — Statutes of British Columbia, for statutes passed after 1996.
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Name of statute, published volume YYYY, chapter number in published volume, a pinpoint to
specific section (if any).
Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c. C – 46, s. 718.2(e).
Youth Criminal Justice Act, SC 2002, c. 1.

Parental Responsibility Act, SBC 2001, c. 45.

Cases

Always use the neutral citation when available. Neutral citations are a simple and unique
identification system that Canadian courts started to assign to judgments in 1999. This
citation has four parts:
♦ the style of cause or case name (in italics)
♦ the year of the decision
♦ the abbreviation of the court (e.g., BCSC for British Columbia Supreme Court)
♦ the decision number
R v Florence, 2013 BCSC 194.

R v Ipeelee, 2012 SCC 13.

R v Lawson, 2012 BCCA 508.

If a neutral citation was not assigned to the judgment, provide other information such as
the printed reporter it was published in and the volume number.
R v Gladue, [1999] 1 SCR 688.

When the case’s jurisdiction is not clear, include it in parentheses:
R v Sim, [2005] OJ No 4432 (ONCA).
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Books
Author, A. A. (Year of publication). Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle. Publisher Name.

Stoneman, R. (2008). Alexander the Great: A life in legend. Yale University Press.

Chapter in a book

Author, A. A., & Author, B. B. (Year of publication). Title of chapter. In E. E. Editor & F. F. Editor
(Eds.), Title of work: Capital letter also for subtitle (pp. pages of chapter). Publisher.

Articles

Author, A. A., Author, B. B., & Author, C. C. (Year). Title of article. Title of Periodical, volume
number (issue number), pages. https://doi.org/xx.xxx/yyyy
Scruton, R. (1996). The eclipse of listening. The New Criterion, 15(3), 5–13.

Baniya, S., & Weech, S. (2019). Data and experience design: Negotiating community-oriented
digital research with service-learning. Purdue Journal of Service-Learning and International
Engagement, 6(1), 11–16. https://doi.org/10.5703/1288284316979

Reports

Lastname, F. M., & Lastname, F. M. (Year). Title of report. Organization Name. URL.

Organization Name. (Year). Title of report. URL.

Palanker, D., Volk, J., Lucia, K., & Thomas, K. (2018). Mental health parity at risk: Deregulating
the individual market and the impact on mental health coverage. National Alliance on Mental
Illness. https://www.nami.org/About-NAMI/Publications-Reports
/Public-Policy-Reports/Parity-at-Risk/ParityatRisk.pdf
United States Government Accountability Office. (2019). Performance and accountability
report: Fiscal year 2019. https://www.gao.gov/assets/710/702715.pdf

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. (2015). Canada’s Residential Schools: The
History, Part 2 1939-2000, The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of
Canada, vol 1. http://nctr.ca/assets/reports/Final%20Reports/Volume
_1_History_Part_1_English_Web.pdf
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Dissertations or theses
Lastname, F. M. (Year). Title of dissertation/thesis (Publication No.) [Doctoral
dissertation/Master’s thesis, Name of Institution Awarding the Degree]. Database or Archive
Name.

Angeli, E. L. (2012). Networks of communication in emergency medical services (Publication No.
3544643) [Doctoral dissertation, Purdue University]. ProQuest Dissertations Publishing.

Samson, J. M. (2016). Human trafficking and globalization [Unpublished doctoral dissertation].
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University.

Canadian Guide to Uniform Legal Citation (McGill Guide)

The Canadian Guide to Uniform Legal Citation, now in its ninth edition, is one of the most
used citation guides by Canadian legal publications. It was first published by the editors of
the McGill Law Journal and is often called “the McGill Guide.”
This citation style requires precise references in footnotes for both paraphrasing and quotes:
♦ Paraphrasing
Gone found that it was a predictable outcome that the Aboriginal students who went through
such circumstances would end up suppressing their emotion and self-expression.1
1 Joseph P. Gone, “Redressing First Nations Historical Trauma: Theorizing Mechanisms for
Indigenous Culture as Mental Health Treatment” (2013) 50:5 Transcultural Psychiatry
683 at 691.

♦ Quoting

As Gone noted, “suppression of emotion and self-expression in the lives of Aboriginal students
was a predictable outcome of such circumstances.”1
Joseph P. Gone, “Redressing First Nations Historical Trauma: Theorizing Mechanisms for
Indigenous Culture as Mental Health Treatment” (2013) 50:5 Transcultural Psychiatry
683 at 691.

1

Gladue reports require a list of references (a bibliography). Citations in footnotes and in
the bibliography are formatted a little differently. For example, in the bibliography, names
are inverted so that the last name of the author comes first, followed by a period. (See
page E-4 of the ninth edition).
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The first time you refer to a particular source, give the full citation in a footnote. If you plan
to cite this source again, create a short title (to be used for subsequent references) and place
it inside brackets at the end of the citation. When you cite this source again, write either the
full title or the shortened version, and “supra note 5” (or whichever original footnote contains
the full citation). (See pages E-6 to E-9 of the McGill Guide for more information.)
If two notes are consecutive and refer to the same source, the second note should be ibid.
For example:
1
2

Kadlak v Nunavut (Minister of Sustainable Development), 2001 NUCJ 1 [Kadlak].
Ibid at para 12.

5

Kadlak, supra note 1 at para 15.

7

R v W (R), [1992] 2 SCR 122 at para 1.

10 R

v W (R), supra note 7 at para 3.

11

Ibid at para 5.

14

James E Ryan, “The Supreme Court and Voluntary Integration” (2007) 121 Harv L Rev 131.

40

Ryan, supra note 14 at 132.

You must also cite specific page or paragraph numbers, called pinpoints. For a page,
simply write “at [number].” For paragraphs, write “at para [number]” or “at paras
[numbers].” Separate numbers with a comma, or an en dash (–) and not a hyphen (-) for
ranges. For example:
3R
4R

v Gladue, supra note 1 at paras 66–74.

v Ipeelee, 2012 SCC 13 at paras 66, 73.

Borrows, Canada’s Indigenous Constitution (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010)
at 91–96.
5 John
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If you have multiple references in one footnote, separate them with a semicolon:
3R v Gladue, supra note 1 at paras 66–74; R v Ipeelee, 2012 SCC 13 at paras 66, 73; John
Borrows, Canada’s Indigenous Constitution (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2010)
at 91–96.

(For more information, see pages E-6 to E-13 of McGill.)

Work by multiple authors
Two authors
Separate the names with an ampersand (&).
Footnote: David Weissbrodt & Muria Kruger, “Norms on the . . .

Bibliography: Weissbrodt, David & Muria Kruger. “Norms on the . . .

Three authors

Separate the first two authors with a comma, and use an ampersand before the third.

More than three authors
Include only the first author’s name followed by et al (no period and no italics).
Footnote: Rafael La Porta et al, “Law and Finance” . . .

Bibliography: La Porta, Rafael et al. “Law and Finance” . . .

(See E-83 of the McGill Guide.)

Legislation
Footnotes and bibliography:
Anti-terrorism Act, SC 2001, c 41.

The McGill Guide cites statutes in almost the exact same way as the APA, except that
McGill does not use periods after c (for chapter) and s (for section):
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McGill:
Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c C – 46, s 718.2(e).

APA:

Criminal Code, RSC 1985, c. C – 46, s. 718.2(e).

If using McGill style, refer to the APA section above (and chapter 2 of McGill).

Cases
Footnotes and bibliography:
Delgamuukw v British Columbia, [1997] 3 SCR 1010.

This is the same as APA style. See above (and chapter 3 of McGill).

Books
Footnotes:
Philip Girard, Bora Laskin: Bringing Law to Life (Toronto: University of Toronto Press for the
Osgoode Society for Canadian Legal History, 2005) at 20.

Gabriel J Chin, “Race, the War on Drugs and Collateral Consequences of Criminal Conviction” in
Christopher Mele & Teresa A Miller, eds, Civil Penalties, Social Consequences (New York:
Routledge, 2005) 43 at 45.
“43 at 45”—chapter starts on page 43, pinpoint is page 45

Bibliography:

Christians, Allison, Samuel A Donaldson & Philip F Postlewaite. United States International
Taxation, 2nd ed (New Providence, NJ: LexisNexis, 2011).

Borrows, John. “Wampum at Niagara: The Royal Proclamation, Canadian Legal History, and
Self-Government” in Michael Asch, ed, Aboriginal and Treaty Rights in Canada: Essays on Law,
Equity, and Respect for Difference (Vancouver: UBC Press, 1997) 155.

(See E-86 of the McGill Guide for books, and E-92 for chapters in books.)
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Articles
Footnotes:
John Borrows, “Creating an Indigenous Legal Community” (2005) 50:1 McGill LJ 153
at 155 (QL).

“50:1”—volume 50, issue 1
“153 at 155”—article starts on page 153, pinpoint is page 155
“QL”—the electronic service

Naomi Wolf, “Take the Shame Out of Rape”, The Guardian (25 November 2005), online:
<www.guardian.co.uk>.

Bill Curry, “PM, Premiers Work Out Deal on Aboriginal Health Care”, The Globe and Mail (26
November 2005), A4.

Bibliography:

Borrows, John. “With or Without You: First Nations Law (in Canada)” (1996) 41 McGill LJ 629.

(See E-98 of the McGill Guide for newspaper articles and E-83 for articles in academic
journals.)

Abbreviating names of journals
The McGill Guide has a list of standard abbreviations for journals. For journals that are not
on this list, you can follow these rules (taken from page E-85):
♦ And = & (with a space before and after)
♦ Association = Assoc
♦ Bulletin = Bull
♦ Canada or Canadian = Can
♦ Gazette = Gaz
♦ International = Intl
♦ Law = L
♦ Legal = Leg
♦ Journal = J
♦ Review = Rev
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♦ Quarterly = Q
♦ University = U
♦ Yearbook = YB
Write out in full any word that does not appear above. Omit the words of and the from the
abbreviation. Close up two or more capital letters (e.g., JL Policy & Freedom); separate two
lowercased words with a space.

Government reports
Footnotes:
Canada, Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing, Reforming Electoral
Democracy, vol 4 (Ottawa: Communication Group, 1991) at 99.

Statistics Canada, Police-Reported Crime Statistics in Canada, 2011, by Shannon Brennan,
Catalogue No 82-002-X (Ottawa: Statistics Canada, 11 October 2012).

Bibliography:

Canada. Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party Financing, Reforming Electoral
Democracy, vol 4 (Ottawa: Communication Group, 1991).

(See E-61 of the McGill Guide.)

Reports of inquiries and commissions
Footnote:
Canada, Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities, Who
Is Responsible? Fact Finding Report (Ottawa: Public Works and Government Services Canada,
2005) at 33.

“Canada”—jurisdiction
“Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities”—issuing body

Bibliography:

Canada. Commission of Inquiry into the Sponsorship Program and Advertising Activities, Who Is
Responsible? Fact Finding Report (Ottawa: Public Works and Government Services Canada, 2005).

See E-62 and E-63 of the McGill Guide.
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For the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada publications, remember that
there are six volumes of the final report (volume 1 being divided in two parts), as well as a
summary. There are two additional publications: The Survivors Speak and What We Have
Learned: Principles of Truth and Reconciliation.
Depending on the edition and whether you referred to the online or printed version, here
is how it should look:
Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Honouring the Truth, Reconciling for the
Future: Summary of the Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
(Montreal & Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015) at 206 [TRC, Summary].

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, Canada’s Residential Schools: The Legacy—
The Final Report of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, vol 5 (Montreal &
Kingston: McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2015) at 199 [TRC, Final Report, vol 5].

Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada, The Survivors Speak (Winnipeg: TRC, 2015).

In subsequent footnotes, you would use the title in brackets and supra:
TRC, Summary, supra note 5 at 201.

For the Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples:
Report of the Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples: Looking Forward, Looking Back, vol 1
(Ottawa: Supply and Services Canada, 1996) [Royal Commission, vol 1].

Dissertations or theses
Footnote:

Rachel Kiddell-Monroe, Global Governance for Health: A Proposal (LLM Thesis, McGill
University Faculty of Law, 2013) [unpublished].

Bibliography:

Kiddell-Monroe, Rachel. Global Governance for Health: A Proposal (LLM Thesis, McGill
University Faculty of Law, 2013) [unpublished].

(See E-97 of the McGill Guide.)
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Appendix 4 How to arrange interviews with
the subject if they’re incarcerated
This is the approach taken by the LABC Gladue Program up until March 31, 2021.
LABC has a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) in place to allow Gladue writers to
interview in-custody subjects from courthouses when an in-person interview is not possible.
To set up an interview using video equipment in the correctional centres and courthouses,
follow these instructions.
(1) Contact the courthouse
» Get the contact information for the sheriff at your local courthouse registry.
» Contact the sheriff by phone or email with your specific request and a copy
of the MOU. For example, “I need to arrange a videoconference between an
inmate at North Fraser Pretrial and me at the Kamloops courthouse. How do
I set up the videoconference?”
(2) Contact the correctional centre
» Contact the correctional centre to find out who arranges videoconferences
(usually someone in the Records Department or Sheriff Services). Arrange a
date and time to interview the report subject.
(3) Liaise between the courthouse and correctional centre
» Contact the sheriff to confirm the video equipment is available for your
arranged date and time with the correctional centre.
» Send a confirmation email to the courthouse and correctional centre staff
when the details are finalized.
(4) Interview day
» Arrive early at the courthouse to go through security. Some correctional
centre staff appreciate a phone call 5 to 15 minutes before the
videoconference to remind them who you will be interviewing and allow
them time to get the inmate in place.
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Purpose of this orientation guide
This is the approach taken by the Legal Aid BC (LABC) Gladue Program up until March 31, 2021.
LABC takes great efforts to provide people with quality Gladue reports that portray the subject’s sacred
story and meet the needs of the court. LABC welcomes you to the LABC Gladue Report Writers Roster
(roster) and provides this orientation guide (guide) to assist you in understanding your role and
responsibilities as a Gladue report writer on the LABC roster.
Please read this guide and the Gladue coordinator will schedule your orientation session to discuss this
information within 10 days of being accepted on probation to the roster.

Gladue team
LABC’s Gladue team consists of a Gladue lawyer, Gladue coordinator, and a team of legal reviewers, who
are all overseen by the manager of the Indigenous Services Department and fully supported by the
Indigenous Services Division.

LABC policies
The LABC Gladue Report Writers Roster Policy outlines policy and requirements that apply to writers on
the LABC roster. The Gladue coordinator will email you The Gladue Report Writer Roster Policy.
The Standards of Conduct Policy outlines what LABC expects of staff and contractors who work with us.
The Gladue coordinator will email you The Standards of Conduct Policy and Contractor’s Declaration.
Please read and provide your signed Contractor’s Declaration to the Gladue coordinator prior to your
orientation session.

Professional regulatory bodies
Gladue report writers who are, or become, part of a professional body such as ones that govern lawyers,
doctors, social workers, etc., are required to disclose membership to LABC. In addition, if a writer
receives or received disciplinary action from a professional body, they are required to disclose the
details and outcome of this disciplinary action to LABC in writing. For any new disciplinary action, the
writer should notify LABC within two weeks of the initial notification of the action and within two weeks
of the disciplinary decision.
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Security clearances
Criminal record check
As a Gladue report writer on the roster, you may be required to write Gladue reports for children or
vulnerable adults as defined by the Criminal Records Review Act.1 The Criminal Records Review Act
ensures that people working with or who have the potential for unsupervised access to children or
vulnerable adults undergo a criminal record check by the Criminal Records Review Program. Accordingly,
LABC requires all Gladue report writers to complete a criminal record check on joining the roster. This
criminal record check will identify if a person presents a risk of physical or sexual abuse to children or a
risk of physical, sexual, or financial abuse to vulnerable adults.
The Gladue coordinator will email you a link to complete this criminal record check.

Correctional centre security clearances
You may be required to prepare a Gladue report for a report subject in a provincial correctional centre
and will need security clearances. Contact the provincial correctional centre closest to you for
instructions to obtain clearances. Once you have security clearances with one provincial correctional
centre, you will be able to enter all provincial correctional centres.
Clearances for Correctional Services Canada (CSC) institutions are issued for individual visits. LABC does
not require you to obtain CSC clearances in advance.

Probationary period
The first three Gladue reports you submit to LABC are considered your probationary period. During this
time, you will work closely with the Gladue coordinator and a mentor, who will provide feedback. You
are encouraged to ask questions and attend LABC Gladue writer webinars.
The Gladue Writers Roster Policy and the Standards of Conduct outline LABC’s requirements of you as a
Gladue report writer on the roster. You will also receive feedback during your probationary period from
legal reviewers, the Gladue coordinator, and potentially other LABC staff involved in the Gladue
program. All of this feedback is meant to make you a more skilled Gladue report writer.
The Gladue coordinator carries out a probationary review within three weeks of you completing your
third Gladue report. Areas of consideration for the review include the evaluation feedback from each
mentorship assignment, your reception to legal review feedback, and any interactions with lawyers and
LABC Gladue team members. Your probationary review results will be provided to you in writing.

1

bclaws.ca/EPLibraries/bclaws_new/document/ID/freeside/00_96086_01
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Invoicing and payment
Under the LABC Tariffs, your invoices must indicate the report subject’s name, service dates, a
breakdown of the number of hours worked (i.e., interviewing, editing, researching), the kilometres
travelled, destination travelled to, billing rate, and a brief description of services provided.
LABC Gladue report writers are paid $1,500 per Gladue report, with the exception of dangerous
offender reports when writers are paid $2,100 per Gladue report. In addition, you can claim up to a
maximum of $150 for incurred expenses on small items such as long-distance phone calls, rental of
small meeting spaces for interviews, parking, and meterage at the current rate.
Defence counsel is responsible for paying your invoice and will receive reimbursement from LABC.
If you encounter defence counsel lawyers who have not paid you after one month, contact the Gladue
coordinator for assistance.

Confidentiality
Maintaining confidentiality when preparing a Gladue report is very important. The subject and
collaterals are sharing sensitive information with you. This is their sacred story and maintaining
confidentiality is one way to honour their story and trust. Writers should be aware of their surroundings
when interviewing and ensure nobody is able to overhear conversations. Additionally, writers must not
leave documents in open sight where others could read sensitive information.

Document security
LABC requires that Gladue report writers on the roster ensure any documents obtained or created in the
process of preparing a Gladue report are safely secured. Document security also applies to text
messages from the subject or collaterals. Examples of document security measures include:
•
•
•

physical security (locked file cabinets, restricted office access, office alarm systems)
technological security (password protection, encryption, virus protection, firewalls)
administrative controls (security clearances, access restrictions, staff training, and
confidentiality agreements)

Save documents on your computer or laptop, not your phone. Your phone is more likely to be lost than
other devices.

Record retention
As a Gladue report writer on the roster, you are required to retain records in a professional and
responsible manner. Good record keeping will help you to accurately recall information and establish
accountability for evidence obtained in preparing the Gladue report. Good record keeping is critical
if your work is called into question and you have to attend court or face complaints that the report
subject or court makes.
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When you are assigned a Gladue report, ask the person who provides you with documents if they are
giving you copies or original documents. Original documents should be returned after you have
completed the Gladue report. You may choose to keep electronic copies instead of physical copies.
It is a recommended best practice that you retain closed Gladue report files for six (6) years, starting
from the date of the last subject contact.
When disposing of Gladue report records (paper and electronic) at the end of the retention period, be
sure information is permanently destroyed in a secure manner.
Paper records should be physically destroyed before being disposed of, or recycled, to protect privacy.
Electronic records should be destroyed, erased, or purged in an irreversible manner that ensures the
information cannot be reconstructed in any way.

Production of records
Gladue report writers may be asked to produce copies of records, interview notes, and communications
exchanged through the course of writing a Gladue report. This may occur for any number of reasons,
including the following:
•
•
•
•

a Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act (FOIPPA) request
pursuant to a subpoena
a complaint made about the Gladue report writer
a complaint made about the Gladue report

Under these circumstances, it is your responsibility to produce the requested records in a timely fashion.

Gladue Report Guide
LABC has published the Gladue Report Guide as a reference to prepare and write Gladue reports. Some
legal reviewers may refer to it in their reviews.
You can access the Gladue Report Guide on the LABC website:
legalaid.bc.ca/publications/pub/gladue-report-guide

Documents to prepare Gladue reports
Introduction to lawyers
After you have received confirmation of an assignment of a Gladue report from Case Management
or the Gladue coordinator, your first step is to send the lawyer an introductory email requesting
information to start the report. A template for the email is provided as a guide in Appendix 2 of
Best Practices for Writing Gladue Reports and Understanding Gladue Principles.

Consent forms
To prepare a Gladue report, you must have a Consent to a Gladue Report form (attached) signed by the
report subject and witnessed by a third party. The Consent to a Gladue Report allows the subject of the
report to provide their consent to a Gladue report being prepared for them.
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The Consent to Release Information form (attached) gives permission to have documentation released
to you for the report’s preparation.
Defence counsel can get the report subject to sign the consent forms and give them to you. Or you can
meet with the report subject to have them sign the consent forms. If you get the signed forms from the
report subject, it is your responsibility to discuss the purpose of the forms with them and how the
information will be used.

Gladue report tracker
Good record keeping is important and necessary. Some writers have found keeping this information in a
spreadsheet is useful to track hours editing and writing reports, and distances travelled, all necessary for
your invoice.

Gladue report contents
A Gladue report is a sacred story. The subject is entrusting you to tell their story, which you translate
into a document to help the court fulfill its obligations. This obligation includes considering the unique
background factors that may have played a part in bringing an Indigenous person before the court and
Indigenous approaches as an alternative to incarceration. The Gladue report must be presented as a
professional document. Your reputation and the reputation of all Gladue report writers are at stake.
Accordingly, when preparing Gladue reports, ensure they meet LABC standards outlined here. Focusing
on what should be included in a Gladue report will help you avoid common pitfalls.

LABC Gladue report templates
Templates for LABC Gladue reports are provided as guides in Appendix 2 of Best Practices for Writing
Gladue Reports and Understanding Gladue Principles. You may reorder headings in the template if it
helps the flow of information. However, make sure to cover all information noted in the template in the
Gladue report.

Use of quotes
Make good use of quotes but do not include long rambling quotes that do not contribute to the report.
Excessively long block quotes often detract from the story and distract the reader. If you have quotes
longer than two sentences, indent the quote so it stands out.
Note the people you interviewed under Information Sources. LABC recommends that you do not
footnote these sources because it can be distracting to the reader.
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Use of numbers
Numbers in Gladue reports can create frustration for legal reviewers and writers. Both parties can follow
the guidelines in the Legal Aid BC Style Guide noted here:
• Spell out numbers one through nine, and use figures for numbers 10 and above. Use your
discretion if there are figures less than and above 10 in the same paragraph. Exceptions: parts
of a book (chapter 5), units of money ($1.50), measurement (3 km), and age/time (19 years
old; 2 hours 30 minutes). Also: s. 2 of the act; the court ruled 6 to 2.
• Percentages: Use a numeral and spell out “percent” (for example, 10 percent). Only use %
when there are many percentages in one paragraph. Be consistent.
• Use a comma in a number of four or more digits (for example, 2,000; 50,000). With the
exception of corporate financial reports, don’t put “.00” after dollar amounts unless another
figure in the same paragraph or list has a cents designation. (Jane had $5 and Jack had $3. But,
Jane had $5.00 and Jack had $3.25.)
• If you need to round numbers up or down, round them up to the next highest number when
the partial amount is 0.5 or more, and down if it’s less than 0.5 (for example, if a video is 22.75
minutes long, it would be listed as 23 minutes, but if it were 22.25 minutes long, it would be
listed as 22 minutes).
• Don’t start a sentence with a number — spell it out or rewrite the sentence.

Summary section
Include a summary section before the options section to provide a brief summary of the report subject’s
Gladue factors. Point form bullets are the easiest format for most readers to absorb quickly. The
summary section is important because judges and lawyers will often use this section as a reminder of
the Gladue factors that have impacted the report subject and may refer to it in court.

Options section
All Gladue reports must include alternative options other than jail for the judge to consider. Any options
presented need to be meaningful to the report subject and culturally appropriate.
When providing the options in your report, make sure you include the following:
1. intake dates and wait lists if applicable
2. confirmation that the report subject is eligible for the program and wants to participate
3. programs the report subject can participate in while they wait for admission to the
desired program
4. applicable applications and contact information for program registration or assessments
5. supports the report subject may need to succeed with the options (i.e., housing, drug treatment,
etc.)
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Number of collateral interviews
LABC recommends writers contact a minimum of six collaterals when preparing a report. Some writers
refer to a “snowball” approach to interviewing where the report subject may tell you the important
people they feel should be contacted. In addition, the writer may be alerted to other individuals by
collaterals or when reviewing documentation. The writer may choose to also interview these individuals
who may not have been mentioned by the report subject.
In these instances, you do not need to inform the subject that you are reaching out to other individuals
because the report subject has already provided you with their signed Consent to a Gladue Report.
Keep in mind that a subject may not have six collateral contacts or they may have more. In these
situations, do your best to contact the people who are important to the subject’s story and can provide
you with necessary information.

Writer checklist
A writer checklist is attached to help writers prepare a Gladue report. The checklist includes all
necessary parts of a Gladue report. The checklist includes all the information a Gladue report writer
should consider and is a good tool to use for each report.

Reviewing the report with the subject
The report subject has trusted you to write their sacred story and they should have an opportunity to
see how you have captured that story. Best practices in Gladue report writing includes meeting with the
subject to go over the report before it goes to legal review. It is our expectation that you will take this
step. This will allow you to catch any errors such as inaccuracies in dates or ages that are pertinent.
Report subjects should not hear details about the report for the first time in court.

Editorial review
You must feel confident that your Gladue report is in final format and court ready when you submit it to
the legal reviewer. This means that the report has no spelling errors, is consistently formatted
throughout, long quotes are indented, and the reader can easily follow the story in a chronological
manner. To ensure you have met this criteria, it is recommended you do several editorial reviews prior
to submitting the report for legal review.

Legal review
LABC Gladue reports go through a legal review process by a lawyer. During the review, the legal
reviewer will ensure the report is neutral, without advocacy, contains all the information the court
needs, and does not contain references to matters of a criminal nature where no charges were laid. The
legal reviewer will make recommendations in tracked changes in Word to make your report stronger.
Writers are encouraged to accept all reasonable changes that the legal reviewer proposes. If a writer is
unwilling to accept a reasonable change, LABC considers this when determining whether a writer
receives future reports or remains on the roster.
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Deadlines
All Gladue report writers must be able to meet strict deadlines when preparing Gladue reports. LABC
establishes the deadlines and writers are required to manage the deadlines. Managing deadlines
includes communicating with defence counsel, Crown counsel, the Gladue coordinator, and potentially
your legal reviewer when you anticipate you will not meet a deadline.
Examples of impacted deadlines and how to handle them
Example 1: A collateral is suddenly available to talk with you but the report is scheduled for legal review
tomorrow. The collateral is an important person to talk to, and you will not be able to interview and
finalize the report in time for the legal review deadline.
It is your responsibility to communicate with your legal reviewer and the Gladue coordinator about this
development. The best way to deal with this situation is to send an email to the legal reviewer and the
Gladue coordinator to reschedule the legal review by a day. Once the rescheduled legal review is
confirmed, send an email to defence counsel and Crown counsel advising them about the delay.
Example 2: You made initial contact with the subject but have since been unable to contact them, and
the lawyer is expecting the report for sentencing in two weeks. You should provide an update to
defence and Crown counsel about this situation and ask for an adjournment to complete the report. The
subject will likely appear in court for the next court date and you can ask defence counsel to assist you
in connecting with the subject.
Keep in mind these three deadlines when you prepare a report:
1. Legal review request: Ask the Gladue coordinator to set up a legal review for you a minimum of
10 to 14 days before your desired legal review date.
2. Legal review date: Your report is due to the legal reviewer by this date at 9 a.m.
3. Final report to defence and Crown counsel: The report is due to defence and Crown counsel
seven days before court.

Final Gladue reports
Before sending your final Gladue report to defence and Crown counsel, use the Gladue Writer Checklist
and ensure you have done the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•

included all necessary information
reviewed your final report carefully to check for grammatical and spelling errors
removed all tracked changes
signed your report electronically or in pen
saved your report in a protected Word format or PDF
saved your report using a professional naming convention (i.e., Emily Starblanket Gladue Report
Sept 2019)
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Delivery of a final Gladue report
When the Gladue report is completed, you are required to provide the final report to both defence and
Crown counsel by email. You may obtain the contact information for Crown counsel by contacting the
Crown office in the appropriate court location. Your invoice for the report should follow in a separate
email to defence counsel.

Gladue Report Writer Responsibility Checklist
Several Gladue writer responsibilities are discussed in this guide. The Gladue Report Writer
Responsibility Checklist (attached) itemizes the responsibilities outlined in this guide. Following your
orientation session with the Gladue coordinator, you will be asked to review these responsibilities and
confirm your acceptance in writing on the Gladue Report Writer Responsibility Checklist.

Attachments
The following documents are attached:
•
•
•

Consent to a Gladue Report
Consent to a Release Information
Gladue Report Writer Responsibility Checklist
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Consent to a Gladue Report
Gladue Report Writer: [Gladue writer’s name]
Telephone:

Email:

I have been asked to write a Gladue report for you. The purpose of the Gladue report is to give the judge
a complete picture of your life (timeline of events and experiences) and information about your unique
background, your Aboriginal community or communities, and specific circumstances that may have
brought you before the court. The Gladue report also provides the judge with a bail plan or sentencing
options that may be appropriate for you because of your particular Aboriginal heritage and can
contribute to rehabilitation and healing.
To complete your Gladue report, I need to gather personal information about you. I will do this by
speaking to you, your family, friends, community members, and others who have impacted your life,
and by reading documents and records about you. I need your permission to do this.
I will use that information to write your Gladue report, which I will then send to an independent legal
reviewer, who will review the report to ensure it is in keeping with standards required for Gladue
reports in BC. I will then send your completed Gladue report to your lawyer and to Crown counsel
before your bail, sentencing, or appeal hearing. Your Gladue report will be filed with the court.
Legal Aid BC is funding your Gladue report. I want to remind you that, as detailed in your Legal Aid
Representation Services Contract, Legal Aid BC (legally known as Legal Services Society) will have access
to your Gladue report.
I,
[print full name of subject of Gladue report],
give permission to [Gladue writer’s name] and to Legal Aid BC to disclose that I am a legal aid client for
the purposes of preparation and filing of my Gladue report.

I,
[print full name of subject of Gladue report],
give permission to [Gladue writer’s name] to record our interviews for the purposes of preparing the
Gladue report. I understand the Gladue report writer will destroy the recording once the Gladue report
has been completed.

I,
give permission to [Gladue writer’s name] to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

[print full name of subject of Gladue report], also

Write a Gladue report for and about me.
Communicate with my lawyer.
Interview me.
Interview and obtain information from my family, friends, community members, and others who
have impacted my life. I understand this could include medical professionals, advocates, support
workers, outreach workers, restorative justice workers, and other professionals.
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5. Request and read documents and records about me.
6. Research my community or communities (programs and services, and effects of colonization).
7. Send my Gladue report to an independent legal reviewer. I understand that the independent
legal reviewer is bound by a confidentiality agreement.
I understand that [Gladue writer’s name] will use this information to prepare my Gladue report for use
in court in British Columbia.
I understand that the Gladue report will include sentencing or bail options for the judge to consider,
but the judge will decide the sentence or bail plan and may not accept or adopt the options in the
Gladue report.
I understand that [Gladue writer’s name] has a professional obligation to keep the information they
receive confidential, with the following exceptions:
•

An obligation under the Child, Family and Community Service Act (the “Act”) to promptly report
to the Ministry of Children and Family Development if there is reason to believe that a child is in
need of protection, as defined by s. 13 of the Act (a copy of s. 13 is attached).

•

If [Gladue writer’s name] believes that I may cause grievous bodily harm to myself or another
individual, they will contact lawyers at Legal Aid BC to discuss the situation and might contact
appropriate authorities, and if necessary, warn the potential victim.

•

If [Gladue writer’s name] receives a subpoena, warrant, or court order directing her to produce
confidential information about me or in reference to me, they will only disclose information
they is required to disclose by law, and will assert and maintain to a court of law, or any party to
a pending court case that involves me, that all such information is considered privileged and not
subject to routine disclosure requests.

Signature

Date:

Your name (print):
Witness signature

Date:

Witness name (print):
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Section 13 of the Child, Family and Community Services Act
When protection is needed
13 (1) A child needs protection in the following circumstances:
(a) if the child has been, or is likely to be, physically harmed by the child’s parent;
(b) if the child has been, or is likely to be, sexually abused or exploited by the child’s parent;
(c) if the child has been, or is likely to be, physically harmed, sexually abused or sexually
exploited by another person and if the child’s parent is unwilling or unable to protect
the child;
(d) if the child has been, or is likely to be, physically harmed because of neglect by the
child’s parent;
(e) if the child is emotionally harmed by
(i) the parent’s conduct, or
(ii) living in a situation where there is domestic violence by or towards a person with
whom the child resides;
(f) if the child is deprived of necessary health care;
(g) if the child’s development is likely to be seriously impaired by a treatable condition and
the child’s parent refuses to provide or consent to treatment;
(h) if the child’s parent is unable or unwilling to care for the child and has not made
adequate provision for the child’s care;
(i) if the child is or has been absent from home in circumstances that endanger the
child’s safety or well-being;
(j) if the child’s parent is dead and adequate provision has not been made for the
child’s care;
(k) if the child has been abandoned and adequate provision has not been made for the
child’s care;
(l) if the child is in the care of a director or another person by agreement and the child’s
parent is unwilling or unable to resume care when the agreement is no longer in force.
(1.1) For the purpose of subsection (1) (b) and (c) but without limiting the meaning of “sexually
abused” or “sexually exploited”, a child has been or is likely to be sexually abused or
sexually exploited if the child has been, or is likely to be,
(a) encouraged or helped to engage in prostitution, or
(b) coerced or inveigled into engaging in prostitution.
(1.2) For the purpose of subsection (1) (a) and (c) but without limiting the circumstances that
may increase the likelihood of physical harm to a child, the likelihood of physical harm to a
child increases when the child is living in a situation where there is domestic violence by or
towards a person with whom the child resides.
(2) For the purpose of subsection (1) (e), a child is emotionally harmed if the child
demonstrates severe
(a) anxiety,
(b) depression,
(c) withdrawal, or
(d) self-destructive or aggressive behaviour.
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Consent to a Release Information
I,

[print full name of Gladue report subject],

consent to the release of any records, documents and reports about me, including but not limited to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

medical records, documents, and reports
police records, documents, and reports
corrections records, documents, and reports
legal documents
psychiatric and psychological records, documents, and reports
educational records, documents, and reports
records, documents, and reports containing social and family information, including adoption
records

to [Gladue writer’s name], Gladue report writer.
(Phone: xxx-xxx-xxxx | Email: xxxx)

Date:
Signature
Your name (print):

Date:
Witness signature
Witness name (print):
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Gladue Report Writer Responsibility Checklist
Area

Responsibility

Criminal
record check

I understand it is my responsibility to apply for a criminal record check
and that I will apply within two weeks of being accepted onto the roster
on probation.
I understand it is my responsibility to apply for correctional centre
clearances and that I will apply within two weeks of being accepted onto
the roster on probation.
I understand the Mentorship Program is mandatory for new writers and I
agree to participate in the program.
I understand that legal reviews are a quality assurance measure meant to
make Gladue reports stronger and to ensure they meet the needs of the
court including a neutral, unbiased report.
I understand that as a Gladue report writer I am required to ask the
Gladue coordinator to set up a legal review for my Gladue reports 10 – 14
days before a legal review is required.
I understand that it is a trauma-informed approach and best practice to
review the draft Gladue report with the subject and agree to review the
draft report with the subject.
I understand that it is my responsibility to submit final Gladue reports in a
professional court ready format.
I understand my first three Gladue reports consist of my probationary
period, following which an assessment will be provided in writing.
I understand that it is my responsibility to maintain confidentiality of
sensitive subject information and that I will take the necessary steps to
ensure verbal communications and documentation are kept confidential
and secure.
I understand it is my responsibility to maintain professional records and
will retain such records in a responsible manner.
I understand I may be asked to produce records, interview notes and
communication exchanges with respect to Gladue reports. In the event
that I am asked to provide these records, I understand it is my
responsibility to respond in a timely manner with the requested
documentation.
I understand it is my responsibility to disclose to Legal Aid BC any
membership to a professional body such as a lawyer, doctor, social
worker, etc., may be a member of. I also understand I must disclose any
disciplinary action that was taken against me or will be taken while a
member of this professional body.

Correctional
centre
clearances
Mentorship
program
Legal reviews
Deadlines
Review of
Gladue report
with subject
Final Gladue
reports
Probationary
period
Confidentiality

Records
retention
Document
production

Professional
regulatory body

Signature of Gladue writer :
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Abbreviations
ADHD: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
BCSC: BC Supreme Court
BCCA: BC Court of Appeal
BCPC: BC Provincial Court
CSC: Correctional Services Canada
DO: dangerous offender
FASD: fetal alcohol spectrum disorder
IJP: Indigenous Justice Program
ILRU: Indigenous Law Research Unit
LABC: Legal Aid BC
LTO: long-term offender
LTSO: long-term supervision order
MCFD: Ministry of Children and Family Development
PHSA: Provincial Health Services Authority
PSR: pre-sentence report
RCAP: Royal Commission on Aboriginal Peoples
RCC: Report to Crown Counsel
2SLGBTQQIA: two-spirit, lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, queer, questioning, intersex,
asexual
SCC: Supreme Court of Canada
TRC: Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada
YCJA: Youth Criminal Justice Act
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The following is a non-exhaustive list of terms in alphabetical order used throughout this
guide and their definitions.
Aboriginal liaison worker/Indigenous liaison officer: An employee of BC Corrections or
Correctional Service Canada who is a spiritual guide and mentor to First Nations, Métis,
and Inuit peoples in correctional centres.
advocacy: When a person publicly supports or recommends a particular cause or policy.
This is not the role of a Gladue report writer. Being suspected of advocating for the subject
may bias an entire Gladue report and have a negative impact on the subject.
collateral: A person the Gladue report writer contacts for information about the report’s
subject, their life, history, and/or options (defined in this glossary) available to them.
colonization: For the purposes of this guide, the action or process of settling among
and establishing control over the Indigenous peoples who occupied the territory
known as Canada.
community resource: A person, organization, and/or program in the community included
in the options (defined in this glossary) section.
context: The circumstances that form the setting for an event, statement, or idea, and
how it can be understood and assessed. As it relates to Gladue report writing, being able
to communicate the impacts of Gladue factors (defined in this glossary) on the report’s
subject, their family, community, and Nation.
correctional centre: Any of the 10 BC Corrections Correctional Centres, or any of the nine
Correctional Service of Canada Correctional Institutions in BC.
correctional officer: An employee of BC Corrections or Correctional Service of Canada
who supervises anyone on a court ordered term of custody in a provincial or federal
correctional centre.
Elder: An Indigenous person the community recognizes as an Elder and/or keeper of
community knowledge.
Gladue factors: The unique systemic or background factors that may have played a part
in bringing the subject before the court.
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Gladue report: A written account prepared for the court or other adjudicating body
that intends to address the elements laid out by the Supreme Court of Canada in
R v Gladue, 1999, and subsequent jurisprudence. These elements, as written by the
Supreme Court, are:
♦ “The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a
part in bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts”;
and
♦ “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions which may be
appropriate in the circumstances of the offender because of his or
her particular aboriginal heritage or connection.”
Gladue report writer: For the purposes of this guide, a person who writes Gladue reports.
intergenerational trauma: The transmission of historical oppression and its negative
consequences across generations. For the purposes of a Gladue report, Gladue factors
are recognized as the manifestation and impact of intergenerational trauma.
linear flow: For the purposes of Gladue report writing, being able to tell the subject’s
sacred story in a chronological, or sequential, way.
mental health counsellor (in custody): An employee of the Provincial Health Services
Authority who works with people incarcerated in provincial correctional centres.
neutrality: The state of not supporting a particular cause, perspective, or policy. Gladue
report writers present information in a neutral or unbiased manner.
options: Practical suggestions made in a Gladue report that a judge can order in
their decision.
probation officer: An employee of BC Corrections who supervises and supports persons
on a court ordered term of supervision.
rapport: In the process of a Gladue report interview, being able to create a sense of
comfort and trust for the subject.
research: Systematic investigation that uses various methods and sources. Gladue writers
use academic methods and sources in their report.
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trauma-informed practice: While there are many definitions, BC Mental Health and
Substance Use Services uses the following:
♦ a realization, or understanding, of how trauma affects people
♦ the ability to recognize the signs of trauma
♦ a system-wide response to trauma that informs all behaviours, language,
programs, and policies
♦ resisting retraumatization of patients, clients, and staff (organizations can
unintentionally create conditions that retraumatize people) 573
two sets of circumstances: Following the Gladue case, a sentencing judge must “pay
particular attention to the circumstances of Indigenous offenders, with the implication
that those circumstances are significantly different from those of non‑aboriginal
offenders. The background considerations regarding the distinct situation of aboriginal
peoples in Canada encompass a wide range of unique circumstances, including, most
particularly”: 574
(1) “The unique systemic or background factors which may have played a part in
bringing the particular aboriginal offender before the courts”; and
(2) “The types of sentencing procedures and sanctions, which may be appropriate in
the circumstances for the offender because of his or her particular aboriginal
heritage or connection.” 575
Judges must consider both set of circumstances (number 1 and number 2) to come to a fit
and proper sentence. 576 This guide refers to these as the first set of circumstances and
second set of circumstances.

573. “Trauma-Informed Practice,” Clinical & Professional Resources, BC Mental Health and Substance Use
Services, bcmhsus.ca/health-professionals/clinical-professional-resources/trauma-informed-practice, citing
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration, SAMHSA’s Concept of Trauma and Guidance for a
Trauma-Informed Approach, publication no. (SMA) 14-4884 (Rockville, MD: Substance Abuse and Mental Health
Services Administration, 2014).
574. Gladue, para 66.
575. Gladue, para 66; and Ipeelee, paras 72–74.
576. Ipeelee, para 72.
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